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ABSTRACT

Modern military air vehicles have to comply with sophisticated performance requirements. As a result, full advantage
must be taken of the rapid advances in computer hardware/software and future micro-electronics technologies.

New design and development strategies must be implemented in order to obtain the overall performance benefits offered
by advanced integrated systems for guidance and control, avionics, weapon delivery and tactical performance management.

In a two-day programme this Lecture Series will address some issues which have demonstrated notable and outstanding
advances in the field of computing system design, design tools and techniques, computers, data buses, and architectures. In
particular, the second day's programme will show how technological advances have enabled the design of a modem computing
system architecture. Future trends and new directions will be subjects for round table discussions.

This Lecturc Series, sponsored by the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD, has been implemented by the Consultant
and Exchange Programme of AGARD.

Les aeronefs de combat modernes doivent repondre i des specifications de performances sophistiquees. II importe donc.
de tirer le meilleur parti de la rapiditi des progres rdalises dans les domaines des materiels et des logiciels d'ordinateurs et des
technologies d'avenir de [a micro-electronique.

II y a lieu de tenir compte des nouvelles strategies d'dtude et de r6alisation, qui permettent de beneficier des avantages
offerts, en termes de performances generales, par les nouveaux systimes integres de guidage et de pilotage; d'avionique et de tir
d'armes, ainsi que par lea systimes de gestion des performances tactiques.

Lea deux journes de ce Cycle de conferences sont consacrees A l'examen de cermins secteurs oi des progr~s
remarquables et exceptionnels ont Wtc rdalisds dans le domaine de (a conception des syst~me informatiques, A savoir: lea
techniques et les aides A la conception; lea ordinateurs, les chaines de donnees et lea architectures. En particulier. lea
presentations de Ia deuxiemejoum e concement les progr s technologiques qui ont permis Ia ralisation d'une architecture de
syst~me informatique moderne. Les tendances et les perspectives d'avenir feront Iobjet d'une table ronde.

Ce Cycle de conferences est presente dans le cadre du programme des consultants et des 6changes. sous legide du Panel
AGARD du Guidage et du Pilotage.
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OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION
TO GCP LECTMR SERIES NO I S8 ON

"COMPUTING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR IGHLY INTERATED
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS"

by
EPA L. GUIDERT

Service technique des T616cosnmunlcaiom et des Equipemaiss

129, rue delanConvention
75731 PARIS CEDEX 15. FRACE

The avioncs of modern aircraft are increasingly complex and perform an incresaing anmount of functions.
As a result, configuration problema are assming ever greater importance.

We should first define what we mean by system conifiguration. Once we amart to do tis, it becomea clear
that because of the Integration of functions It Is imposaible to Isolate guidance and control systems if it is their
architecture we ame interested In.

Architecture concern both equipment and systems or functions, which today include software, and this
explains the variety of topics which 'will be dealt with in the papers to be given. design aide and methods,
computers, dat buses and software aids.

It is pethaps advisable to make a distinction between the flinctional architecture and the physical architecture
=of an aircraft. Given their importance and their effect on performsance, reliability, survivablity, maintainabiliry and

c =ts an onalderiMg the onpkex*y.of the prolms attaching to them, their design requires specific facilities.

The "Direction des Construction Aironautiques* has joined force with eight French companies to provide
the aeronautics industry with an integrated workshop for the design of avionica systems. A briefideacription of the
project is given.

1MQDUCTQIN

Fighter aircraft have to face an ever growing threat, both in terms of'quanitity and quality, on the ground as
well as in the air, and probably shortly in space. In order to meet that threat, they ame required to fulfil more and
more functions under increasingly difficult conditions, while achieving ever higher performances.

As a remit, aircraft acquisition and user cost continue to grow. Thus, in order to ensure the cost-
effectiveness oftnew aircraft development, and because it has become difficult to financially support several
programs, a trend towards the design esultirole aircraft ha. reety Increased.

The logical outcoen is a fuirther increase in the amount &_, .c ,Jexity sf the functions
damanded.

All this is particularly true In avionics and weapon systems, which now handle the essential of the functions
off us irft.

Thaus, the acqisition coat of avlonics (taken In ha broadest sense to mean everything electronic in the plane)
Whose weight rtPeprsets a fairly. constant one tenth of the total empty weight of the aircraft, continues to
Increase in proportion to the overall cost, up to about 40% for next generation fighter aircraft, whereas its
msaintenansce cost an forn up to 80% of the overall one.

That is the framsework. In this context, what then is the part played by the computing system configuration

Flirt we need to defin what dot expression messm.

Takn the above menioesed constaints and mseda into accouant leads to an imbrication of the various
funcion p-1f-me by todas~ mvaio and weapon syten.

The zudanoce of as aircraft, for Inmstnce, Is Ivolved to anldsta of the Mission, whatever it ia, and must
ross dat supplied by ustonomous setso (Inettlal uitsf, terrain data memories, ...), raidio-narvigation, units

(GS, ...), the radar (terrain profies, location of targets, ...), the electronic counter-measures (for threat
avoldeance), orhby the system Itslf (mission pilimning, tacticall dasta, ...), etc.

This meshing of funactiots, which is necessary ins order to keep avionics within reaamostale Volume and
cog Dalft, and aisl possible by advances In mricroelectronicis tedunology, lead to the withdrawal of the concept of
wby-ayte.
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Avionics can, in fact, be divided into sensors, core computing and terminals (mainly displays, controls or
actors). This does not necessarily mean that the system is centralized: core computing architecture may be spread,
with certain processors remaining physically close to semors or terminals. However, the whole core takes part in
processing the data supplied by the sensors, and In generating those oneas sent to the terminals.

The computing configuration of guidance and control systems cannot therefore easily be dissociated from
the core avionics computing configuration, and this will be evermore true in the future, as we shall see from some
of the lectures.

To simplify, computing systems are essentially composed with computers or processors, which are
organized in such a way as to support functions, which are performed by software.

The configuration problems of such systems thus involve the design and definition of the computers, the
overall organization, or more precisely, the architecture, and the way in which the software is designed, using
which tools and methodology.

OVERVIIEW OF THE LECTURE

As you can see, the subject is vast. However, I thought that we should attempt to deal with each area,not,
of course, in exhaustive manner, but by choosing certain important topics, so that the lectures will show the way
things are evolving and identify the keys to the future, because it seems important to me to understand that all these
aspects are linked, are pans of a whole.

Thus, the first lecture by Mr H. 1. KAUL will deal with dse question of flight control system design, and
will describe tools in relation to a method.

We shall then go on to look at signal and data processors during the lectures by Mr M. T. MICHAEL and
Mr M. MUENIER, in particular the Common Signal Processor, the 1750 A standard and a new high level
processor, the CMF. Perhaps will they allow us to raise some traditional questions, such as should computers be
standardized, will 32 bits supplant 16 bits, which istruction set (RISC or not RISC)?

The data buses, essential element of connection between the components of current systems, and from
which considerble performance improvements are required for future system, will be the subject of the lecture
given by Mr R. UHLHORN , who will particularly address the subject of high speed optical buses.

We shall, of couse, talk about software. Its a fundamental past of the system, and gives it life. Its volume
is exponentially growing, as are the problems attaching to it. On existing aircraft, we can consider that the
acquisition cost of the software for the central computer is halfthat ofthe computers themselves. But in operation,
that ratio may reach 80% of the maintenance costs.

As futre aircraft will include several million code lines, software quality and productivity are vital. Mr
MUENIER will describe a tool for software testing, as past of a workshop about which I shall be giving you
further informations later on.

We shall finally tackle the problems of avionics architecture with the lectures given by Mr J. C.
OSTGAARD and Mr D. R. MORGAN on PAVE PILLAR. These statements will show how important this subject
is, both in terms of its implications for avionics system design, and its effect on performance and costs.

THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE

The STANAG 3908 (Edition 1) defines architecte as: "in avionics, a representation of the hardware and
software components of a system and their interrelationtships, considered from the viewpoint of the whole system".
As far as I am concerned, I would make s distinction as part of this definition, between the functional architecture
and the physical one. To me, this would seem particularly Important once we try, as the PAVE PILLAR concepts
do, to standardize an advanced avionics architecture, that is, to make it common to several aircrafts, each with
different missions.

Because of the diversity of missions, the system designers must be capable to implement the operational
functions of an air vehicle (and only these one, for cost reamon ), in such a way as to best meet user requirements.
From this functional point of view, every system should be specific, regardless of the level of standardization
demanded for I components.

The functional architecture may be defined as the breakdown of the functions into functional modules, the
organisation of these modules and of their interrelationships. The purpose is to get modules for parts of the
software which can be realized by one single nmn and tested sepaately. To give you an idea, modules could
contain up to 500 instructions madmum. The functional coherence is then ensured by means of a structured top-
down breakdown approach, like de IDEF 0 method for example.

Physical architecture Is related to the harware, and may be defined as the " ization and composiltion of
the bdware ad the interrelatlonshipa between its components required in order to support the fnctions.

Of course, in order for the hardware to be able to suprt all the functions, there muat be compatibility
between physical and functional architectures: they ae ft fore closely related, and should be designed together in
order to produce a coherent system which meets requirements.

This is ofgret Iportance when we ae attempting to smadardize components and rles for the physical
arcblecmse. We do-l see how the question ms been rmolved in the cae of PAVE PILLAR.
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I shouk like to add a rider on that one, if you will allow me. For a long time it has been assumed that
technology could meet the increasing performance requirements made necessary by the developping threat. This has
uadoubey been the case, and I trust, still Is. There is however a limit, which is imposed by coat. It appears today
that even the moat powerfid nations cannot afford all the high performance systems which could give us a decisive
advantage over the adversary.

As we shall see, optimum architectures result in considerable coat savings. This is the case for aircraft
development and acquisition, where standardization approaches can prove highly beneficial. It also applies to life
cycle cost, which Is an attractive prospect, a rising maintenance costs eat into the funding available for new
developments. What is more, technology and performance being equal, architecture optimization produces
substantial gains in terms of availability, survivability, maintainability, whose effects cote as an aded bomus to the
reductions in maintenance coat achieved by the technology (higher MTBF) and the architecture studies (reduction in
the amount of maintenance levels and quantity of spare parts in stock, for instance).

As you can see, these question are findamental to our ability to produce efficient systems.

We have just noticed that system design and architecture problems are vital. They are also difficult to
master. Just think of the number of 500 lines modules that may be contained in a software program with several
million instructions! The work involved in designing modem fighter avionics far exceeds human capabilities. We
must therefore use stringent methods, backed up by efficient computer techniques.

The French aeronautics industry has undertaken in the last years a considerable effort, with support by the
Ministry of Defence, in order to introduce such facilities for the whole system design cycle.

This step appeas to meas exemplary, and I should like to describe its main principles. It is called the "I
(Int-gration du Taltement de lInfonnation) program (Data processing integration) which is concerned. It is headed
by the Direction des Constructions Aronatiques (DCA), with the assistance of eight companies: two aircrafts
manufacturers, AEROSPATIALE and AMD-BA, and six equipement manufacturers, CROUZET, SAGEM,
SIENA, SFIM and THOMSON-CSF.

IT offers a solution which meets a number of needs for the development of future avionics systems.

The problems are the following.

-The growing importance of software, which is also becoming increasingly complex, as a result of systems
integration, and because of the fact that It has to handle most of the modifications made during development. This
product must be of maximum quality, which means channeling the creativity of those responsible for its design, by
means of rigorous methods . The apparent ease whith which modifications can be made is, in fact, a major risk for
quality. On the other hand, and everyone finds this worrying, software is not experiencing the same productivity
growth as the other activities, at the very time when its volume is increasing exponentially.

-The coexistence of various versions of the same system, wether for successive versions of the same
aircraft incorporating new capabilities, or thoe intended for differents clients.

-The growing proportion of on board equipment (for instance, 60 equipment items of 35 different types,
and 14 types of option for the AIRBUS A 320).

-The systems complexity, due to the performances specifications, requiring leading edge technology
solutions, and the high number of modifications, lead to higher cost and longer delivery times.

Three major needs emerge from these considerations.

-We must have complete technical mastery of development. The process must therefore be automated.

-We must control costs and implementation times, which means improving our forecasts, providing
efficient project management, and reducing or better eliminating risks.

-We must improve software quality and productivity. This means enforcing strict design rules. This
requires too powerful software specification, production and debugging aids.

Moreover, these four points lead naturally to closer cooperation between the various companies working on
a given project: the amounts of dat exchanged are enormous. For example, for one version of the MIRAGE 2000,
the exchanged documents (apart from user's documentation as such) represent a stack of paper more than eight
meters high. Now, if the tools used by the different parties involved are not harmonized, this information has to be
soled more or less manually at each stage before being processed, which is a considerable waste of time.

In order to overcome these problems, I has laid down the following ams:

-to facilitate communications between the companies working on the some project. This is made possible
Inter alls by the adoption of a common work methodology, by automatic document processing and by electronic
mailing for trnsfer of documents in a form directly usable by tse adremse;

-to provide a system design aid, using computers for design, specification, definition

-to provide a software development aid, using computers for design, definition, encoding and testing. One
ofthe testing aids used, IDAS, will he discussed by Mr MUENIER;

|7
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-to asist with integration and validation of software and systems.

Interopembility problems also need to be taken into account. Since the design aids are to be used by various
partners, they must be coapatible with any computer configuration, provided it meets certain standards.

Finally, security objectives had to be defined: protection of software against the supply of erroneous data
and incorrect handling, automatic error detection with tell-lack, etc.

To attain these various ends, an integrated workshop known as SDA (Avionics Development System) was
set up.

It Is an Integrated workshop in the sense that the aids that it comprise can communicate with each other, and
exchange the results of the tasks in which they are involved. The structure of the SDA is based on the industrial
organisadon of a project, and is on three levels. The first is that or communications between the different companies
participating to a program. The second is that of the manufacturer, who has his own computing facilities: it is the
Manufacturer Development System (SDI-Syst-me de Dveloppement Industriel). The third is that of the individual
user in his specific work situation inside his company: it is the Personal Development System (SDP-Systirme de
Developpement Personnel).

Communications between the SDP s belonging to an SDI on the one hand, and between the SDrs within an

SDA in the other, are provided by an access structure.

This access structure combines the mecanimns and aids which are common to all SDrs.

Examples of common aids are: the operating system, the composer, the administrator, the configuration
management, the object management system, etc.

On this basis, each SDP, depending on the need, integrates general tools (documentation, project
management, quality, etc...) and specific tools, for the design and elaboration of the functional architecture
(identification of functions and interfaces), definition of the avionics system, specification of its components,
software definition and design, software production activities (encoding, production of exectsables, individual
testing, using high order languages such as ADA and LTR 3), and integration and validation, using a dynamic test
aid.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, the subject matter of this Lecture Series is vast. The concept of system configuration covers a
whole series of activities, all of which have their part to play in the production of high performance aircrafts. One
cannot hope to treat stch a subject exhaustively. I merely hope that by the end of the final lecture, you will be aware
of the importance of these problems though your attendance is already proof of that, and that you will have a little
cleare perception of the challenges of the near future.

MIUGBMI1Y
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INTRODUCTION ET PRESENTATION GENERALE
DE LA LECTURE SERIES N* 156 SUR

"CONFIGURATION INFORMATIQUE POUR SYSiTEMES DE GUIDAGE ET PILOTAGE
HAUTEMENT INTEGRES"

par

IPA L GUEBEtT
Service Technique des T9l6comraunications et des Equipements afronautiques

129. rue de In Conenturion
75731 PARIS CEDEX 15. FRANCE

RESUME

L'avionique des a~roneft de comnbat irodernes eat de plus en plus complexe et reniplir des
foncrions toujows plus nomlbreuses. Pour cet rason, les prol~lmes liks nux configuratons sont de
plus en plus imqorars.

fl fans danm n premier temups d~finir ce que l'on entend par configuration des syst~mes.

Ce fsards, il apparaft clairement que du fait de Il'ussdgrtion des fonctions. il est inmpossible
d'isoler les systbmea de guidage et de pilotage dbs lors qu'os s'kndresae A lent architecture.

L'architecture concene aussi bien les 6quipesnesrs que lea syst~snes on lea fonctions (donc.
aujourd'lsui, lea logiciels). C'est pourquoi des Sdisses diven;set armorddMs an cours des diftreors
expos~s: m~diodes et outils de conception. calculakeus, bus de donis~es, outila logiciel.

f1 eat peut-dire bons de diff~rencier sur on afronef l'architecture fonctionnelle et
1'architecture physique. Cornpee tenu de leer imsportanice et de lent incidence sur lea performances, Is
flabilit6, Ia survivabilitE, Is maintertahilit6. lea colt, ot du fait de Ia coniplexWr des probilsues qwi leur
sont Wis, leur Elaboration n~cessite des outils adaptds.

La Direction des Conanctions A~ronantiqnea et hurt soci&t rataies ant fait n effort
particulier pour rendre disportible pour Vinduatrie a~ronautique un atelier bintr pour Is conception
des sysrlmnes avioniques. B] ear bribvemneo d~cris.

INTRODUCTION

Les a~roneft de combat ont i faire face I une mnsace qui ste cease de crofrre, en quantii
or en quslir, que ce soit an sol on dana lea airs, bient~t merne probablemrent dana l'espace. Pour
a'adqxter b eri menace, on leur demuande de reniplir des fonctions de plus en plus nonsbreuses, dana
des conditions plus difficiles et avec des performnces ecujeurs amflios~es.

Cela Etars, Ie colt des afronefa tie cease d'angnenter, aussi bien A l'acquisition qu'en
utilisation op~rationnefle. Si bien que pour rentabilis eI cofit de d~veloppasnent des avios
nouveaux, et parce qu'il eat devenut difficile de supporter Is charge floancibre de plusieurs
programmses parafllles. une tendaisce A concevoir des afronefs nasiti-r~les s'est affinasfe ces derniers

La cons~quence. c'esr encore l'aunmnstios do noenbre et de Is comptexit6 des fonctions.

Tout eels esr particnlibremnt yeni pour 1'svionique et lea syselnes d'armes, qui
remplisent dfsominsis l'esseniel des foctiona devalues k I'akronef.

C'est ainsi que pour une masse qui reprbsente de fagon constutte environ le dib-se de Is
msaw h vide de I'avion, le coilt d'acquisition dc l'avioniqne (an sens larg: tout ce qui eat Elecrnsique
dares I'adronef) tie cc=n d'assgnene en proportions dir cofit global, juaqu'k environ 40% pour lea
avions de combat de Is prodiamse gfofraius, tandis que son co&t de mntancue pent repr~scraer
jwwqn' 80% dii coat de maintenance gkuss.

f
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LA NOTION DE CONFIGURATION

VoilA le cadre. Dus cc cornexte, qiaci eat le r6lc de Ia configuration informatique des
syatbinca de pilotage et de goidage?

Avant tout, il cat ndccssaire de s'cntendre star cc quc recouvre cette expression.

La puise, en conapt des conuiswe d des besoins a qpel ci-dcssua conduisent & une
ibrication des diftre functiona rdalisdes par lea sysilM dc navigation et d'aamcment

Les gisidage d'ua adronef, par exemplc, intetvient dama toutes lea phases d'une mission,
quelle qu'clle auit, et doit triter des informsations quw provictment aussi bien de caqxeurs autossomes
(ceistralca dc navigation, ficisiers de terrain ) qiac de capteurs de radio-navigation (UPS,...), diu radar
(profila de terrain, position des cables.. ). des conure-snestares (pour I'Eitement des menaces), dui
syatelie (plan de mission, informaions tactaques,..), etc.

Cette imbrication des forctaons, ndcessaire pour maintesair l'avioniqac A ian volume et tan
co~t raisonnables. at pennise par lea technologies de Is micro-&tctronqoc. conduit I Ia disparition de
Ia notion de sous-sysbm.

L'avioniqae se rdpartit cin fait enare des captears, tan cocur informatique, et des terininaux
(visusalisations, coniandes, o actionneurs. essentiellement). Cels ne signuifi pas qu'il y ait
ndcessairement centraliation: Ie coeur informatiqoce peat dire conqut scion one architecture repartie,
certina ptttceaaear poovant rester physiquement "proches" des capteurs ou dets terminsaux. Mans
['enasmble dua coctar participe, soovent A I 'exploitation des informations pnuvenant des capteurse ci
I'Alaboratiort de celles envoydes aim tenmsnaux.

La configuration informatiquc des systbmes de pilotage et de gtiidagc eat donc
difficilemnent dissociablc de cellc dua coctar de l'avioniqa, et cc sera de plus en plus It cas dana It
fotur, conane nous Ic vetrona an coust de qiselques expos~s.

Un syatisne infonnatique. c'est essenuiellemetit, en shimatisant, des calcialateors o des
processema organasds do telic sorfc qu'ils puisent ahappotrw des foncisa qia toot rdaliades par du
logiciel,

La configuration d'tan tel ensemble concen doac Ia conception ct Ia definition des
calctalatetara, I'organisatioo de l'enaemble ota plus prdcisirnent I'architciure do systbsne. et Ia fagon
don. eat conqu Ie logiciel, selon quelle mdthodologie et avec quels oiatils.

GENERALITFS SUR LES CONFERENCES

On Ie voit. Ie aujet eaft vaste. Cependani, j'ai pestad qu'il fallait essayer d'aborder chaqoc
tht~ni, non pas bien ado poor lea pr~senter de fa"o exhaustive, mais en cltoisissast qiaclqoes stajets
imporiants oi6 lea exposds montreront dana qoelies directions 6voluent lea choses et quelles scot lea
dls do fiuur, parce qaa'il nae parait insipouiant de prendre conscience que totic ces choaes sont li~es,
soot lea parties andissociables d'im toot.

Ainsi le premier exposE, do M. H. 1. KAU L, aborders lea probibnies de concepton des
sysabmes de commande de vol ci ddcrira des outils lis It tane ntdbod.

Notts nous indrcassenans ama cows des exposds de MM. M, T. MICHAEL ct M. MUENIER
ax proceaseara de traitemessi de donasfes et de signal, en pariiculicr an CSP, a standard 1750 A et I

on nouveau processeur de bait nivea, le CMF. Petit-dir nous pennettrost-ils d'aborder des
questions ddsoisis traditionnelles fat ii atandardiser des calcuslateurs, Ic 32 bits va-t-il supplanter Ic
16 bits, quel jets d'itisttactions: RISC n non?

Lee buas de donsides, El6ment essentici de liaison entre lea cornposanes des systilmes
actuels et aiaxqtels des performnances en augmnation notable soot demandfes poor lea systbrnes
fiurs, feront Iobjet de I 'exposE de M. R. UHLHORN, qui abordera en particulier lea buas optiques A
grn debit.

La logiciel biem sir no pewtitdre absent ici. Consttiat essentiel dui sysibme, aiiqael il
donne vie, son volume crolt de faqon exponentielle, at dana Ic memne temps lea probibnes qui liii soot
attach~s. Sti des adsoiseft existanis. on petit considdrter que le logiciel dui calculatear central cot It
I'acqsaisitioot Ia oii des calculateais esax-mndies. Mais en utilisation, Is proportion petit ailer jusqu'k
90% des codits de maintenance.

Pour lea adronefa itars qaa intdgreron plassietars millions de lignes de code, Is qualM tdc
Is productivit6 en matitre do logiciel soot des poists de passag obligs. M. MUENIER nows psrter
d'un outil do test do logiciel, qui sera intdgri dana tan atelier dont j'aral l'occasioo do vous dire

quclques mos par Ia suite.
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Nous now intiresserons enfin ails problklmes d'architectare avionique lors des exposes de
MM. J. C. OSTGAARD et D. R. MORGAN sur PAVE-PILLAR. Ces presentations mootreront
I'importance dui asie, tame par s implications sur ta conception des systms avioniques que pat sea
consequences nor les performances et lea codts.

LE ROLE DE L'ARCFIITECTURE

Le STANAG 3908 (Edition 1) definit l'srchitecture comme ftant "en avionique, one
representation dea composants materiels et logiciels d'un systime et de leur relations, consid~rds do
point de vue do sysstne global". Pour mns pasn, je proposers de distinguer darts It cadre de cette
definition entre l'arcbitectsre fonctionnelle et I'architecture matdrielle. Cela me parait
particulitrement important des lots que l'on ~erche, conmne le proposent lea conecepts de PAVE-
PILLAR, de atandardiser one architecture avtousque avanc~e, c'est-1-dire de Is rendre commune &
plusieur a~ronefs dont lea missions soot differentes.

La diversit* des missions impose en effet que le concepteur do systbme pisse implanter
lea fonctions de I 'avion (et settlemnent celles-la, pour des raisons de cofit) pour rdpondre au mieux sos
besomns exprimfas par I'utiuisateur. Die cc point de vue fonctionnel, chaque syst~me doit poovoir re
spfcifsque, queique soin le niveau de standardisation desire pour ses composants.

L'architectsre fonctionnelle poufrait tmr d~finie comme 6tant le decoopage des fonctions
en modules fonctionnels, l'organisation des modules fonctissanels et de leurs relations. Aujouud'hui,
cela concemne essentiellement le logiciel d'application. Le but eat d'obtesir des modules
correspondant A des parties de logiciel rfulisablea par on seul individu, et testables isolfment, poor
fixer lea Wdes, compresiant on maximum de 500 lignes de rode. La coherence fonctionnelie est slots
assurde par one decomposition solon des approches top-down structisrfes, par exemple selon des
mftisodes do type IDEP-0.

L'architecture osatfrielle conceme le hard, et pesst etre dffinie comme l'orgasisation et Is
composition du materiel et des relations ontre sea elements en vue de pouvoir supporter lea functions.

Bien entendo, pour que lea materiels acient capables de supporter toutes lea fonctions, il
faut assuer Ia compatibilitd des architecnures fonctionneiles et mat~uielles: elles soot dooc: tr~s lifes
I'une k I'autre et doivent ere dfuies ensemble dams le but de r~alisor on sysrtne coherent rdpondant
sos besoins.

Ceat particuli~rement impotant quand on chercse A standardiser des elements et des
rfgles pour l'architecture matfrielle, et nows verrons comsment cette questin a Wt rfsolue dams le
cadre de PAVE-PILLAR.

Encore one rfflexion, si vows le pemiettez, stir ce point. On a longtemps considfre quc Ia
technologie permettait de rfpondre sos beaoins; croissants en performsance dfis I l'evolution de Is
menace. Cela est sflrement vrai et, je l'esp~re, se troove vtrifE josqu'k present. Mais il y a one lmmite,
qoi eat constitufe par les coOts. HI apparait sojourd'boi que lea plus grandes nations ne peuvent payer
tons lea systelses ti~s perfoamnants, qui possrraient I coop s n ous donner on avantage certain stir
l'adversaire.

La definition d'architecfsrea optirmles penises. comme nows Ie vetnons, d'abaisser
notablement le cofit des systhres. Cest Itca au s niveso dui dfveloppement et de l'acquisition des
afronefs, et lb, lea approches de standardisatien peuvent htr es bfnffiques. Cest sossi le cas poor
le cofit de cycle de vie, ce qui eat patticulitreinent intfressasit, puisque I'augmentation des rofits de
maintenance getve sensiblemont lea capacitds de fissancement des dfveloppements nouveaux. Or
l'optimisation des architectures appotte, I technologic et perfornances 6gales, des gains substantiehs
en mati~re de disponibilit6, survivabili, maintenabilit, dent lea effets s'ajouteot sos diminutions des
rofits de maintensance olisenues par ]a technsologie (augmentation du MIBF,...) is lea Etudes
d'architecture (disminution do nombre des niveaus de maintenance, do volumne des stocks de
rechanges, par esemple) -

On le voit, res probltmes constituent onec cli fondamentale pousr notne capaitE & prodoire
des syst~mes perfonnants.

UNE APPROCIIE SYSTEMIQUE

Nows venona de coostater que lea probl~snes de conception des systbmes, d'architecture,
soot primordiatis. Uiisoot assi difficiles IAafriser. Songer so nomisre de modules do 500 lignes que
peut coospter on logiciel de plusieurs millions d'instnsctions. Le travail a accoosplir poor concevoir
l'avionique des afnonefs modemes dfpase lea capacitfa bumaines. 1fleat donc nfceassire d'utiuisor des
infthodes tigoureuses, sous-tendues par des outils informsnques perforns.

L'industre adronstiqu fras~aise a engage ces demi~res snofes on effort inssntn Pour
so doter d'outils couvrant tout le cycle de conception d'uo syst~Ine, avec le acutien do Miniatc de I&
Defense.
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Cmte t~mairche me paraft excinpsiz ct, at voas Ic pennetter j'aimntias vous en exposer
lea principes. II s'sgit do, progranmme M (lntfigration du Traiteent de Ilifomtiot), ment par Is
Direction des Consatructions Mronauiqawe (DCA6) auhu#s de bink indriel detut aviouncurs
AEROfiPATIALE et AMD-BA, cc six 6quipecmentiers. CROUZET. SAGEM., SPENA, SFiM et
THOMSON-CSF.

M'l Propose rne solution pour satisfaire am certain nombee de heson* pour le
dMvelopparnent des systisf avioniqaes fuitis.

Les probmesa ione suryants.

-Lim croisamte des logiciels, par aillcuss do plus an plus conaplesca de par
l'mrdgration de l on tin c peace que ]'an rqiomr samlu i lea modifications n~cessires an woars du
d~veloppeanoL fi fat are I cc produit une quWlt maximum. et donr canaliser par des mishodes
tigoureuses; Is cr~stvitA des parsonnes resporizables do -a rfslistion. Lak fasciad qipurente de hoir
des modificattions est an efict on riqu anajeur de non. qnsit. D'autr paut, at roar le monde s'sst
inquibte, on n'obaerve ps[ in &ne croissarce de productivit6 en matAre de Iogiciel que pour lea
mires sctivit~s, alors que lea volumes - g ata o n exponentidie.

-La coexistence de nonibretases versios de aystines, que cc soit lea versions successives,
incorporsut des notivelles capscts d'un mine afmonef on celleo destinfes k des client diff~wra

-La partgandissate des 6quipanenta enbarqu~s (par exeniple pour I'A 320, 60
Aqipaetsido 35 types difffrenta, et 14 types doqpdonnels).

-AA compleuitd des syines, dke amx perfonmasices demandfcs. qui condusent It mettre en
oeuvre des solutions & Ia poite de I& techunlogie, is le nombre des modifications I prendre en
coanpe. font augmnrter les codts et lea ddlsis.

BI en dfcoule trois pranda besoins.

-11 f'aut garantir It maloise tecimique du diveloppeenent. U1 taut doric stoanaliser le

-11 taut msauiser lea codets et lea dfais, et pour cela, urnsiorer lea prdvisions, sassarer am
suivi de projet efficace, at rdire, et essayer d'Elininer, lea sl~w.

-ID faut afliorer Is qualit6 et Ia productiviti at anatibre de logiciel~Cex impliqe
d'unposer des eagles strictes de conception. Ceix damnde aussi des outils puissaras d'side i [a
sp~cification, alas r~aliation et &aIx validation des logiciels.

De plus, yes qatre points induisent naturellement an accroissement des relations enone lea
divers coop~rants d'un programmne: lea volumes de donfes 6cbangfcs deviennent Enoranes. Par
exensple, pour rne version du MIRAGE 2000. l'ensanble des documents 6cisang~s (hors
documentation) eprfsente sue pile de papse dc plus do 8 min de hauteur. Or, sil n'y a pms
hatmoniatbon des outils des interverat on informations doivent Aire ressiis ples on momsi
minuelernent k chiaque italic do processas, 5w lea explotton, cc qui reprfsente une perte de

tenmps inutile.

Poor parvenur I ren~dier aux problisnes, MT s'est faze lea objectifs suivanis:

-fsciliter Is conmmunication ear lea imlustrielaiservenant dais an projet. Cela eat renda,
possible entre auies par l'adoption dene mibodologie do travai coammune, par Is. raisation do
fagoo ausonatiquc do documents ifoesnatisis, et par aemnagerie iafornti.que pemettant
l'dchawg do ces documents soas ute fornte directernent eploitable par lt destinstaire;

-apporter ease sie A Is conepion des sytins gr~ce h des outils informatiques pour I&
conception Is sp~cification et Is dlffinition;

-sppoeter utie side an developpement des logiciela ice A des outila pour Is dEfinition )a
conception, le codage et le tea. Un outil de tst ret ar IDAS, qai fees l'objet do deuxibnse exposd
do M. MENLER;

-aider ki l'int~gration et alas validation des logiciela cc des systbines.

De plus soot piae coanpe des obect do portabilatE Las outila, doveat btr atils~s par
plasiears ititervenats, 9ovent pouvoir atm wual s ar dasqac cosifigursti on idatquc, , a
condition qu'ele satisfusc cersisataidards.

Enfn eat Mt d~fmlis des objectifa do Mcunia: potection des logiciels cenr Is fouiniture
dinfonutations drns. et Ins amaiviss masiulatons, dfftection atsoastque d'eeir avec congae
reside, etc.

Poar Atteintre ces divers objectifs, on aider intheir speIE SDA (Syaslime de
D~veloppemat d'Aviortque). a &A d~fi.!

Cot an astlic kt* en cc saws quo soas lea outils qull consporte petiveacnm iqr
soe am, eta Edasager lea rftulsa des thches uzuquels ils coascourent.
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Uorguuisation dii SDA eat cakp o i l'oeganization inditairie d'en projet, et conpremi
tumt nveau. Le puemae eat celn des C01nuimn11CAtMus entr lea divees imitriels participant mu
peogranima. Lec deauc niveati eat celiii de l'industriel qtu dispose de nuoyon informatiuos
prePre: C'eat le Sysibine de, Dveloppesniet Industrici, SDI. Le trois~me eat ccliii de l'utilisateu
indielduel dana; son cantexte de trsvail It lht*6new de son entzewih: c'ete Syatline de
Diveloppanciet Personntel ,SOP.

Les conwritmicatsons n e SOP qiparsas It on SD1 d'une part, et entre lea SDI relies
scmei d'un SDA d'uutre put sn assurdes par one structure d'accueil.

Cette suucumi d'sccueil rauctubile lea m~cmaiauet c outila ccsnmouns I tos les; SDI.

Les outils consum sco par exenspic: le systine d'exploitation, le conuposeur.
l'aduinmistriac, Is geation de Is configuration, Ic systlinie de geation d'otjct. etc.

Sor cett lase, chaque SDP iraipe en fonction de s besoiti des outils shneraux
(docornentation. gestioa de pojet, igialit, etc) et des outils ap6ctiqoes, pour Is conception et
I'laboration de rarchitecture foncticmielle (identification des fonctions et des interfaces), Is
dfCutition des symbrmes, Is spdication de leutrs cornpoau. Is definiton etIsi conception du logiciel.
lesasctivitha de as r~slisation (codage. productio d'exfctabsle, teas unituires, avec des langages de
hut niveau, conmue ADA et LTR 3), l'intfpation, et Is validam kI'ide d'un outil de test

CONCLUSION

B eat clair que le aujet de cc cycle dc coniftences car vast. La niotion de configuaio des
systlmes iccouvic tonic ne aerie d'acfiviths. qui conourent chacu d'elie It Is fslisatici daftonefs
perfoeans On ne pou espfrer uborder chaque -ujet de ninre compiee iespbre scotlentent que
dernm, ap" le dernier exposE. vous sorer conscience de I'impoutance de ces probibnes (insis votre
presence ici prouve que c'est dejh le cas), cc aume one vision en pro plus nette des challenges du
proche avenue.
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ABSTRACT

Flight Control Systems (FCS) for present and future Fighter Aircraft develop-
ments are based on three basic technologies, CCV-ACT-digital signal processing.
These technologies have opened a new degree of freedom for optimizing overall
weapon system performance by extending the requirements to be implemented by the
FCS. The computing subsystem of the FCS is the key element of the FCS by which
this performance optimization can be achieved. Digital FCS for fighter aircraft
in service or under development exhibit a basically common architecture (static
parallel redundancy, centralized heavily burdened computing subsystem) which has
continuously evolved since the early days of CCV and ACT activities, The object-
ives of the paper are to relate this classical architecture to the advancing re-
quirements and the new emerging technologies and to analyse its potentials for
future developments. From an airframe manufacturers point of view the paper will

0 attempt a critical review of the interrelationship between weapon system
performance and design considerations involved in the development of the
computing subsystem of the FCS (present and future).

0 address the problem of restrictions imposed upon the application of
advanced computer hardware/software and micro-electronic technologies by
FCS specific design considerations (present).

0 identify the need to overcome state of the art FCS architectures in order
to fully utilize the potential of emerging technologies for the benefit of
weapon system performance through an advanced design of the computing
sub-system of the FCS (future).

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ACT Active Control Technology
A/C Aircraft
ADS Air Data System
ADT Air Data Transducer Unit
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
AVS Avionic System
BC Bus Controller
BIT Built-In-Test
CCV Control Configured Vehicle
CBIT Continuous Built-In-Test
C.G. Centre of Gravity
CIFU Cockpit Interface Unit
CBIT Continuous Built-In-Test
CISC Complex Instruction Set Computer
MAM Custom Monolithic Analogue Microcircuit
CPU Cenral Processing Unit
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DDV Direct Drive Valve
DSP Digital Signal Processing

.. .. ... ........... ... . .-- s i m li m il i i i i --
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EAP Experimental Aircraft Programme
EFA European Fighter Aircraft
EHSV Electro Hydraulic Servo Valve
EMP Electromagnetic Pulse
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
FCS Flight Control System
FCC Flight Control Computer
FH Flying Hours
HQ Handling Quality
IBIT Initiated Built-In Test
ICD Interface Control Document
IMS Inertial Measurement System
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
INR Initial Nuclear Radiation
I/O Input/Output
IPSE Integrated Project Support Environment
LRI Line Replaceable Item
LRM Line Replaceable Module
LSI Large Scale Integration
LVDT Linear Variable Differential Transformer
MBB Messerschmitt-B6Ikow-Blohm GmbH
NEMP Nuclear and Electromagnetic Pulse
PFC Pre-Flight Check
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer
RT Remote Terminal
RVDT Rotary Variable Differential Transformer
SDI Strategic Defense Initiative
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration

1. INTRODUCTION

Present and future developments in the field of combat aircraft are based on the
principles of CCV technology. The design process of the airframe can be carried
out without a too restrictive need for compromise with stability and control re-
quirements. The advantage for a fighter to be gained from this approach are fo-
cussing on enhanced manoeuvrability, high performance and excellent and full
carefree handling and control of the aircraft. This leads to configurations with
a high level of longitudinal instability together with a partial instability in
the lateral axis which in consequence dictates a need for a full-time authority
fly-by-wire system.

Major developments like CCV-F104, Jaguar FBW, F16, F18 and EAP [1,2] have
brought the technology for such FCS's to a highly mature state. Advances in Act-
ive Control Technology (ACT) and the increasing performance of digital signal
processing have opened a new degree of freedom for optimizing overall weapon
system performance through the design of the FCS. However, one has to recognize
that the systems in service so far have utilized only a small segment of this
potential. Recent Experimental programs like X-31 and EAP are gradually extend-
ing into this potential. The maturity mentioned above means that we have learned
to cope with associated safety issues within the constraints of available imple-
mentation technologies. Keeping this experience as an essential basis, new de-
velopments can extend their functional performance [3]•

In the area of CCV and the associated FCS technologies, MBB has an accumulated
experience over a wide range of activities (see Fig. 1) starting from the CCV-
F104 program through to the beginning of the development phase for the European
Fighter Aircraft (EFA) program and the X-31 program.

____-_ _
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For a fighter aircraft (A/C) developed along the line of a CCV approach, the FCS
performs a twofold function.

0 It forms an integral unit together with the airframe - the weapon system
carrier - optimized with respect to manoeuvrability and performance

0 It is an integral part of the avionic suite loaded into the carrier with
the aim to

- assist the pilot in performing his tactical task and
- provide semi- and fully automatic modes to enhance weapon system

effectiveness

The functions to be performed by the flight controller are summarized in Fig. 2.

The specification of a full authority, full time fly-by-wire control system
architecture i.e. with no facility for reversion to mechanical controls is a
technology integration task. State-of-the-art assessments and trends in the un-
derlying computing, sensing and actuation areas have to be performed to select
from a number of design alternatives. Since this paper concentrates on FCS com-
puting system configuration aspects only, all sensing and actuation design con-
siderations are addressed from the computing point of view. The computing system
(see Fig. 3) comprises the following functional elements:

o Processing of sensor raw data
o Processing of signals from/to related cockpit elements
o Flight controller algorithms
o Actuator loop closures
o Signal transmission within the computational system and between the com-

putational system and the sensors, FCS related cockpit elements and
actuators

o Communication with general systems and the avionic system
o FCS failure tolerance and reconfiguration capability
o Control and management of all tasks within the computational system

All functional elements outside this definition will only be addressed with re-
spect to their impact on the functional elements listed above. This rather broad
definition supports a line of discussion starting from functional aspects re-
flecting the requirements down to implementation issues. The following sections
will outline from an airframe manufacturers point of view the FCS design object-
ives and constraints in the light of (present and future) computing system de-
sign considerations, present restrictions imposed upon the application of ad-
vanced computer hardware/software and the potential of emerging technologies
for the benefit of weapon system performance.

2. ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Airframe Related Requirements

The first task a FCS has to perform in a CCV-A/C is to ensure stability and
thus providing a basis for acceptable control characteristics. CCV technology
does not mean that the aerodynamicist has unrestraiied freedom in defining the
aircraft configuration. The control system imposes restrictions on the allow-
able instability levels.

In the early stage of the definition of the airframe, a simple model of the en-
visaged control system must be defined on the basis of past experience data
(see Fig. 4). Closed loop simulation work with preliminary aerodynamic data re-
presenting the airframe and the controller model are used to define acceptable

iA
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instability levels. These simulations shall ensure that the stability require-
ments defined in MIL-F-9490D will be met by the augmented airframe in the
following areas.

o in the whole envisaged flight envelope
o for all planned configurations (stores)
o for all c.g. locations

Once the process of defining the aerodynamic configuration has converged to a
configuration freeze, the control system model and its parameters become the
dominant requirements for the FCS design. During the subsequent development
process, the compliance of the implementation elements with this model has to be
monitored very closely.

Since the control system model leading to this prime set of requirements has to
be defined in an early stage of a project, the data used must have a level of
confidence which is dependent on development risk accepted for the program. Ta-
king a medium level of development risk, this means that the parameters repre-
senting system components (sensors, computers, actuators, etc.) reflect techno-
logies which have been proven in at least a laboratory environment approximately
5 years prior to first flight.

An important step is to define a subset of the above control system model which
represents the minimal configuration of the control system required to provide
stability levels within restricted flight and manoeuvre envelopes sufficent to
recover the aircraft in case of system failures, i.e. Operational State III as
defined in MIL-F-9490D. This minimal configuration defines the safety critical
functional path of the system.

Another important function of the control system related to the airframe is the
automatic control of the aerodynamic configuration. A typical example is given
in Fig. 5 to demonstrate the multiple use of the aerodynamic control surfaces.
Besides stabilization and control they are used for trim and performance optim-
ization and control of aerodynamic configuration to improve on lateral direct-
ional stability at high incidence providing satisfactory levels of spin depart-
ure resistance [2].

2.2. Handling Performance and Automatic Modes

The outcome of the airframe related requirements for the control system forms
the basis for the subsequent work. The major impact of this work on the
controller requirements and consequently on the computing system is through

o an extension of the required measurement values for pitch angle (theta)
and bank angle (phi) both needed for g-compensation

o the definition of the scheduling parameters required by the control laws.

A schematic block diagram of the resulting control law structure is given in
Fig. 6.

Carefree manoeuvring of the aircraft is one of major objectives. This rather
vague expression summarizes the functions which have to be incorporated to en-
sure an automatic way that the safe flight envelope of the aircraft is respected
wherever possible and without compromising manoeuvrability. Though raising com-
plicated issues when designing the associated control law algorithms, its impact
through the functional requirements on the compuLing subsystem is relatively
simple. All measured parameters being subject to an automatic control are al-
ready contained in the aforementioned requirements such as incidence and side-
slip, vertical acceleration nz and airspeed. The additional requirement is for
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parameters needed to define the actual limitations such as aircraft mass, c. g.
locations and external stores configuration. These parameters have to be made
available to the flight control system through communication with uther aircraft
systems.

The problems associated with the topic of automatic modes are beyond those of
conventional basic Autopilot Modes. They reflect the important step from pilot
interpreted integration to the next higher level of automated integration, (see
Fig. 7). An example is the integration of FCS and engine control.

The complete set of functional elements constituting such automatic modes are
not attributable to the flight controller alone. It is a task for overall
avionic system design to resolve the total function to subsystem level whereby
the flight control system is regarded as a subsystem. The impact on the comput-
ing section of today's FCS is through software requirements and requirements
for the communication system to avionic subsystems.

2.3 Fault Tolerance Requirements

The functions of the flight controller and their performance level are dependent
on the system failure state (Table 1). The definition of operational states IV
and V was chosen to cover the peculiarities of flight control systems for highly
unstable airframes. The detailed reasoning behind this is beyond the scope of
this paper but it simply says that you can either fly the aircraft within the
performance of state III or you lose it. The relation between the operational
states and the safety and mission requirements is shown in Fig. 8.

The current design objective is that aircraft losses due to hazardous technical
failures in the FCS alone shall not exceed 1 x 1O-6/FH. The total aircraft loss
rate attributable to both FCS failures alone and FCS failures in combination
with failures in other aircraft subsystems (including total loss of electrical
and hydraulic supplies affecting the FCS) shall not exceed 2 x 1O-6/FH. This
requirement is harmonized with the overall aircraft loss rate and connected to
the contribution of other vital A/C systems such as engines, hydraulic supplies,
etc. It seems to be a valid assumption that this requirement will not go up for
future fighter A/C developments.

The electrical part of the FCS which uses primary inputs (i.e. pilot commands
and aircraft rate and acceleration sensors) and drives the first stages of the
primary control actuators shall be capable of continuing to operate after any
single failure without significant loss of performance, furthermore sequential
double failures shall be survived, albeit with some loss of performance.
Secondary functions which optimize the performance of the aircraft but may fail
passively can be of a lower redundancy level provided the overall integrity
requirement for the system is met.

These requirements can usually be satisfied by conventional triplex or quadrup-
lex systers whereby the lanes are determined by the redundant computing elements
of the safety critical functional path, the choice depending on whether a 100 %
"two fail-operate" requirement is imposed.

The contribution of the FCS to aircraft mission failure rate (i.e. to operate
the A/C as a weapon system) shall not exceed 2 per IUO0 missions excluding hy-
draulic and electrical supplies. One or a combination of the following condi-
tions are identified to cause an iborted mission:

0 the degradation of the redundancy level of the FCS is such that a next
failure could result in the loss of the A/C;

o the HQ (MIL-F-8785) are degraded down to level 3;
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o the degraded performance is not adequate for any remaining part of the
mission;

o the Pre-Flight Check (PFC) results in a NO-GO condition

A mission may be reduced if the failure situation of the FCS results in one or
a combination of the following conditions:

o The HO are degraded down to Level 2;

o The degraded performance is not adequate for all parts of the mission.

For the assessment of mission reliability an approximative method is applied,
which combines mission rates and times of a mission scenario in order to obtain
a mission reliability figure.

The defect rate of the FCS shall not exceed 20 per 1000 FH and does not include
hydraulic and electric supplies.

The apportionment of reliability figures to electronic equipments is based on
the following considerations:

o the requirements to be fulfilled for the total system are the starting
point

o the relative complexity of the LRIs defines apportionment of the total
figures

o the figures derived in this manner are to be compared with available
information about failure/defect rates of comparable equipments used in
other projects

o relationship of defect rate to failure rate

o relation between flying hours and operating hours

0 a "reserve factor" is to be applied in order to counter for possible
non-fulfillment of specified figures, i.e. the specified figures are made
more stringent than the apportioned figures.

2.3.1 Redundancy Management Requirements

The FCS has to possess redundancy management techniques capable of providing
optimum failure survivability via detection and isolation of failed components
and reconfiguring the remaining healthy components to provide the maximum level
of aircraft safety and the highest probability of mission completion. A safe,
dependable failure detection and identification scheme is necessary for detect-
ing and isolating failures in FCCs, sensors, data links, actuation systems,
electrical power supplies, hydraulic power supplies in such a manner that it
does not degrade the capability to detect and isolate subsequent failures. If a
failure has been detected, reconfiguration to the next lower redundancy level of
the affected function shall be performed and no unacceptable transient be caused
due to reconfiguration. Once a degradation of redundancy level has taken place,
the system shall not automatically upgrade to the next higher level if the
failure disappears. System degradation by nuisance reconfiguration due to false
alarms must be considered when system performance is being evaluated.

The FCS shall be safely upgraded by issuing a pilot initiated reset which shall
lead to a reconfiguration state in which attempts shall be made to reset all
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faulty elements after appropriate tests. Only a single failure in a sensor set
can be cleared if the sensor successfully passed the reset test and no dormant
failure or singularity shall arise as a result of this action. Only one off-line
lane can be upgraded at a time in a similar procedure. This capability will
improve the mission completion rate.

Voter- and failure detection and diagnostic algorithms have to be a function of
the current sensor set configuration as defined by a consistent view of all non-
faulty channels and must be capable of meeting the failure transient require-
ments. Means have to be provided to cope with malicious faults in the data re-
plication step of time-varying data (input sensors) in such a manner, that the
likelihood of not reaching exact mutual agreement in all non-faulty lanes at the
voter output is compatible with the overall integrity objective of the FCS. Re-
sults of the input voting plane which consists of analogue, discrete and digital
input signal management form the values which are supplied to other tasks (e.g.
control laws etc.). The signal management of control law demands shall produce
output demands that do not drift apart greater than a constant tolerance with
respect to one another in all non-faulty channels.

The FCS has to process data from the various voter/monitors so as to reduce the
number of different warnings to be displayed to the pilot as far as practical.
Only failures which affect handling or require pilot action will be reported to
the pilot and circumstantial data recorded by the system. FCS warnings are
divided into two groups:

o First and second failure of similar functions

0 Failures requiring some particular pilot actions or the observation of a
restricted flight envelope.

Various surveys [4, 5, 6, 7] of fault-tolerant computing introduce many of the
concepts and definitions relevant to redundant digital systems, but they need to
be interpreted in the light of the FCS application. Moreover the references
cited above do not all agree on the definitions. A consistant set of fault to-
lerance terminology should be adopted within the industry as currently different
definitions are used by the customer, airframe manufacturer and equipment supp-
lier alike.

Redundancy management strategies are presently almost exclusively directed at
protection against random hardware faults and fault avoidance techniques have
been the main method to achieve high integrity software. The research community
has developed several approaches to the implementation of software fault toler-
ance, the proposals that have received the most attention are N-version pro-
gramming and recovery blocks. These methods are faced with several practical
difficulties in its implementation [16, 17) and will not be discussed here.
Hardware diversity ("dissimilar processors") and/or analogue/digital back-up
system(s) with at least level 3 handling characteristics as a concept to cir-
cumvent the existence of design (generic) faults/errors places an additional
burden on the development process where the gains can't be quantified since it
is impossible to predict the probability of occurrence of generic errors and
this approach can create more difficulties than it removes. The inclusion of a
back up system is often based on emotional feelings and/or because the purchaser
does not belief that the integrity of the software can be adequately demon-
strated but can lead to a relaxation of design discipline.

State-of-the-art FCS's exhibit the common characteristic of parallel redundancy
in the computing section as the basic element of failure tolerance. It is a
traditional issue to discuss the required number of redundant lanes whereby the
discussion is limited to triplex versus quadruplex. The discussion is often
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biased by the hidden implication that a triplex structural system is more ad-
vanced than a quadruplex one.

To ensure the functioning of the safety critical path as defined in section 2.3
is the prime objective and related to this set of elements, the second failure
requirement determines the level of redundancy.

0 A coverage factor (a quantitative description of success in failure de-
tection and isolation) of c = 1 defines a quadruplex configuration.

0 A coverage factor of c < 1 offers the chance to trade-off triplex versus

quadruplex.

This trade-off requires the careful considerations of various aspects:

" A triplex-redundant FCS, where emphasis is placed on self-monitoring,
still requires considerable development to achieve the high coverage for
the two fail operational requirement and to lower the extreme cost of
verification and validation. Selfchecking processor pairs claim 100 %
coverage, but double hardware complexity. The advent of VLSI offers an
opportunity to reexamine existing redundancy techniques and apply them to
develop FCS's that achieve not only the stringent flight safety require-
ments but are also more cost effective.

o The achievable benefits from reducing a quadruplex architecture to a trip-

lex one of the same functional range. The improvements in system weight,

mission reliability and FCS defect rate have been estimated for a system
as described in section 3 to lie in the range of 10 % to 15 % of these for
a quadruplex system.

A triplex architecture clearly increases the complexity and hence the effort for
validation of the safety critical functional path. MBB decided to adopt the less
complex quadruplex system and to increase complexity and validation effort in
areas where mission probability can be improved.

The FCS example under discussion is based on a quadruplex, minor frame synchron-
ized, architecture with comparison monitoring (cross lane monitoring) as the
principal method of failure detection and isolation. Self tests (in lane moni-
toring) are not the primary means of defence but are used to enhance the failure
detection coverage in areas where otherwise defects might remain dormant in
flight and to enhance the availability of secondary facilities (sensors or actu-
ators) so as to improve overall system reliability.

The method of analytic redundancy can be used for either in-lane monitoring or
to generate additional inputs to crosslane monitors. By this is meant the use
of relationship among dissimilar sensors to achieve fault detection and isola-
tion. The use of analytically generated signals has seen much research in recent
years aimed at reducing the cost of redundant hardware and improving aircraft
survivability by allowing more dispersion of components. Analytical redundancy
will only be accepted if the analytical model can be determined with sufficient
accuracy (e.g. adequate knowledge of the sensor characteristics during a failure
is available and correctly modelled) prior to first flight, and therefore no
additional flight test results shall be required to deiermine the model or any
parameter associated with analytical redundancy.

3. FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The general FCS design objectives defined for a fighter aircraft currently under
development in Europe are flight safety, performance, reliability, maintainabil-
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ity and expandability. These objectives have to be achieved by the system design
while remaining within the following design constraints:

o system mass, space and power

o cost

the primary aim is to minimize life cycle cost over an in-service lift
of 25 years / 6000 flying hours per aircraft

o timescales

o operational environment
- environmental conditions (thermal range, vibration, shock)
- electromagnetic compatibility, lightning protection, NEMP,

nuclear hardening

Reliability and maintainability (including testability) are to be given equal
priority to flight safety, performance and timescales during all phases of a
program.

Utilization of low-power devices, advanced VLSI technology, custom monolithic
analogue microcircuit technology (CMAM), ASIC, surface mount technology to-
gether with innovative approaches to aircraft installation design and methods
are major prerequisites to incorporate the required functionality in the given
constraints (such as mass, space and power consumption) of the FCS. Software
development, verification, validation, and maintenance is becoming an ever in-
creasing part of aircraft life cycle cost. Advances in microelectronics, the
highest possible degree of standardization, a consistent system development me-
thodology and supporting tools (for requirement specification, design, imple-
mentation, maintenance) dealing with the entire life cycle, of which development
is only a part, can collectively lower aerospace electronic system life cycle
cost.

FCS computing design should anticipate needs for longterm evolvability of both
the system and the system concept. As hardware costs continue to shrink relative
to software costs, the reusability and portability of the system concept and the
software is going to be increasingly important. System development should be
based not merely on a loose collection of good ideas, techniques and tools but
also on a pervasive methodology approaching emerging technologies and new
requirements for improvement of weapon system performance in a system oriented
manner.

FCS should be kept as simple as possible. Safety unquestionably suffers whenever
unnecessary complexity creeps in and is a misguided belief in complexity as a
way to achieve performance. The most difficult part of fault-tolerant FCS design
is mastering the complexity. The trend towards distributed processing with
1smart" sensors/actuators offers promise because it decomposes the overall com-
plex system into smaller, comprehensible subsystems with simpler design problems
Since the functions for flight controls are naturally partitioned, the system
can easily be configured into a distributed arrangement with fixed assignments
of tasks. A hierarchical decentralized controls methodology reduces the complex-
ity of the control by distributing the control author~ty to local contrllers.
This allows the design to be comprehensible at the global level while remaining
optimal at the local controller- or subsystem level. This concept is already the
baseline for an A/C currently under development, where an IMU (analytical plat-
form) is supervised and controlled by a FCC and actuator loops are digitally
closed by dedicated processor(s) within the (multi-processor) FCC. When "smart"
actuators become available due to advances in high temperature electronics will
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this not cause a change of concept but only a further decomposition of system

complexity. Additional merits of this approach are enhanced fault tolerance and
opportunities for improving the performance/cost for the life-cycle of the
system.

Designed to a set of stringent safety requirements the FCS must be free of any
architectural constraints, provide the capability to accomodate advanced hard-
ware element retrofits to expand functions and add subsystems with minimum
impact on the system.

FCS architectures for fighter aircraft in service are characterized by non-
standard hardware and dedicated hardwired interfaces which impose significant
weight, volume and power penalties, and allow little freedom for growth. The
general way of intra-lane data exchange within the FCS shall be realized by four
simplex standard, time multiplexed data buses, endowing the FCS with a high de-
gree of flexibility combined with limited wiring expense. The selection criteria
for STANAG 3838 is based on reliability, cost, industry acceptance and band-
width. The address limitation of 31 remote terminals will not be a probtem for
FCS and replacing the 3838 bus by a fibre optic equivalent is feasible.

The analysis of FCS architectures for optimal functional partitioning, i.e. the
definition of Line Replaceable Items (LRIs) has to minimize

o hardware interconnections
o signal interchange and the related timing constraints
o failure propagation due to lack of/erroneous data
o modifications required for future LRI enhancements and/or additions
o workload for fault location and subsequent maintenance action.

A well designed computing system configuration should keep the complexity of
system interconnections to a minimum with the constraints set by data links, LRI
size and fault tolerance requirements.

The first ingredient of reliable electronic systems is a reduced chip count.
FCS are I/O intensive and the challenge is thus to minimize interface hardware
and wiring mass either by LSI implementation and/or by intelligent ("smart")
sensors/actuators. Although there are definite trends towards distributed
processing it will probably not materialize in the near future for "smart"
actuators.

FCS character of computation exhibit a large degree of regularity (with low
complexity) where real time aspects and phase lags are of prime importance. A
maximum practical percentage of functions should be performed by program
execution rather than by analogue hardware circuits.

Parallel processing is an important consideration in the FCC, with the implied
requirement that tasks are partitioned and allocated to take advantage of the
inherent concurrency. Distributed and parallel processing offer the benifits of
smaller, more manageable and validatable software modules which are physically
as well as functionally independent.

The computing system configuration must take into account the flight safety
requirement of the entire FCS (including sensors and actuators).

Reliablity and not convenience of programming was the primary motivation behind
the development of high level structured languages. Powerful and mature develop-
ment tools and environments will improve software dependability and productivity
by enabling engineers to focus on requirements and design rather than on coding.
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3.1 FCS Description

The system (Fig. 9) is defined as comprising

o Sensor equipment and digital computers

- Air Data Transducers (ADTs)
- stick sensor assembly, pedal position sensor, cockpit switch functions
- Air Intake Pressure Transducers (AIPTs)
- Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)
- Flight Control Computers (FCCs)

" FCS primary and secondary actuation systems including the actuators, the
control surfaces and associated pats such as hinges, bearings, etc.

and performs all the tasks of measurement, computation, primary and secondary
control surface actuation necessary to carry out all manoeuvres required by the
pilot or mission avionics system.

3.2 Flight Control Computer

The quadruplex FCCs are the main controlling element of the FCS and have to
provide the computational capability as listed in Table 2. Table 3 summarizes
the FCC hardware characteristics. Each FCC shall be identical and shall contain
the necessary software and hardware to operate in any lane of the FCS. The FCC
multiprocessor architecture is characterized by a collection of cooperatively
autonomous computer elements which are based on the local processing principle,
i.e. the memories and peripheral units are firmly allocated to a CPU and cannot
be addressed by external processors. Communication shall be achieved by either

a) a high speed parallel Multi-Master-Systembus

b) or by other methods provided that the FCC architecture does not restrict
data flow and is inherently expandable.

Task distribution between computer elements has to be partitioned such that
they will be almost independent of each other as far as function is concerned
reducing communication between the tasks as much as possible and minimizing
additional transport delay (due to communication) and real-time and hardware
overhead to support concurrent execution. Static assignment of tasks to pro-
cessors is required and I/0 processing, loop closure of the auto-throttle actu-
ator(s), primary and secondary actuators, and redundancy management have to be
separated from control law processing and air data computation to provide flex-
ibility for changing the control laws during life cycle and allow the later in-
troduction of additional autopilot modes with minimum disturbance to the core
program. Task scheduling is not interrupt driven by randomly timed events and
interrupt sources are reduced to an absolute minimum and only allowed for

a) triggering minor frames and/or shorter subframes
b) exception handling.

The general method for controlling the executive sequence is by use of a time
synchronized (cyclic) executive. The sequence of activities to be performed by
a processor within a frame (or shorter subframe) is predetermined due to the
implementation of a static preplanned (nonpreemptive) scheduling mechanism. The
resulting system, while relatively easy to implement and to validate, is exceed-
ingly inflexible once iteration rates and task selections are made. Because of
the performance (not effective CPU utilization) and flexibility limits of the
nonpreemptive scheduling mechanism the alternative of using priority based (pre-
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emptive) periodic scheduling has to be investigated and how a proof of correct-
ness of the cooperating concurrent processes can be performed.

To reduce development and support cost, a single processor type for all aircraft

systems is highly desirable. In order not to constrain hardware design by equip-
ment suppliers unnecessarily, component standardization should be limited to the
microprocessor. Wherever processor type standardization is required, the de-
cision on the particular type of component to be used will require protection
for supply and support of the product for the life of the aircraft or an equip-
ment upgrade path to be identified which preserves investment in system/SW de-
sign. Comparing the suitability of different processors is problematic because
many variables (including commercial conditions) are involved and even the

criteria by which they are judged are controversial [8, 9, 10, 11].

Control functions to be performed in the FCC in the future are becoming more
comprehensive and complicated as task oriented control and carefree manoeuvering

modes are fully exploited. The multiprocessor configuration ensures that

sufficient processing throughput is available as well as allows the contro;
tasks to be partioned into convenient modules.

Frequently used software functions have a tendency to migrate into hardware -
possibly via firmware as an intermediate step. Thus some of todays software

issues can be expected to continue to become hardware issues in the future. The
software features that are particular strong candidates for hardware realization
in the future include voting/monitoring, distributed control features for syn-
chronization, intercommunication and scheduling. Scope control and data encapsu-
lation - essential in modern programming languages like Ada - can be provided in
hardware with better addressing mechanisms that integrate advanced approaches to
protection, eliminating the so called "semantic gap" of the von Neumann machine
[12]. Objects and capabilities, along with modularity, will contribut- to
reliability due to a fine grain of protection and fault containme _

Recently, considerable attention has been focused or ,£!. machines motivated
primarily by its low hardware requirements and claimed higher throughput. As
stated in [121: In terms of protection, however, RISC machines are a step back
to the dark ages of the "pure" von Neumann macoines. T,- isce has recently
been discussed by D. Nelson who characterises the RISC macnir= by using Ralph
Nader's famous slogan "unsafe at any speed".

General-purpose, single-chip (monolithic) digital signal processing (DSP)
devices are providing new and expanded applications in the area of LVDT/RVDT
signal conditioning and digital control loop closure of actuators.

3.3 Sensor Interface

The sensor interface covers the sensors necessary to meet the airframe related
requirements as well as those to meet the mission related requirements. Below,

only the former is outlined. The interface to the latter is via the AVS and UCS
bus system. The analysis of the functional requirements in the sensor area re-
vealed a commonality of the FCS and other A/C systems for air data and inertial

data. Both low accuracy with high availability and high accuracy with low avai-
lability sensor data are needed in the FCS for guidance .nd control functions.
The requirements of the AVS (e.g. Displays, Navigation, Weapon System) and the
UCS (e.g. Engine Contro) Fuel Gauging, Warnings) are covered by those of the
FCS. As the objective was to optimize overall installation, hardware required
for the implementation of one system had to be utilized for implementing other
functions. This led to a centralized ADS. Apart from the above mentioned advan-
tages with respect to installation, there are a number of other advantages (e.g.
Location error correction). Structural effects made it necessary to measure
inertial data for the AVS and the FCS at different locations in the A/C.
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Further, a central IMS would not have been weight and cost optimal. Therefore,

a high accuracy/low availability system being part of the AVS and a medium
accuracy/high availability being part of the FCS was chosen. The latter, how-
ever, is accurate enough to provide the back-up navigation function.

The ADS is based on a four multi-function probe configuration (skewed sensor
arrangement) to give independent measurement of pitot and static pressure and
local flow angle (see Fig. 10). Each probe is combined with pressure transducers
and 16 bit microprocessor based electronics for computation and BIT to form an
Air Data Transducer Unit (ADT) avoiding pneumatic pipework and water separators.
The ADT measures and transmits local flow angle (phi) and indicated static/true
pitot pressure to its own lane FCC via a simplex STANAG 3838 FCS bus where all
air data compensation, computing, voting and monitoring will be performed. Probe
heater control and monitoring is performed by the ADT.

Each ADT is supplied wich semi-conditioned power from the appropriate FCCs to
minimize the size of the sensor unit.

The FCS inertial measurement system consist of four attitude and heading
strapped down platforms. The sensed A/C rates and accelerations and various
calculated parameters are used within the FCS to provide artificial stabilisa-
tion of the A/C and are also transmitted by the FCS to other systems e.g. to
support backup navigation. The FCS inertial measurement system forms an integral
part of the aircraft inertial measurement system.

Each IMU lane consists of gyros, accelerometers and associated electronics for
signal conditioning, computation, data transmission and BIT implementing a
strapped down attitude and heading reference system by measuring linear acceler-
ation and angular rates in all three body axis. From these, the IMUs calculate
and output to the FCCs on a lane by lane basis via simplex STANAG 3838 FCS buses
the required signals (see Fig. 11). With a skewed sensor arrangement the number
of sensors and equipment mass can be minimized.

Cockpit and switch functions (with the exception of Multi Head Down Display soft
key functions and autopilot selections) are hardwired to the appropriate FCCs,
and they provide the necessary excitation for each sensor/transducer. The con-
siderable number of FCS signals associated with the cockpit causes the airfrdlwe
designer problems to route the cables through the cockpit bulkheads and incurs
wiring mass. A four lane cockpit interface unit (CIFU) which receives pre-
conditioned power from the FCCs, and interfaces with the appropriate STANAG 3838
FCS bus can incorporate the discrete inputs/outputs and analogue input
functions. The integrity implications and the resultant effect on mass have to
be investigated.

3.4 Actuator Interface Configuration

Direct drive valves (DDVsJ represent the actuator system related technology to
be specified for fighter A/C currently under development. DDV benefits occur
primarily because of the simplified interface of multiple digital signal pro-
cessing channels with two hydraulic systems (i.e. effects of electrical and
hydraulic failures are seperated), reduced electrical wire count, substantial
weight savings, the inherent simplicity and reliability and hydraulic system
savings by eliminating EHV null flow losses.

The simplest actuator design utilises a single stage (linear or rotary) DDV
(see Fig. 12). Each FCC drives one lane of the direct drive motor, the
mechanical output of which is directly connected to a high precision hydraulic
control valve. The output of this control valve is connected to a tandem
hydraulic ram, thus controlling its position. The position of the hydraulic
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control valve is measured by four LVDTs, the output of each being fed back to a
different FCC to close the control valve position loop. Quadruplex voted and
monitored ram LVDT feedback singnals are used to close the main ram position
loop. Loop closure of the inner and outer loop will be digital with a sampling
frequency of 320 Hz and 80 Hz respectively. A jammed valve must be detected,
and the motor drive amplifier has to be capable of providing enough current to
overcome the valve jamming force. Due to the low probability of a jammed valve
occurring, the capability to overcome the jam force is only required with all
four electrical control lanes operating at normal aircraft power supply voltage
and both hydraulic systems functioning. The probability of loss of control
valve function due to a hardover failure in one lane, which cannot be switched
off, followed by a subsequent failure in another FCC shall be reduced to less
than 10-9/FH.

Digital control loop closure provides means of reducing inner loop error signal
disparity between lanes in a high gain actuation system by low rate equalization
of control valve LVDTs, thus reducing force fight in the DDV and gives scope for
reduction in matching requirements (hence cost) of the position transducer.

Problem areas of potential concern are increased electrical power levels, EMI
of power switching electronics and magnetic coupling in the DDV. Pulse width
modulation allow the valve driver amplifier to act as a switch rather than as
linear (class A) amplifier, thereby improving the amplifier efficiency and
reliability as a result of the lower power dissipation.

The specification of actuator interfaces causes the airframe manufacturer pro-
blems, because actuator characteristics and its controlling FCC influence each
other' s design requirements. Cross-company definition and responsibility pro-
blems are to be solved and therefore the FCC Supplier and the actuator Supplier
have to cooperate to achieve the best performance of the actuation systems. The
FCC Supplier has to provide sufficient information about actuator loop closure
techniques, to enable the actuator Supplier to design a test set with represent-
ative simulation of the actuator drive, feedback demodulator, digital feedback
paths as provided by the FCC actuator interface, so that representative actuator
performance testing can be executed.

"Smart" actuators, i.e. with actuator mounted, or local, electronics for
actuator loop closure, redundancy management and BIT are a technology goal to
link actuators directly to the FCS buses with the following advantages:

o easier to specify for airframe manufacturers
o actuation system can be purchased from one Supplier
o system integration via FCS bus, e.g. electronic or optical
o low weight system
o improved reliability
o reduced system vulnerability to lightning, EMPRFI
o reduced demand for fibre optic sensors

High temperature electronics for "Smart" actuators have to survive in an un-
controlled environment. GaAs is a semiconductor technology for environmental
extremes [13], and its development is supported by DARPA and SDI because of its
vital military applications (potential for high-speed signal processing, low
power dissipation, high radiation resistance).

The use of optical encoders to measure linear and angular displacement is
limited by timescale and connector density. Fibre optic sensors have seen much
research in recent years aimed at reducing system vulnerability to lightning,
EMP and RFI, but this technology is not mature enough to be used for A/C under
development.

*° ....
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3.5 Software

The necessity of using tools for system analysis, software requirement analysis,
software development and maintenance, which allow requirements to be analyzed
for completeness and consistency and provide support fpr development phase inde-
pendent activities (e.g. configuration management, project management, quality
assurance, documentation), is no longer disputed even in the practical domain.
An Integrated Project Support Environment (IPSE) has to be built up, comprising
a set of tools, dealing with the entire life cycle. The LPSE will provide inte-
gration of the tools on two levels, first at the user level and second at the
data level. The integration at the user level will provide a common user inter-
face to the tools, which have been fully integrated with the IPSE. The integra-
tion at the data level will allow different tools to access the same data and
allow the relation ship between the outputs from different phases of the soft-
ware life-cycle to be recorded.

It is essential that the FCS is not designed in isolation from other systems,
thus each system has to follow a common design method where the functional and
performance requirements are conducted in a phased manner following a design
route. All output documents produced at the end of a phase have to be reviewed
and validated as an overall A/C system activity.

System analysis is divided into three phases. Phase I specifies FC5 top level
requirements and interface requirements to other A/C systems. Phase 2 will
produce the FCS functional requirements and the Preliminary Interface Control
Documents. Phase 3 will address the individual LRIs and will produce for these
the LRI Processing Specification and the Interface Control Document (ICO). The
output documents of phase 3 will be given to the selected equipment supplier.
The management, development and production of the procured software will be in
accordance with software standards and software management control procedures
(based on DOD-STD-2167) specified by the airframe manufacturer. The equipment
Supplier starts with a software requirement analysis phase and produces a Soft-
ware Requirement Specification. A detailed description of the software phases
lies beyond the scope of this article. The paper by Cavano [15] discusses from a
DOD perspective a management approach to achieving high confidence software,
highlighting software reliability as the key factor and emphasizes that the
software reliability must be continuously monitored over its life cycle.

The integrity of the FCS software has to be compatible with the given integrity
requirement for the system and is regarded as class 1 (safety critical).
Currently Assembler is the language used most for FCS software implementation
where safety and performance are the main conflicting requirements. By compari-
son, much software outside the safety critical area has long been written in
High Order Languages (Jovial, Pascal, Ada). Ada directly supports such vital
software engineering concepts as data abstraction, information hiding and modul-
ar design. The advantages over Assembler are well known and need not to be ex-
panded upon here. To take advantage offered by Ada, a careful assessment was
undertaken to prove whether Ada can be used to produce an implementation of
equivalent integrity to an Assembler one. To obtain an answer to this question
three major problem areas had to be addressed

o Is Ada able to solve safety critical problemz
o How could the Ada-Compiler integrity be assessed
o What steos and procedures must apply in an Ada-implementation for

verificaton and certification purposes.

To answer question one a definition of safety had to be defined which was
consistent with the accepted software engineering practice for current FCS
implementation and second, based on this definition the language features

defined in the Ada Language Reference Manual were examined with regard to
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whether or not their use would have an impact on this safety definition. This
examination resulted in a list of 35 language restrictions to be imposed when
applying Ada to safety critical areas. The obeyance of these restrictions can
be checked for each program, maybe Uy automatic tools.

The Ada-Compiler integrity can be assessed by verifying the target code to any
demanded degree with the means of Code Mapping Charts to provide full
visibility of the compilation process.

The use of code analysis techniques using static analysis tools allows verific-
ation that the Ada design and code implements the functional and safety speci-
fication of the initial design. Manual compilation of target code by use of Ada
to target code mapping charts demonstrates the visibility and correctness of the
source to target code mapping performed by the compilation process and thus
gives confidence in the compiler generated target code and in the compiler
itself.

The processing overhead to be paid for Ada generated code is still in debate.
Efficient floating-point Ada target code generation is important for FCS soft-
ware in order to eliminate the need for fixed point arithmetic. The relatively
high number of fast floating-point registers in modern floating-point co-
processors makes register optimization much more important. The compiler must
schedule register use over the entire course of a program, paying attention to
how often the value appears in the source code as well as how often it will be
used during execution.

The software of less complex LRIs (e.g. ADT) may be written in Assembler.

3.6 Operational Environment

The environmental conditions experienced by each LRI are determined by its lo-
cation in the aircraft. Means to fulfill the structural design requirements for
vibration, gun fire vibration and shock are well known and need not to expanded
upon here. The ability to operate in absence of a cooling medium for at least 15
minutes is required and this event has to be indicated to the pilot. The FCS
equipment and their installation have to be protected against lightning strikes
and must be electromagnetically compatible with other A/C equipment ("internal
compatibility") as well as be capable to operate in a substantial external radio
frequency/electro magnetic environment. A production testing inspection plan has
to demonstrate that the EMC properties will be maintained during equipment
production.

Design to protect against the NEMP threat (EXO- or ENDO NEMP) is basically the
same as designing against EMI (external CW RF fields) or lightning protection.
The biggest threat to the FCS computing system is posed by Initial Nuclear
Radiation (INR). Shielding against these penetrating rays is completely out of
question because approximately 5 cm lead would be required to reduce the prompt
gamma level by a factor of ten. In general, nuclear hardening techniques are
dived into two classes:

o Intrinsic Hardening depends mainly on the exclusive selection of
components which are proven to meet a project radiation requirement. This
will result in a FCS which provides uninterrupted performance in the
environment specified.

o Extrinsic Hardening depends on the use of only a minor number of
"radiation hard" components, i.e. the system is protected by utilizing
architectual means. The FCS has to detect the nuclear event, must take
corrective measures against latch up of semiconductor circuits and has to
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return to full performance (or at least State 3) after a specified time
interval.

The time to double amplitude (a measure of how rapidly a dynamic system
diverges) of a CCV fighter aircraft, which is inherently unstable over a large
part of the flight envelope, is in the order of 0.2 sec. The majority of dit,-
crete components and semiconductor circuits are not designed with any INR r -
quirement in mind, even in military applications, and information on INR hard-
ness of available Integrated Circuits is extremely limited. Because of the US
SDI programme it can be assumed that within 5 to 10 years INR hardened
components will become widely available.

3.7 Testability and Maintainability Issues

The FCS BIT objective is to detect failures either as they arise during flight
or prior to flight during the preflight check, and to ensure that the system is
at all times operating within defined performance limits. Because redundant
systems lend themselves to BIT by their very nature, a concept of maximum
coverage is to be developed with not only flight operations, but also test and
maintenance activities considered from the start. According to the operational
mode of the aircraft the FCS will be tested by:

o Continuous Built-In-Test (CBIT)

o or Initiated Built-In-Test (IBIT)

IBIT will be divided into three operational levels:

0 Pre-Flight Check (PFC) will be initiated automatically each time the FCS
is powered up on ground and comprises purely electronic checks. The
actuators will be maintained in safe position.

o Actuator Checks will be carried out on a weekly basis (12 op hr) and are
conditional on successful completion of the PFC and hydraulic pressure
being available.

0 First Line Checks will be used to investigate noncritical areas of the FCS
(for diagnostic reasons), flight critical (at 600 hours period of risk)
sections, which cannot or need not be checked in PFC, and also to operate
interactively with other aircraft systems, ground crew etc. where this is
impractical within the constraints of PFC.

The three IBIT functions are to be designed in an integrated manner but will be
executed in accordance with the FCS maintenance/servicing concept. However, each
level may serve as a maintenance test depending on the nature of maintenance
action required.

FCS CBIT provides failure detection, isolation and reporting by a combination of
Cross-Lane monitoring and In-Lane monitoring. Trend monitoring (preventative
maintenance) can be achieved by monitoring the number of occasions that the in-
dividual voter/monitor updown counters operate, to determine those signal fail-
ure which are transient in nature and thus may fail positively in the future.

The FCS is part of a virtual integrated on-board test,- evaluation and recording
system, which will be distributed across all aircraft electrically/electronic-
ally monitored systems in order to minimize false alarms, maximize fault isola-
tion and identify intermittent failures. BIT failure information gained from
both, CBIT and IBIT, will be reported as it occurs to an Integrated Monitoring
and Recording System. In addition this information is also retained in the LRIs
on non-volatile memory and can be accessed via the data bus or test connector at
flight line or shop level.
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The FCS has to provide the necessary test interfaces for support equipment to
give test assistance throughout a project life cycle, i.e. FCS development,
integration, aircraft integration, structural coupling, EMC and production
aircraft testing.

Modularity and common standards improve maintainability and reduce acquisition
costs by simplifying the development of off-the-shelf items that can be inte-
grated into future systems. The US Air Force has established the Pave Pillar
avionics architecture (141 that allows a two-level maintenance concept to be
implemented. In todays standard three-level maintenance concept (flight line,
intermediate shop, depot/factory) with removal/ replacement of LRIs at the
flight line the need for the intermediate shop level can be excluded when mod-
ules become Line Replaceable Modules (LRM). The merits of the LRM concept with a
semi permanent installed integration rack include A/C installation improvements,
reduced weight and EMI susceptibility, and ultimately a reduction in spare in-
vertories. No attempt is made here to discuss the life cycle cost aspects -
these are more than adequately covered in the Pave Pillar article in this
special issue.

Artificial intelligence techniques (Expert Systems) [19] can be used in future
for an integrated diagnostic application.

4. RESTRICTIONS

Flight Control Systems must meet stringent specifications of flight safety and
availability. Conservative design practice in engineering imposes certain re-
strictions upon the application of advanced computer hardware/software and
micro-electronic technologies. The discussion centers around two specific items:

o VLSI testability and configuration control

o Software reliability

While VLSI offers numerous opportunities, it also introduces a number of new
problens for FCS. which have to be considered. The clearance of industry stand-
ard (commercial) microprocessors and other complex electronic circuits give rise
to the following concerns:

o Commercial definition specification, which is often ambiguous

o Difference between hardware and documentation

o Subject to continuing development, e.g. mask sets are updated, without the
manufacturer informing the user.

o Changes added by second source manufacturer

o Transient faults will be more prevalent because extremely low circuit
energy level will make devices much more susceptible to external
interferences

o Too complex for totally rigorous test in all possible operating conditions

Theoretically, neither simulation nor testing can completely verify the correct-
ness of a VLSI circuit. The acceptance problems are further increased due to a
lack of a formal mathematical specification for complex instruction set com-
puters (CISC). As VLSI designs increase, the issue of correctness grows from
an interesting theoretical question into a practical consideration with which
equipment Supplier and airframe manufacturer must deal. One cannot rule out the
possibility of residual hardware design faults at the chip level. Of grave con-
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cern is the possibility that one or more very rarely entered processor states
might represent a hazardous generic design flow and that such a state might be
entered into (essentially sumultaneously) by all processors in all redundant
lanes [7]. The same problem can show up with ASICs, where the equipment Supplier
is responsible for the testing procedure and no Ligh-volume customers can assist
in finding errors. This fact reinforces the importance of using industry-
standard processors.

Methods of alleviating type acceptance problems are strict configuration control
to microprocessor- and other VLSI circutis mask level, tracebility of each batch
of components used and robust design of computer architecture to detect/absorb
unexpected VLSI behaviour. MIL-STD 883C production does not qualify one standard
of mask set, although CECC 90000 does.

The absence of credible reliability prediction methods for safety critical
(class I) software makes the FCS reliability analysis questionable. The length
of time under test and the small samples of failure observations make it im-
practical to assess the reliability of the software by means of growth models
and statistical models [18).

FCS software is only modestly complicated. The key principles which FCS software
must be based on are simplicity and visibility. These principles must be mani-
fested within the specification and production process as well as within the
products (reports) generated during the different development stages. The term
"simplicity" does not mean, that the overall system complexity must not proceed
some simple level, but it does mean that on each specific stage the relevant
information can be simply surveyed and reviewed by human analysts. In order to
achieve the required quality standard an intensive control of the software
production procedures is indispensible including clear and thorough definition
of requirements, extensive testing and design audits, detailed documentation,
and rigorous production and configuration control.

In practice of course no matter how carefully the software is designed it is im-
possible to establish that it is completely error free since the large number of
possible states preclude exhaustive testing and the statistical analysis methods
used in hardware design are not applicable to software. Since we know of no sa-
tisfactory way to estimate the probability that a software module is incorrect,
we are forced to try to guarantee that the software is indeed correct.

A "Proof-of-Correctness" method [20] for validating software is being invest-
igated by SRI Inc. as part of the SIFT Program. This methodology employs a hier-
archy of design specifications from very abstract description of system function
down to actual implementation, that can be proved via the techniques of mathe-
matical logic (predicate calculus). The most abstract design specification can
be used to verify that the system functions correctly and with the desired re-
liability. A succession of low-level models refine these specifications to the
actual implementation, and can be used to demonstrate that the implementation
has the properties claimed at the abstract design specification. It must be
noted that the SIFT proof of correctness only covers the operation system and
not the application domain. This technique is also not readily understandable to
the engineering community and formal specification with proof of correctness for
real flight control systems may still be years off.

In practice very small and simple software modulos must be used which are easy
to verify and it is hoped that by such techniques the required high integrity
can be achieved.

Current trends will increase the problem because VLSI circuits are just as
complex as software.

I _______ ______
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5. FUTURE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

A scenario which is characterized by

0 a threat due to an enemy which outnumbers the own forces and increasingly
improves the performance of his aircraft,

o the need to minimize the cost of ownership

requires future weapon systems to meet stringent requirements which entend the
field of classical flight control to the field of flight guidance.

5.1 Weapon System Requirements

The need for a better survivability drives future aircraft to operate at even
lower altitudes for a longer part of the mission than today's and to avoid the
usage of active (i. e. emitting) sensors. The requirement to improve weapon
system effectiveness involves day/night and all weather operation, the capa-
bility of the weapon system to fight several targets at the same time, to ope-
rate jointly with other aircraft and ground stations, and to maximize the
mission success rate. An optimal weapon system performance can only be achieved
if the pilot is relieved of tasks which are better performed by the machine. The
goal is to allow him to concentrate on tactical decision making. Further weapon
system requirements are an enhancement of the operational availability and a re-
reduction in life cycle costs by improving reliability, maintainability and
testability. Finally, the number of aborted missions due to system failures has
to be minimized.

The resulting requirements for the computing configuration of a future guidance
and control system are

0 calculation of a mission optimal demanded flight path taking into account
the performance of all the subsystems involved

o contribution to an optimized performance of the air vehicle including air-
frame, flight control system, engine and other airframe related systems

0 system partitioning such that each subsystem can be optimized with respect
to performance, weight, volume and power consumption and maintenance with-
out affecting other subsystems

o functional subsystem integration such that the resulting system at a
higher level is optimized with respect to performance, safety and
availability

5.2 Trends in Future Guidance and Control Systems

Flight control system changes are evolutionary. While micro-electronic techno-
logy will achieve further improvements as listed below, this will not lead to
FCS concepts that are radically different from those outlined in section 3.
The trend to computing configurations with a distributed arrangement of elements
with a fixed assignment of tasks is most likely to continue. The communication
between these elements will be via standardized interfaces. This allows to spe-
cify, develop and test each element with a minimum iApact on the overall system.
By making the subsystems intelligent, i.e. provision with computational power
performance, weight, maintainability etc. will be improved. This has partly been
achieved in the sensor area but not yet for actuators due to availability of
of suitable components. Although today the actuators are controlled by dedi-
cated microprocessors located in the FCC, the above mentioned improvements are
not possible due to interface restrictions. Local data processing for example
example could allow the implet,.entation of active flutter damping, thus reducing
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weight and raising bandwidth. The local storage of calibration data and auto-

matic LVOT adjustment by going through a learning process would improve main-
tenance and reduce life cycle cost. Also, the degree of redundancy can then be
be adjusted individually.

The weapon system requirements outlined in section 5.1 will lead to a functional
integration of systems in two areas:

o vehicle management
o integration of the vehicle with the avionic sensor and mission system

The main task here is a partitioning into functional blocks and the definition
of a topology so that the resulting integrated system meets the performance and
availability requirements. As tasks which were previously done by the pilot are
absorbed into the machine, this will result in changes to the man-machine inter-
face. Work in the future will concentrate on optimizing the amount and type of
information conveyed to the pilot and on techniques of transforming pilot's
decisions into appropriate actions of the machine.

5.3 Enabling Technologies and Tools

The rapidly evolving micro-electronic technology continuously affords new
opportunities in FCS concepts while at the same time posing new challenges for
the effective realization of its potential. Several prospective future trends
in technology are summarized here:

o Great increase in the processing power of computer components (32 bit
processors with floating-point arithmatic on chip, DSP, microprocessors
optimized for artificial intelligence languages)

o Great improvement in cost and performance among all electronic integrated
circuits, surface mounted packaging, fibre-optics

o Improved computer architectures (object-oriented)

o Electronics for environmental extremes (temperature, INR) will be
available

o Improved aircraft installation designs (semi permanent installed
integration rack assembly, LRM concept)

o Substantial increase in bandwidth of bus systems (STANAG 3910)

o More experience with distributed systems

o Improved understanding of software engineering principles

o Improved fault tolerant system design methods (including analytical
redundancy)

o Improved tools for requirement specification and software design

o New methodologies (formal specification) for ve.,ification and validation
of FCS

o More experience with artificial intelligence techniques (expert systems
for real-time control, verification and validation of expert systems)

We also have to consider what research areas not currently central to the FCS
application are likely to emerge in the next five or ten years and what their

• _ I
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expected impact is. The functional complexity of future guidance and control
systems requires the application of a strict methodology for all phases of the
equipment life cycle. Today, a phased development process has been established.
Tools and techniques from the enabling technologies above have to be identified
and implemented which support this development process.

6. SUM4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the course of this paper we have first analyzed the requirements and then
examined the design considerations of present and future FCS computing sub-
systems. The flight control computing requirements result from the weapon system
carrier functions and the avionic system functions. The complexity and varity of
tasks that flight control systems are called upon to perform has been steadily
increasing. A/C subsystem integration and modularity will become the governing
concept.

With the mentioned 35 language restrictions to be imposed Ada can be used for
flight control implementation.

Nuclear hardening will become one of the biggest problems for FCS electronic
subsystems to be solved.

Strict configuration control of VLSI mask sets and robust computer design can
alleviate type acceptance problems. Formal specifications with proof of correct-
ness are still years off.

Future weapon system requirements will be driven by an increased threat and the
need to minimize the cost of owner ,Iip.

The trend towards distributed zrocessing is most likely to continue because it
decomposes the overall 5 st , into smaller comprehensible subsystems. System
integration can be achieved by a hierarchical decentralized control method-
ology.

Physically, the computing system will be based on standardized LRMs.
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Table 1: Definition of Operational States

Operational Definitions Functions Performances
State (MIL-F-9490D)

Normal operation I SAS/CAS * Full performance within
2 Configuration operational envelopecontr&ol£
3 Carefree

manoeuvring
4 Basis autopilot
5 Automated

functions
It Restricted operation SAS/CAS 0 Degraded mission

Functions 2-5 partially performance
inhibited (failed) * Restricted flight envelope
(not design criteria) 0 Increased pilot workload

Minimum sale SAS/CAS * Loss of mission performance
operation Minimal path of safety 0 High pilot workload - sae

critical function for landing

IV Controllable to SAS/CAS 6 Satisfactory for election
an evacuable flight Functions time
condition limited (sec!)

V Catastrophic condition Immediate loss of - - - -

controllability
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Table 2: Flight Control Computer Computational Capabilities

The FCC has to provide the following computational capabilities:

o the interlane communication required to implement the FCS redundancy
management

o to control BIT functions at the level of inflight, preflight and first
line tests to verify that the FUS is capable of meeting satisfactory
performance requirements and fault isolation

o to implement the mode logic and the control laws required by the primary
functions and secondary actuation systems

o for the air data processing

o the BC interface to control the serial digital intralane communication
(simplex STANAG 3838 bus)

o the interfaces to implement the primary and secondary actuator control
loops and the interface with the auto-throttle actuator(s)

o the required analogue and discrete 1/0 interfaces for the FCS related
cockpit functions and the capability to control the proper sequencing

o to service the STANAG 3838/3910 RT to the Avionics and Utilities buses

o to provide preconditioned power for ADT

o to service for accident/incident data recording

o the interfaces to support equipment (e.g. Flight Test Data Acquisition
Unit for the development and flight test activities)

0 a software controlled frequency signal generator for investigation of
flying qualities (frequency response measurement, identification of
aerodyanamic stability and control parameters)
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Table 3: Flight Control Computer Hardware Characteristics

Computer Architecture Multi-processor system

CPU = 4 industry standard 32 bit
microprocessors with floating point
co-processors

EPROM > 320 K bytes

RAM > 64. K bytes

Nonvolatile RAM 4 K bytes

Interface Cross Channel Data Link (CCDL) with
0.8 x lOexp.5 data words/sec
simplex STANAG 3838 BC
dual redundant standby STANAG
3838/3910 RT
RS 422 Test Interface
50 LVDT/RVDT Signal Conditions
14 DDV/EHSV Amplifiers
70 discrete I/Os
comprehensive BIT

Growth potential 50 % spare memory
30 % spare I/O
50 % throughput for control law, air data etc.
30 % throughput for I/0 processing

Environmental Ability to operate in absence of cooling medium for

> 15 minutes

Power 120 W (excluding power supplied to external devices)

MTBF > 2500 hours

Packaging 1/2 - 3/4 ATR short

Weight 10 - 11 kg
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SUMMIT

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the reliability features of the CQF(O) AIR embedded
computer supporting its operational software. This computer was designed to met the requirements of the
ACE(

2
)/IRkFALZ D aircraft. For this reason, it has to be highly dependable, to satisfy severe physical

requirements (size, weight, power consumption, etc.) and to support real-time software execution (this
software being written in high-level languages such s Ads(3) and LTR3 (a French Pascal-like real-time
language).

The general structure of the computer is first presented, emphasis being placed on the technologi-
cal choices (for example, the use of ASICs : Application Specific Integrated Circuits). The various protec-
tive mechanisms provided at the level of the machine (hardware and microcode) are then presented : date
access control and code execution control. Finally, a short presentation of the software production
environment is given.

In conclusion, the compromises made between operational dependability and performance characteris-
tics are summarized.

INTRODUCTION

The production of on-board computers is fraught with numerous and contradictory requirements.
Operational dependability certainly constitutes one of the higher-priority requirements since missions
assigned to the software are covering ever increasingly critical sectors (weapons management, countermeasu-
res, flight controls, etc.). The presented CMP AIR computer constitutes the airborne version of the CNF
range of computers developed under the auspices of the French IDGA (4). In this respect, it is certainly the
computer of the Q(F range required to satisfy the most severe requirements. In particular, it must meet the
requirements defined for the sission computer of the ACE/RAFALE D aircraft which include :

- operational dependability (but a lesser degree than a flight-control management computer, for
example),

- available space, weight and power consumption,

- high computing power,

- ease of extension,

- comprehensive instruction set, due to the variety of functions that have to be performed.

The design options of the CIP AIR computer therefore necessarily result from a compromise
attempting to meet all these requirements as explained below.

CRAFTIR l GENRAL STIUC UE OF TIM COMPUTER

The QIP AIR computer coneists essentially of a central unit, an input-output system and s power
supply. This structure is illustrated in Figure I in a sonocomputer configuration. It should be noted that
in order to met the requirements, a bicomputer solution is proposed, simultaneously providing the compu-
ting power and the high degree of reliability which are required by the mission.

I (2M7 Calculateur ilitaire Franqais - French Military Computer

2 ACE Avion de Combat Wurop6en - European Combat Aircraft
3 Ada Registered trademark of Dod/AJPO (Ads Joint Program Office)
4 DGA OD616gation Gloirale I l'Armeaent - French Ministry of Defense

•.,
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The central unit is organized around two commnication paths

- the private bus, to which are connected

• the 0M? AIR processor

* the data meory

* the clock system

• the interfaces to the private bus extension and the VME bus

- the I saructioa bus which links the 04? AIR processor to the instructions memory.

1.1 Off AIR PROCESSOR

A micro-programed solution has been chosen, limited, for efficiency concerns, to one level of
sicro-programing. The aicro-instruction format is 160 bit*.

A four level pipeline structure Is implemented, each level corresponding to one of the four main
functions of the 04F AIR processor

- instruction sequencing,

- fix/float operators,

- address generation,

- memory management (for both the instruction and the private bus).

The rationale for this organization is to provide

- a simple (then efficient) architecture,

- a high level of functional parallelism between the address generator and the fix/float operator,

- protection against a pipeline desacttvation when a control statement is executed,

- discrimination between instruction and data flows,

- deterministic execution times.

1.2 OTHRN CENTRAL UNIT COMPONENTS

The private bus management is of master/slave type under the control of the 134F AIR processor
address generator.

The clock system is in charge of the time reference at the system level. It also supports
execution of "delay" statements at the application level. The clock system is equipped with a "watch-dog"
device.

The interface to the (militarized) VNE bus controls exchange of data on this bus. It also provides
access to the private bus and to the data memory when requested by the I/0 controllers.

1.3 TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES

The central unit has been structured in functional %locks which are Implemented in several
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). These functional biocks are listed below

- instruction sequencing,

- program counter management,

- instruction memory management,

- address generation,

- execution processor,

- memory management,

- clock systea,

- real-time management,

- timers,

- match-dog,

- interface to SNE bus.

" . I
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The use of ASiCsaend the choice of C-E)S technology lead to implement the whole central unit in a
single macro-hybrid on a 1/2 ATE board. The overall consumption is 20 vatts. A significant benefit which
derives from these technological choices is to ensure a high reliability at the component level (high
degree of integration and low consumption).

1.4 UTSIUILITY

An essential feature of the selected design is to provide a high level of extensibility

- at the memory level through the private bus extension,

- atctheoprocessing level by the possibility of using several central units in a multi-processor
architecture.

CNgITUg 2 : RELIABILITY FUATURES

It Is mainly at the level of the logic machine that specific mechanisms have been designed and
implemsnted for improving operational dependability. The general structure of this logic machine is
described, followed by a detailed description of the protective sachanias.

2.1 IUIQET ORGANIZATION

The memory is organized into the following three types of zones

- data zones,
- code zones,
- system zones (e.g. environment of a task).

System zones are entirely administered by the machine and invisible to the user.

Data zones are of the following five types

- local zones containing the local data of the blocks, procedures and processes and parameters
passed per value ;these zones are always allocated dynamically,

- visible and internal zones containing the visible (or internal) data of the modules ;these zo-
nes are always allocated before the start of application software execution;

- heap zones containing the data created dynamically and addressed by pointers (instruction NEW),

- parameter zones containing the descriptors of the addressable parameters (dynamically allocated

zones),

- static zones containing the remaining data structured into zones and allocated before the start

of application software execution.

All these zones are addressed by means of a bae and displacement, with the exception of the
parameter zones which are addressed by mans of a bae and parameter number.

All the beses are automatically controlled by tile machine (hardware and system software).

A bese contains the following information

- zone start address,
- length of zone,
- zone type and access rights.

Highly efficient execution checking is achieved by comparing this information with the operand
access paths.

The code somse contain the whole of the program code (procedures and processes) executed in the
modules (one zone per module). Each code zone is addressed by a base which specifies the start address and
length of the zone. This bese is used for initializing the program counter at each entry Into the module or
at each task activation. This structure allows highly effective checking of program counter evolution.

2.2 PROTECTIVE MCHANISMS

These mechanisms are provided by the logic machine (hardware and ai-rocode). They apply to data
access and code execution.

2.2.1 Data access checks

1) Address checks : these dynamically verify that an object has been correctly allocated within
the zone assigned to it. These checks make use of the zone length and overtflow Information and
can rais a ZONEOVERFLOI besic exception.

2) Access rights checks :the data are asembled within zones by access types, thereby making It
possible to check dynamically these access types.

l!-
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Access rights are the following

- for local zones - read and write, read and write limited to generation of the declarative
part or tranamission of the parameters and then read only, write only,

- for visible zones : read and write, read end write limited to generation and then read only,

read and write from inside the module and read only froa outside the module.

These checks my raise an ILLEGAL ZONE ACCESS basic exception.

3) Constraints checks : these checks, contrary to those described above, are performed by the
software (code generated by the compiler)-

They are performed when accessing the operands and use romper ison operators. An example of
such checks is the verification of value limits specified in language LTR3 or Ad. These

controls are likely to raise a MONVERIFIEDCONSTRAINT software exception.

It should be noted that the basic exceptions are processed by the logic machine while software

exceptions are processed by the application software.

2.2.2 Code execution checks

i) Address checks : branch or internal procedure call instructions cannot modify the current base

(external procedure calls and system calls only have this possibility). It is thus easy to

reeck If cue prog,. counter overflow& the code zone of the current module. In this case. a
CODEZONEOVERFLOW exception is raised.

2) Branch checks : dynamic monitoring of sequence breaks Is performed by the machine by means of

the following mechanism :

- any procedure or service call must result in a procedure start Instruction. If this is not

the case, the ILLEGALPROCEDURECALL basic exception is raised. This exception is also raised

if a procedure start instruction is encountered in sequence or following a branch,

- any branch must be to a LABEL instruction. If this is not the case, an ILLEGAL_ BRANCH basic

exception is raised (a LABEL instruction encountered in sequence has no effect),

- any exception referred to the software must activate an exception handler (standard or defi-

ned by the application software), necessarily starting with instruction OPENH. If this is not

the case the ILLEGAL HANDLER basic exception is raised. This exception is also raised if the

handler start Instruction OPENH is encountered in sequence or following a branch.

3) Procedure checks : the presence of a procedure start instruction is obligatory as the first

instruction to be executed following the execution of a procedure call instruction. If this is

not the case, the ILLEGAL PROCEDURE CALL basic exception is raised.

In addition, differentiation between procedure start instructions at the start of an internal

procedure and at the start of an external procedure makes it possible to check that an internal

procedure has not been called from outside. This check can raise the ILLEGALPROCEDUPE_CAIL

basic exception.

CHAPTER 3 : SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT

Software executed on the CMF AIR computer will be primarily written in Ada, which by itself ensu-

res a high level of reliability. Indeed Ada has been designed specifically for embedded software and featu-

res such as types, packages, exceptions, range of values and others are specially suited to the writing of

highly reliable software.

But moreover, correctness of the software can be obtained through the use of tools, preferably
integrated in a software engineering environment.

Such an environment already exists for the C14F AIR software : the ENTREPRISE environment, deve-

loped by the OEI(
5
). ENTREPRISE is based on UNIX and Includes an 'object management system' which Is the

repository for source and object codes. ENTREPRISE also includes LTR3 coding tools and a syntactic editor.

Access control is supported ; access rights attached to users are checked each time an access to an object

is made.

DEI Direction Electronique et Inforsatique is a division of the Prench DGA (Ministry of defence)

-C
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but software reliability has to be 'constructed' all along the software life cycle and not only at
P the coding stage : a full set of integrated tools is needed. That is why the DEL is currently developing an

enhanced version of ENTREPRISE which is multilingual (Ads, LTR3, ... ), and includes the following tools

- OiAO(
6
) for software requirements specification,

- CLOVIS for software design,

- IDAS (7) for software testing,

- configuration management tool,

- project sanagement tool.

Additlinal tools such as a documentation tool will be integrated later on.

A particular implementation of ENTREPRISE will be dedicated to aerospace applications the SDA
(8) software engineering environment which is developed by the ITI (9) Consortium under the auspices of the

DGA.

We believe that, to improve software quality and especially software reliability, the effort has
to be put on the software requirements specification and the software testing phases. This is consistent
with the fact that these phases are the more time and money consuming. Therefore, we will focus on the re-
lated tools : DLAO and IDAS.

IDAS is already oresented L1 the course of this conference.

DLAO is based on a semi-formal representation. A requirements specification is expressed in terms
of objects (data, processes, events, states, ... ) and relationships between objects. These objects are
stored in a data-base. Taking advantage of this representation, DLAO provide efficient controls of the
consistency and the completeness of the specification ; it also keeps an always up-dated version of this
specification. Finally documents written in a subset of the french language are produced : easily readable,
they are used as a contractual basis between the client and the software developer.

It has to be emphasized that quality at the specification stage is essential for the quality of
the end-product that is its suitability to the users'needs.

CONCLUSION

The above description of the OF AIR protective mechanisms shows that special attention has been
paid in the design to operational dependability.

The advantages of such a choice are two fold

- firstly, the operational dependability of the equipment is obviously improved. More specifically
all the test mechanisms described above ensure high independence of software functions. Thus in
the event of an anomaly concerning a non-critical function, this anomaly has no effect o other
functions, thereby enabling the mission to continue,

- secondly, a structure of this type reduces the cost of software test, since the independence of
functions considerably reduces the volume of regression testing which has to be performed
following any modification.

It should nevertheless be emphasized that these advantages are achieved at the cost of a certain
degree of performance degradation. Only operational use of the iKM AIR computer will be able to justify the
compromises mede between operational reliability and performance considering the aimed range of applica-
tions.

6 DLAO : DGfInition de Logiciel Assistge par Ordinateur (Computer Aided Software Requirements

Specification) is a trademark of Electronique Serge Dassault
7 IDAS : lnformatisation de la Ditection d'Anomaliee dans lea Systimes (Systems Anomalies Detection

Computerization) is a trademark of Slectronique Serge Dassault
8 SDA Systime de DIveloppeent Avionique - Avionics Development System
9 ITI Integration du Traitement de l'Information - Data Processing Integration
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TESTING USDDED SOFTWAhRE

by

Michel Muenier

Electronique Serge DASSAULT

55, quai Marcel Dassault - 92214 Saint-Cloud - FRACE

SUINARY

This paper describes the techniques used by Electronique Serge Dassault (ESD) for testing eabedded
software, including in particular the mission computer software operated in the MIRAGE Fl and MIRAGE 2000
aircrafts.

An introduction presents the main characteristics of embedded software which make testing this
software an activity of paramount importance.

A few figures present the ESD background in this field. Then the presentation of the MINERVE (1)
methodology used at ESD for developing software sets the scene for a more detailed description of each
testing activity. The IDAS (2) and SVR (3) tools which support these activities are dealt with in the
continuation of the paper.

Finally, some remarks are made on the evolution of testing techniques and a conclusion assesses

the current situation and trends in software testing at ESD.

INTRODUCTION

Avionic applications and more generally embedded applications are characterized by a certain num-
ber of properties, such as long life-time and severe volume and weight constraints.

A certain number of factors specific to these applications have a particularly important influence
on test activities. First of all, it is the high level of operational dependability required which, in-
itself, justifies the major part taken by test (40 Z to 50 2) in the development process. Next, it is the
on-board" aspect which, because of the specificity of the target computers and their input-output systems,
leads to host/target development and imposes operational environment simulation for tests performed on the
target computers. In the same order of ideas, it is the "real-time" aspect which means that the software
has to react in limited time to external events. At the test level, this "real-time" characteristic requi-
res the software environment to be reproduced as faithfully as possible and the execution of the tested
software not to be disturbed (e.g. by instrumentation).

Other less specific factors, such as the high modification rate and the concern for productivity,
also have considerable influence on the testing of avionic software (leading respectively to regression
testing and symbolic testing).

All these factors make the testing of embedded software a difficult and costly operation for which
few tools were available only a few years ago. It was then said that real-time applications constituted the
"lost world" of software test and debugging (Robert L. GLASS, Boeing Aerospace Company).

This paper describes the solutions which, at Electronique Serge Dassault (ESD), are being and have
been applied to these problems for several years.

CHAFTER I EXPERIENCE OF ESD

ESD has specialized in the design, development and manufacture of electronic equipment for both
civilian and military applications.

ESD supplies numerous equipments for the MIRAGE FI and MIRAGE 2000 aircrafts produced by Avions
Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation (AMD-BA) for which it has developed several ranges of general-purpose air-
borne computers (the M182 computers for the MIRAGE Pi aircraft and the 84 series computers for the
MIRAGE 2000 aircrafts). Since 1977, ESD has also been developing the operational software executed on these
computers as well as the associated production and test software. In order to meet these requirements, the
Company has established large sofheare engineering teams (more than 200 people).

MINERVE M thodologie INdustrielle pour l'Etude, is Ralisation et Is Validation de logiciel

d'Equipement (Industrial Methodology for the Study, Production and Validation of tquipment
Software), is a trademark of Electronique Serge Dassault

2 IDAS Informatisation de la Dtection d'Anomalies dana lea Systames (System Anomaly Detection

Computerization) is a trademark of Electronique Serge Dassault

3 :t Software Validation Rack

.. , * - - - . . .
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More than 20 million bytes of operational software have thus been delivered for a total of 15
projects. A delivery is made for each project approximately once a month, comprising on an average
600,000 bytes of code, 60,000 pages of listings and 10,000 pages of documents.

90 2 of this software is written in LTR, a real-time Pascal-like language. The remaining 10 % of
this software corresponds to sections for which program execution time is critical and which are therefore
written in assembly language. Since 1987, ESD is also equipped with tools (compilers and testing tools) for
applications writtan in Ada (HUE 871.

Emphasis should be placed on the major effort undertaken by ESD over the last ten years in the
area of software engineering, which has resulted in the definition and implementation of MINERVE
methodology and in the development of tools : DLAO (), IDAS and SVR. The next chapter briefly describes
the M1NERVE methodology.

CHAPTER 2 : MINERVE METHODOLOGY

The objective of MINERVE is to facilitate the production of high-quality software under controlla-
ble conditions of cost and lead time.

The quality of software is not only determined by its conformity to requirements but also by its
ease of modification, clarity, accuracy of its documentation, operational dependability, performance
characteristics, etc.

Cost and lead-time control depends on the possibility of undertaking at all times action contribu-
ting to the execution of contractual obligations. Such control is achieved by permanent knowledge of pro-
ject progress and work outstanding.

In order to achieve the above objectives, MINERVE, a key element for software quality assurance and
control within ESD, is based on the following three principles :

- projects are divided into phases and stages marked by clearly defined activities, products and
responsibilities,

- the quality of Products as well as their costs and lead times are monitored in a continuous
manner,

- modifications may be Included whatever of the degree of progress in accordance with a single
procedure Intended to avoid any degradation of software quality.

2.1 PRINCIPLE OF PROJECT BREAKDOWN

Projects are broken down chronologically into two levels (phases and stages) in accordance with
the following scheme

PHASE I - DEFINITION

Stage 1.1 Overall Definition of the System
Stage 1.2 Operattonal Definition of the Software
Stage 1.3 Functional Definition of the Software

PHASE 2 - PLANNING

Stage 2.1 Checking of Technical Feasibility
Stage 2.2 Definition of Technical Means
Stage 2.3 Reexamination of the Software Quality Plan
Stage 2.4 Reexamination of Planning and Costs

PHASE 3 - PRODUCTION

Stage 3.1 Basic Design
Stage 3.2 Detailed Design
Stage 3.3 Coding and Unit Tests
Stage 3.4 Integration Tests
Stage 3.5 Functional Tests
Stage 3.6 Software Valtiation

PHASE 4 - OPERATION

Stage 4.1 System Integration
Stage 4.2 Software Maintenance

Stages 1.1 and 1.2 and Phase 4 are the responsibility of the weapon system contractor, while all
other stages are the responsibility of the software producer.

4 DLAO Dfinition de Logiciel Assist&e par Ordinateur (Computer-Aided Software Specification), is a
trademark of Electronique Serge Dassault
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A STAGE is characterized by the nature of its MAIN ACTIVITY. The latter always results in one or
more formal products or MINERVE PRODUCTS : documents, files, magnetic tapes, etc. Once a min activity has
been completed, its products can be moifted only by a special procedure (see par. 2.3).

2.2 PfINCIPLR OF CECING

Checks are made throughout the project at the following two levels

- quality of products (program and documents),
- cost and lead time.

2.2.1 Quality Control

Any quality control is performed at the level of a MINRVE product.

These controls are of the following three types

- Type A Control

This type of control consists of performing internal checks on the product of a stage. These
checks verify that this product obeys the specific rules (defined in the software quality plan) and res-
pects the general standards (defined in the software quality manual) applicable to it.

- Type Control

This type of control consists in checking the coherence between the products of a stage and those
of former stages. This type of control, as for the previous type, takes the form of rereading documents and
project reviews.

- Type C Control

This type of control consists of program testing which is performed in four successive stages. The
tests performed during the stages of coding and unit tests (3.3), integration tests (3.4), functional tests
(3.5) and software validation tests (3.6) check the conformity of the programs with their successive
descriptions established in the course of the 'symmetrical' stages in the life cycle (cf. figure 1)
detailed design (3.2), basic design (3.1), functional definition (1.3) and operational definition (1.2).

These types of controls are illustrated by Figure 1.

Software Software

operational a
definition T -vaIidation

E1.3 !3,5

Soft-ware Functional
functional I
definition tests

AA

3.1 3.tct4

Basic C Integration

designtes

S C

Detailed i Unit tests

Qality Manual and Quality PlanI

figure I. SOTWR LIrR L AN QUAITY COWTROLS
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2.2.2 Cost snd Lead-Time Control

This control is applied at close intervals throughout the period of the project. It consists in
evaluating the degree of work progress in terms of cost and time and then comparing it against forecast in-
formation recorded in a reference document.

2.3 PIUNCIPLE OF MODIFICATION

Any modification can be accepted irrespective of the degree of project progress.

No HINERVE product can be modified outside of the procedure described below and which is essential
for maintaining coherence between the various products throughout the life cycle of the software.

- Acquisition of a Nodification

After determining the MINERVE product ot be modified located the furthest upstream in the software
development process, a MODIFICATION SHEET for this product is completed by the customer if it relates to
products of stage 1.2 or by the software supplier if it relates to products of a later stage.

- Execution of a Modification

The modification applied in this manner results in rework of all the stages whose products are in-
volved, starting with that furthest upstream.

The application of modifications induced in the various products concerned is recorded on a
SUPERVISION SHEET raised as soon as the decision to execute has been taken.

CHAPTER 3 : SOFTWARE TEST

As described in the previous Chapter, software testing occurs during stages 3.3 to 3.6 of the life
cycle. The present Chapter relates only to actual software test, excluding program inspections, walk-
throughs and reviews [hYE 78] which are performed during design and coding stages.

For stages 1.2 to 3.2, the system has been divided into different levels (operational functions,
software functions, modules, parts, etc).

At each stage, the tests therefore apply to the breakdown level described in the "symmetrical'
stage (see Figure 1) in accordance with a process of progressive recomposition of software "blocks" of
Increasing size. This approach has the advantage of facilitating environmental simulation at all stages.

When larger assemblies of software are tested, the combinatory explosion leads to abandon testing
information Internal to programs, giving way to functional tests which become more significant. The corres-
ponding test techniques are commonly identified by the terms "white box" test and -black box" test.

Use of white box and black box tests is summarized in figure 2 :

STAGE WHITE BOX TEST BLACK BOX TEST

3.3 Unit tests Branch tests External part tests
Path tests

Static integration tests Branch tests
Inter-part interface tests

3.4 External module tests

Dynamic integration tests Inter-process interface and
synchronization tests

3.5 Functional tests External software
function tests

3.6 Validation External operational

function tests

Figure 2. TESTING METEODS

It should be emphasized that test activity (identifying a malfunction) is associated with a
debugging activity (localizing the error(*) which cause(s) the malfunction). Debugging necessitates the
exploitation of information internal to the program (approach of the "white box" type).

A more detailed description of the test techniques used in stages 3.3 to 3.6 is given in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
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3.1 UNIT TESTS

The breakdown level concerned is the 'part', whose characteristics are its small size (les than
100 instructions), to correspond to a programing language structure possessing a single entry point sod a
single exit point (e.g. a procedure) and to be a compilation and archiving unit.

Unit tests generally Include a pattern of entry data and a pattern of expected output data. In
this regard they may be viewed as using a 'black-box' approach (external part tests). But they also
consider internal characteristics of the 'part' such as 'branches' and 'nodes' (see below) and therefore
belong equally to the 'white-box' class of tests.

Unit tests have to ensure a maximum reliability

- the entry data pattern must lead to the execution of each 'branch' of the part. A 'branch' is a
sequence of statements between two 'nodes' (if, case, ... statements). The entry data pattern
must also validate to a large extent that there is no correlation between the nodes (i.e. that a
node in a given state (exit branch) does not 'freeze' the state of another node). This lead to
test a set of paths which number is expressed by the 'cyclomatic number' (MCA 761 It should be
noted that an execution of all possible paths is generally too costly while not improving
significantly the level of coverage,

- unit tests executions mst be independent : entry data patterns mist not be generated by pre-
vious executions of the sam test.

- software robustness must be checked. ThJs means that entry data patterns have to include values
covering the normal range of parameters but also values outside this range. It mast be also
controlled that so 'side-effect' is induced : the tester has to verify that the 'environment' of
the part (such as entry data) Is not altered by the execution of the test,

- unit test mst check that execution time and memory space constraints (as expressed in the
SOFTWARE DETAILED DESIGN DOCUMENT) are satisfied.

Unit tests have to be maintainable

- functional test description, test operations and test results have to be archived in UNIT TEST
FILES, MINERVE product of the unit tests stage. A modification of a part will generally cause an
update of the corresponding UNIT TEST FILE, so that the test case remain consistent with the
code.

- UNIT TEST FILES will be used to perform regression testing i.e. reexecuting a set of unit tests
whenever a part is modified (see IDAS tool, chapter 4.1).

3.2 INTEGRATION TESTS

The breakdown level concerned may be a process or module.

A process corresponds to the set of programs whose execution is subject to the same activation
condition (external or internal event, frequency).

A module is the reusable component of software beetween different versions of an application (e.g.
for a combat aircraft, versions related to different missions or armaments).

It belongs to a unique process, has a functional consistency and Is composed of an interface part
and a body part. The interface expresses the visibility from and towards the module, while the body part
comprises local data and statements (part calls). The latest programming languages (LTR3, Ada) now
represent process and module structures very simply.

Integration tests are of two kinds :

- STATIC INTEGRATION TESTS : they consider a set of paths inside a process or a module and check,
with respect to the SOFTWARE BASIC DESIGN document (NINERVE product of the basic design stage)

. the interface between parts and modules (i.e. consistency between formal and actual
parameters in parts calls),

the functional aspect of modules (a black-box type of test).

- DYNAMIC INTEGRATION TESTS : they check the interfaces between processes and the external envi-

ronment, and between the processes themselves. They also control time sharing (cycle
duration, synchronization, etc.) and data management (access to shared variables, etc.).

As for unit tests, integration tests are archived In INTEGRATION TEST FILES, N4INERVE product of
the integration test stage.

3.3 FUNCTIONAL TESTS

The purpose of this stage is to check the conformity of a 'software function', against the
SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION document (a MINERVE product of the software functional definition stage).

A 'software function' Is the first level of breakdown of the overall software. It may be related
to an operational point of view (e.g. Air-to-ground function) or to an internal point of view (e.g. Digital
bus management function).

I _ _
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Functional tests are archived to rJNatOKAL TEST FILES, MINERVE product of the integration test
stage. They include

- a sequence of actions described in functional terms and as a sequence of instructions specifying
how to operate the tools,

- a set of checks also described in a dual point of view. It should be noted that sme of the
checks are performed mnually, using 'inges' displayed on the screen by the SVR tool (se
chapter 4.2).

The following three types of test are executed

- nominal tests, corresponding to cases of normal weapon systes operation,

- fault tests, corresponding to cases defined at the definition stage,

- random fault tests with the aim of evaluating the robustness not only of the program but also of
the functional specifications, thus possibly questioning the latter.

3.4 SOFTWARE VALIDATION

The tests performed for validating the software are stilar to the functional tests but apply to
the overall program and are executed with respect to the SOFTWARE OPERATIONAL SPECIPICATION and SOFTWARE
INTERFACE SPECIFICATION documents (MINERVE products of the software operational and software functional
definition stages). At this stage, regression tests are applied systematically.

Validation tests are archived in the VALIDATION TEST FILES, HINERVE product of the stage. They
constitute a contractual basis for software acceptance between the prime contractor and the software
developer.

CHAPTER 4 : TOOLS

The tools used at various software test stages are figured below

3.31 Unit tests IDAS

3.4 Integration tests IOAS

3.5 Functional tests IDAS SVR

3.6 Software validation IDAS SVR

For unit tcsts and integration tests, a static version of IOAS is used. It is a test harness that
provides the ability to express the data entry pattern end the test actions in terms of a test program
using a dedicated language. But at this stage real-time "spects are either ignored (unit tests and static
integration tests) or only simulated (dynamic integration tests). The test progress end the tested progress
are run both on the hoot computer.

For functional tests and validation tests, a dynaic version of tAs is used (cf. fig. 3). This
version runs on a dedicated machine separated from the target machine. It provides the essential capability
of observing the dynamic behaviour of the tested program without any disturbance. But It does not provide
the dynamic simulation of the environment. This is performed by the Software Validation Rack (SVR).

4.1 IDAS

IDAS [RUE 85] is a software test system specially designed for real-time applications. The mode of
operation consists in executing the tested program, observing Its behaviour and checking it with respect to
a reference behaviour [AlA 79). IOAS can adapt to a large range of programing languages (LTE. Ada, etc.)
as well as various target computers on which the tested program is executed.

IDA Is based essentially on the use of a test language allowing to write test progras which my
be stored and reexecuted (regression testing).

Test progress allow handling at the symbolic level of the variables and instructions of the tested
program. For this purpose, IDAS is connected to the coding tools (compilers, assemblers, etc.) via a post-
processor which generates a data base of tested objects descriptors.

The static version of the IDAS system uses a target computer simulator instead of the actual em-
bedded computer.
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The dynamit version of WAS comprises distinct test and target achinss interconnected by a hard-
were interf ace which enables to observe the reel-tme behaviour of the tooted program without any
disturbance. It ise possible to irece

- simple events occurring during execution of the program under test (execution of an instruction,
handling of a variable).

- complex elements obtained by the l~ogical and/or temporal combiat ion of simple events.

The general structure of the dynamic version of WDAS is illustrated by Figure 3.

The 'core" of the IDAS systsm consists of.

- an Interpreter need for debugging the test progress,
- a compiler ueed for executing the test programs in real-time.
- a debugging tool used for fixing errors in the teoted program.

This core io comn to all configurations of IDAS, whatever programming language or target machine
io used. Tt constitutes a hosting structure for additional tools. Such tools have already been produced,

suha a modellization tool which enables to express a behaviour model, using the Petri nets formalism
(LAM 851,

-a simulation toot which enables to substitute 'templates' to instructions or procedures.

00

0
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4.2 9anuags VALIDATION 1ACZ (STI)

The SVI is an ssembly of hardware and software used for dynamic testing of real-time asoftware.

The function* pertormed by the SVIE consist in simulating the environment of the target computer,
and checking the behaviour of the embedded software through the operational links.

The simulation takes into account en aircraft flight path, parameters of which are calculated and
recorded in a computing centre. The use of a graphics console allow* simulation of control unit front
panels and operational displays. In particular, It allows the simulation of operational actions (e.g. ac-
tions on the control panels) end environment modification (e.g. failure of en equipment). This console also
dieplays the information carried over the operational links.

The tests are executed either manually or automatically. In the former case, the simulation of
operational actions and environment modification Is performed by the operator. In the latter case, the
simulation is derived from a test executed previously, known as a 'reference test". During this test the
list of parameters to be checked and the reference values are recorded. This inforation may be annually
modified in the coure of test execution to take into account the impact of the Software modification On
the scenarios.

The hardware structure of the svR is Illustrated& by Figure 4.

PRINTER SI'R

DISC ADSUIXLTION

INTEFACEDIGITAL LINS
VIDEO SCREEN MAAEETTARGET

SYSTEMCOMPUTER(S)

GRAPHICS SCREEN

AND MOUSE

Figure 4. SOVTWARR VALIDATION RACK ARCHITECTURE

The MI hardware consists of two wein assemblies

- an operating and simulation system connected to

the operating link for the target computer (computer stop/restart).

standard peripherals -printer used for editing anomel~es, disc on which data required by the
automatic tests (flight parameters, reference perameters, test results) are stored and a video
screen/keyboard for system operation.

- an interface management system connected to

the target computer(s) via operational links

a graphic# screen with mouse and light-pen, used to display Images of operational interfaces
(control penels, head-up, bead-down, ..
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The STS software consists of the following four min assemblies

- flight parameter generation software
It generates flight parameters transmitted to the SVR in a foru compatible with the operational
digital links.
This software is run on equipment distinct from the SVR (IBM computing center).

- S operating software :
It presents a dialoguing interface in the form of programmable function keys implementing
arborescent menus. This software includes :

* static debugging of the target computer software,

P validation/acceptance test with environment simulation, including selection of various opera-
ting modes (normal, slow motion, step by step at the cycle level) and the selection of
displays and presentations (soom, ...).

This software is executed on the operating and simulation system.

- environment simulation software -
It ensures the simulation of each equipment transmitting data to the target computer(s). This
simulation is limited to the functions generatLng these data.
This software is executed by the operating and simulation system.

- automatic test software :

It has the following two purposes

* to allow recreation of test configurations, which is useful for analyzing malfunction during
functional test and validation,

* to automate test operation and results analysis. This function is extensively used for accep-
tance procedures.

This software is executed on the operating and simulation system.

CBAPTM 5 : TENDS IN 90M15AR3 TESTING

Short and medium-term evolution of software tests do not relate as much to actual test methods ao
tools as to integration of the test process with other activities of software development.

The present Chapter is therefore mainly concerned with the effect due to the appearance of tools
used earlier to the software life cycle (mainly software specification aid tools) and to the present
tendency of integrating tools within Software Engineering environments.

5.1 TEST AND SPKCIICATION IMI OS

Awareness of the exponentially increasing cost of modifications during the course of development
has prompted over the last few years considerable work In the area of software definition (and to a lesser
degree software design).

At S8O, this effort has resulted in the production of the DVLO tool allowing software requirements
specifications to be expressed in a semiformal manner. The basic concepts made available to the user are

- Information representing the operational data (e.g. mode of radar operation),

- interfaces, the physical support of data (e.g. encoding used for transmitting over a multiplexed
bus),

- events which modify the set of activated processes (e.g. change of mode of radar operation),

- states which characterize software operation at a given instant (e.g. sir-to-ground mode),

- processes corresponding to elementary tasks (e.g. ballistic calculations).

The data defined in this manner by the user as wll as the associated comments are stored in a da-
ta base which thus always contains an updated representation of the software requirements specifications.
Many possibilities of producing a document are offered, exploiting the possibilities of data base queries.

Such specification formlisation should allow in the fairly nea. future significant progress in
test automation. RSD io conducting work in this direction, aimed at the automation of test scenarios
generation. The approach adopted consist* in generating a prototype from a subassembly of the requirements
specification (defined by the user) and then, by means of input stimult, in producin output data by exer-
cising this prototype.

The input stimuli, which constitute the scenario input data, can ba generated mnually or semi-
automatically from the requirements specification. In the latter case, the user has the possibility of
limiting the information involved in the scenarios in order to avoid the phenomenon of combinatory
explosion. The output data generated by the prototype constitute the reference value used when executing
the teat scenarios.

... . l _ _ _. ....... .. .. ... ..
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5.2 TOM INTEGRATION

The new rserenes of Software Engineering concepts Is leading to increasingly higher integration
of tools. A significant exapmle is the work presently undertaken by the ITI (5) Consortium of eight Prench
companies of the aerospace sector. This work aim at producing software environants dedicated to avionic
system and on-bosrd software dawvlopmnt.

Such enviroments are providing powerful mechanism allowing the integration of tools, such as

- a software requirements specification tool,

- a design tool,

- coding tools,

- testing tools.

These mechanisom consists essentially of

- an "object" data bess, standard means of commxnication between tools,

- a configuration maagement system osuriag permuent coherence between the objects of the base
(requirements specifications, design documents, code, test programs).

Better integration between the test tools themselves (SVR and IDA$) will also be ensured thereby
mking it possible from the sam work station to control siultaneously the operations of functional and
validation test performed by the SVT and debugging operations (in particular, the elimination of faults re-
lated to real-time problems) performed by IDAS.

OPTg6 : ODMCLUSIO

Our experience of avionic software testing allows us to present a Largely positive situation.

The smmn objective. i.e. software quality, has been achieved : less than one error per year and
per program has been found in flight.

We are also mintaining control of our costs and lead times in spite of the high rate of evolution
of our software.

We have also noted continuous growth of our productivity, which has increased by a factor of near-
ly five between 1979 and 1987. This should be weighted by increased use of computer resources at the same
time, but the overall belance is positive.

Our efforts today are tending to maintain this growth in productivity and we hope to achieve this
objective in the following two msin weys :

- continuous effort at the uait teat and integration test level since, as emphasized in Chapter 3,
the earlier errors are detected in the life cycle, the less they cost to correct. In particular,
we intend to perfect the methods and tools allowing us better control over the coverage factors
of these tests,

- larger-scale integration of our development tools within software engineering environments
(including the use of multi-window graphics work stations) and their continuous adaptation to
avionic system design methods.
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SUMIARY

The Increased use of advanced electronics has given modern combat aircraft phenomenal levels of
performance, but at a stiff price In initial cost, maintenance workload and aircraft availability.
Hence, aircraft design Is shifting to give equal emphasis on performance, affordability,
maintainability, and reliability in the development of avionic systems. This paper discusses the
challenges and benefits of an avionics architecture concept which integrates avionic functions at the
system level thereby Improving the system's accuracy, Increasing its Immunity to failure, and
decreasing its reliance on multiple redundant sensors. This design philosophy, which permits
resources to be shared across subsyatems, requires a highly coupled system-wide management and control
program (operating system) supported by a wide-band data distribution network, high-speed data and
aignal processors, and extensive mass memory. The implementstion strategy for this avionics
architecture is the system-wide utilization of comon modular building blocks using advanced
microelectronics such as VHSIC. standard 3/4 ATE modules and integrated racks, and Interconnected by
fiber optic networks.

The generic integration approach and architecture produced by the PAVE PILLAR program is the
foundation for avionics development In next generation aircraft for the U.S. Department of Defense and
include such aircraft as the USAF Advanced Tactical Fighter (AT).

INTRODUCTION

In performing Its role of research and development innovator for aviation electronics. the Avionics
Laboratory, an active member of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, has initiated a major
program to develop the concepts for the next-generation Integrated avionics system architecture. The
program is called PAVE PILLAR and its purpose is to achieve significant improvements in the
availability, cost of ownership and mission effectiveneas of future combat aircraft.

Current avionic systems are organized by functional areas. Typical of theme are flight control,
stores management, electronic warfare, navigation, weapon deifvery, comunication, electrical power
control, engine control, dedicated controls/displays, etc. The systems integration which exists is
limited to the subsystem or intrafunctional level. This subsystem approach arose partially because of
the lack of technology to support a total systems integration approach and partially because of
traditional political boundaries.

These unique subsystems. some of which have been developed at the eleventh hour to satisfy an
operational deficiency, put a tremendous strain on the logistics support structure of the Air Force.
This is because each unique subsystem has numerous unique line replaceable units (LEUs). all of which
require sparing, which results in an extremely high life cycle cost for the weapon system.

EARLY INTEGRATION APPROACH

With the adoption of NIL-STD-1553b, Aircraft Internal Time Division Command/Response Multiplex Data
Run. some of the never U.S. Air Force strategic end tactical aircraft have begun the task of
integrating beyond the subsystem level. However. even these newer system integration activities have
addressed only the basic avionics functions of navigation, weapon delivery, communication, and to some
extent, controls and displays. Analysis of a current tactical aircraft shows that the avionics suite
consists of approximately 58 line replaceable units with 437 different sub-assembly spare types. The
1553 data bus and dedicated cables alone require 254 harnesses to connect the external line
replaceable units. The combined number of internal and external interconnects explodes to more than
86,600 connections. Forty percent of the maintenance actions on the flightline are concerned with
these cables and connectors.

Analysis ahows that by applying high apeed fiber optic multiplexing and Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits (VSIC) technologies, the number of cables and connectors can be reduced by as much as
thirty-five percent. However. this does not imply that one can just Insert these technologies and
receive the improvements. One must structure or pertition the technologies into a system architecture
which will permit maintenance personnel to easily Isolate faults and to replace failed avionics
comp1onto. klo, mission analysis has shown that the system architecture must be flexible enough to
support air-to-air and air-to-ground miasion requirements. This leads one to conclude that the system
architecture must adapt during the life-time of the system to constant changes and new miesion
requirements.

It follows then that the hardware and software which form the system architecture must have a modular
basis which will permit the maintenance personnel to remove end replace the components, yet allow

11 system designers to adapt the avionic. suite to new requirements. PAVE PILI.LAR was crested to solve
these problem.

kil-a [
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EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS

The PAVE PILLAR program is an evolutionary process whetreby an avionics architecture is developed using
revolutionary new technology. The trend in avionics system design i to increase system Integration
thereby Improving system accuracy. increasing system ianity to failures, and decreasing system
reliance on multiple redundant sensors. This design philosophy which permits resources to be shared
across subsystems requires a highly coupled system wide management and control program (operating
system) supported by a wide band data distribution network, high speed processors, and extensive mas
memory. The ability to consider integration of this magnitude Is dependent on recent advances in
aicroelctronics technology, moat notably the advent of VESIC technology.

The PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture is functionally divided into three distinct areas:

Mission management

Sanor managemot

Vehicle msnagamnt

The three are" define the enclosing boundaries for resource sharing. sparing, and substitution.
Unique characteristics of each of these areas preclude the utilization of resources across areas for
the purpose of function recovery or reconfiguration. This does not imply that the areas do not
contain many comon hardware elements, but that the organization, connectivity, and control of these
components restrict their practical use In functional system-wide reassigment. Each of the three
areas have ssaociated with them a logical processor type and varying Interface requirements. Figure I
illustrates the top level organization of the PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture, system elements are
built from a set of commion moduls supporting programmable proceasing, I/O, and memory storage
functions. The interfaces between system elements are standard high speed time division multiplex
busas and data links, all utilizing fiber optics technology.

MISSION MANAGEET AREA

The Mission Management area consists of Mission Data Processors, Mission Avionics Multiplex BUS, lock
Transfer Multiplex Bus. System Mass Memory, Stores Management System., and a collection of interfaces
to the Mission Avionics Dus. This area provides the resources to perform the Mission and system
management functions such as fire control, target acquisition, navigation management, defense
managoent, stores management, TF/TA/OA functions, and crew station mugement. The Mission
Management Area contains identically configured Mission Data Processors all connected to the Misslon
Avionics Multiplex Dus and loadable from the System Mass Memory via the Block Transfer Multiplex Bus.
All Mission Processing control and data exchange outside of loading operations Is performed using the
Mission Avionics Multiplex Bus. The Mission Management Area controls job assignments for the Signal
Processors and determineas the connection paths from Signal Processors to sensor front ends. High
level processed Information is collected from the Signal Processors (such as target tracks, CHI
reception results, threat descriptions) and moding and control data is provided back to both the
Signal Processors and the sensor front ends.

The Mission Management Aree also interfaces with the Vehicle Management Area to receive navigation
state informatlon and to supply route and trajectory commands. Other interfaces are to cockpit
multi-function switches, Stores Management System, and miscellaneous avionics control devices not
directly interfaced to the Mission Avlonics Bus fhelmet mounted sight, voice recognition system, data
recorders/readers). The Mission Management Area collects the health and status of all core elements
and sensor/subsystem components for maintenance history and to maintain mission functional capability.

SE!SOR MAIACEMET AREA

The Sensor Management area consists of a set of common Signal Processors, a sensor data distribution
network, a sensor control network, a data exchange network, and a video distribution system. The
sensor management area provides the signal processlng functions and Interfaes necessary to convert
conditioned data from multiple sensors via a sensor network into processed Information suitable for
distribution to other avionics systems. The sensor management area accepts encrypted data from a
TRANSEC/CONC controller(s) and processes the data for transmisaion. This area also distributes
processed digital video to crew displays and distributes sensor control coemnds to sensors via a
sensor control network. Signal Processor tak assignment, sensor data distribution network control,
and Signal Processor resource reconfiguration is managed by the Mission Data Processors.

VEHICLE MANAGIMIT AREA

The Vehicle Management System (VMS) ts an independent subsystem supporting the fundamental flight and
airframe related control functions. The VMS Management erea is physically Isolated from the rest of
the architecture for safety of flight reasons an contains a higher degree of physical redundancy,
usable only within the VMS area. The VMS management area contains 7MS Data Processors.
Controls/Displays interfaces, Flight Sansor/Actuator Interfaca, Electrical Power Control
Interface*, Eglna Control Interfaces, and Utility Systems Interfaces. The VMS Data Processor is
essentially Identical to the Miasion Data Processor except for memory configuration, multiplex bus
interfaces, and reconfiguration methods. The VMS Data Processor has Read Only Memory for all program
storage and does not perform say program loading. The VMS Data Processor also has six Sigh Speed lue
interfaces. Two dusl redundant interfaces to the Mission Avionics Multiplex bus and four
simultaneously active bus Interfaces to the VMS Multiplex Bus. Each VMS Date Processor contains the
entire program load to perform all VMS functions. Reconfiguration is accomplished by activating
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dormant tasks in available spare WKS Date Processor resources. The flight essential nature of VMSprepsst
processing necessitates a very high degree of functional reliability (?ail-Op/Pail-Op/Pail-Sa e).
This is accomplished by physical quad redundancy of sensors, busea, processors, and actuators in the
VMS procesing ata. The partitioning of processing functions among VMS Date Processors retains the
quad redundant, sinultaneously active characteristic of the VS area.

SYSTEM C(UTOL

Control of the core processing system Is provided by a distributed software architecture providing for
commonality of control software across the mission processors, flight control processors, and signal
processors. Major control functions include:

- Ioitilisetlon and system startup and restart

- Assignment of application software task to processing resources (software configuration and
reconfiguration computing resources management)

- Sequencing and synchroisation of related software tasks

- Management of sensor and other device resources with respect to mission objectives, mode and
task management, end software parameters

- Interpretation of response to. and integration of, human control into the system functionality

- Collection, maintenance, and reporting of system hardware and software status, slid operational
functionality

- Response to hardware and software failure detection to preserve mission effectiveness

- Plight control change management and response

- Reintegration of recovered hardware or software functions

- Assurance of a distributed data base consistency and integrity. management of access to that
shared data

- Preservation and collection of data required for continuity of system functionality across
failure recovery points

- Management of comunications access to ensure optimal use of communication resources and correct
addressing of data messages

- Assurance of the security of classified data

The operating system is partitioned into three elements: (1) the kernel executive which provides those
functions common to all processors, (2) the distributed executive which provides for decentralized
system control in each processor, (3) system executive which provides the monitoring of system state
and reconfigurstion based on mission requirements and detected system failures. Figure 2 depicts the
Interrelationship of the three elements.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The PAVE PILLAR architectural concept was developed to support aircraft operations from deployed
locations with a minimum of support. This architecture supports the resource sharing of core data and
signal processing resources and is constructed of a set of common modules that specifically support a
two-level maintenance concept. This architecture supports high degrees of systems availability and
reliability. This is accomplished through the application of spare signal and data processing
resources at the system level so that backup services are provided when the primary sources fail. Tn
addition, the architecture supports graceful degradation in that when spare resources are exhausted
remaining resources can be assigned to the highest priority functions on a mission basis.

CO"I, MODULES

The PAVE PILLAR architecture is physically comprised of a number of "building blocks" called common
modules. A coon module is sized to contain the circuitry to perform a complete digital processing
function including interface control and health diagnosis. The approach for PAVE PILLAR is to develop
common modules from a limited VHSIC chip set and then develop systems/subsystema which utilize the
common modules. The exact composition of the VUSIC chip set will depend on the evolution of that
technology program, while the members of the comon module family will be subject to PAVE PILLAR
avionic system desigu considerations.

A number of common modules can be built up from a family of VHSIC chips which in turn can be grouped
to form the basis for any one of the avionics subsystems depicted in Pigure 3. Certain non-comon
modules will undoubtedly be required for some specific subsystem implementation, however, the
reduction in numbers of spares types required as a result of common module usage will provide a
significant cost and effsctivenass improvement.

The Avionics Laboratory has undertaken the design and development of two comon module sets; the VHSIC
1750A Date Processor and the VKSIC Common Signal Processor. These modules are being designed with

" . .. *---,** u --mlm---m__mjm
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stringent requirement& for both extremely low failure rates and high fault detection and fault
Ioislation capabilities. Fault Isolation to the single module level will be aecomplished by on-board
Built-la-Test (BIT) circuitry at the chip level and wlti-tierd self test software. The use of a
modular concept will permit the maintenance personnel to perform on-board diagnosis and replacement of
the avionics at the module level with no auxiliary ground equipment.

This capability tho leads one to conclude that a two-level avionics maintenance concept night be
realizeable. Figure 4 ahovs the impact of various maintenance concepts. The current three level
maintenance approach consists of flight line, Avionics Intermediate Shop, and depot/factory diagnosis
and repair. To illustrate the benefits of changing from a thre-level to a two-level maintenance
concept an In-house study to examine the relative life cycle cost of several combinations of
maintenance concepts and technology Integration was conducted. As shown here, the costs consist of
operations and support plus the Avionics Intermediate Shop and spare parts to support 1000 aircraft
for 20 years at a flying rate of 300 flight hours per aircraft per year. All costs are stated in FY84
dollars. The first column represents today's technology - F-16 A/B - utilizing the standard
three-level maintenance with removal/replcement of LRUs at the flight line. In column B the
three-level maintenance cncept Is retained and LIUs are still used, but VSIC technology has been
Incorporated and a fault tolerant design through extensive huilt-in-test has been introduced. These
steps reduce our cost for operating and maintaining the 1000 aircraft fleet by nearly 202. In the
next step, where the Avionics Intermediate Shop is eliminated and everything else Is kept the same as
B, there Is a further reduction In cost of over $200M. Finally, introduction of standard modules and
elimination of LRUs in favor of line replaceable standard modules, provides a further reduction in
cost to approximately one-half of the current ownership bill. While these numbers aren't hard and
fast they do provide an indication of the sizeable cost gains which can be realized through the
application of PAVE PILLAR technologies.

TECHNOLOGY TEANSPARECY

The building block approach espoused in this article permits not only the Initial development of s
highly flexible avionics suite, but also the continued development and integration of Prt-Planned
Product Improvements (PI). This is accomplished within the architecture by the concept of standard
data buses (Parallel Interface (PI), Test and Maintenance (IN), High Speed Data Bus (HSDB)) and
networks (SDDN, VDDN, DEN. Data Flow Network). This concept is Implemented by Form, Fit, Function and
and Interface (F

3
l) specifications for each module type thereby permitting different designs by vendor

for each module type and specific vendor module design modification dependent upon technological
Improvements.

Due to the open architecture, as new building blocks are identified they can be readily integrated
into the avionics system thus permitting the performance upgrade to an existing aircraft at a
relatively low cost. New investigations have already begun in the areas of parallel processing,
artificial intelligence processing, and optical processing. The intent is to integrate these advanced
processing elements into the PAVE PILLAR architecture if/when they become viable both ope:.j'Ionally
and logistically.

In summary, a PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture will result in dramatic improvements in availability,
mission effactivenas, and cost of ownership. For reasons of mobility, logistics cost control, Od
austere maintenance of aircraft at forward sites. a two-level aintenance concept with
line-replaceable-modules Is endorsed by the PAVE PILLAR system. PAVE PILLAR plans to achieve these
benefits and goals through advances in technology, and a systems approach to avionics integration.
PAVE PILLAR is expected to provide the generic integration approach and architecture that will act as
the foundation for avionics development in next-generation Air Force aircraft.
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Data and Signal Processing Architectures for Future Avionics

Dr Mark T. Michael, Project Engineer
Data & Signal Processing Group
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
AFWIAL/AAAT-2
Wright Patterson AFB. Ohio 45433

Summary

Pave Pillar architecture incorporates a "Common Signal Processor (CSP)" concept as a key
building block of a USAF advanced avionics suite. This CSP concept embodies the use of standard
internal interfaces, a family of modules, use of the programming language Ada to express application
program for the data processors within CSP, and the use of a Graph Notation to represent signal
processing functions for the signal processing components of CSP. The modularity permits upgrading any
hardware or software component with minimal disruption to the rest of the design. CSP is an "open
architecture" in that the interfaces and module specifications are non-proprietary and can be built by
other vendors. The paper will address the system concept, hardware architecture, and software
philosophy comprising the CSP System. It will describe in general terms how the CSP hardware works and
its expandability. Existing modules will be listed and potential future modules identified. A brief
description of the Graph Notation and its advantages will be provided. The CSP Local Operating System
capabilities and use will be summarized. Application studies to determine the suitability of the CSP
concept for different avionic applications such as radar, electronic warfare, communications, and
electro-optical sensors will be briefly summarized. The role of MIL-STD-1750A processors in CSP and
their limitations will he touched on, and future upgrades to 32-bit machines discussed.

Background

AFWAL has been pursuing the development of generic digital signal processing architectures for
avionics since the early 1980's. This is in response to a need to reduce the cost of signal processing
subsystems, the time required to field them, and the difficulty encountered in maintaining and
upgrading them. Most current signal processors are special purpose designs with little flexibility.
Circuit technologies available in the 1970's did not permit highly programmable, modular designs within
the size, power, and weight constraints of avionics. With the rapid advances in VLSI technology, order
of magnitude increases in performance are possible compared with earlier circuitry. Hence, competitive
performance common signal processor architectures have become feasible.

Several exploratory development in-house and contractual efforts were conducted which led up
to the initiation of the advanced development CSP System project. In-house activities concentrated on
evaluation of existing digital signal processors and identification of signal processing requirements
across the avionic disciplines of radar, integrated communication/navigation, and electronic warfare.
Parallel contract were let to AT&T Bell Labs and TRW to do additional requirements studies, design, and
simulation of generic signal processing architectures. These efforts helped confirm belief in the
feasibility of developing a widely-applicable common signal processor that would be performance
competitive. The results of these efforts were used in the formulation of the requirements, baseline
architecture, and performance goals for the CSP project. IB Federal Systems Division, Manassas, VA,
was awarded the CSP advanced development contract in late 1984. This effort is developing the
architecture, hardware, software, and support equipment to demonstrate the CSP System and is the basis
for much of the information in this paper.

The first CSP unit to be delivered will be incorporated into the Ultra-Reliable Radar (URR) as
its principal processing system. The URR is an advanced avionics radar system under development by
AFWAL and has a very demanding processing requirement. Hence it provides an excellent test for whether
or not CSP can meet its performance goals. The initial radar capabilities to be developed are
air-to-air modes. Studies were done by IBM on the CSP contract to assess the suitability of the CSP
architecture for Communication, Navigation, and Identification of friend or foe (CNI), Electronic
Warfare (EW), and Electro-Optical (EO) processing. These studies showed that the core architecture is
a good match for their requirements; several new processing element module types were identified that
would be desirable to develop to efficiently handle the signal processing functions in these additional
areas. This will be discussed further later in the paper.

CSP System Concept

The CSP System can be viewed as a multiprocessor designed to permit the Processing Elements
(PEs) to process at the highest utilization rate as practical for a given application. (The PEs
perform the signal processing "number crunching.") To this end, a parllel Data Network (ONf) provides
high bandwidth point-to-point data paths for PEs to connect to Global Memories (MSs), Sensor Interfaces
(SIs), and other PEs. (Figure 1 provides a block diagram of the CSP hardware architecture.) GMs
provide a large storage area for holding sensor data until a PE is ready to process it and for holding
intermediate computational results between processing steps. The GM may hold reduced data for later
post processing by a data processor, a MIL-STD-1750A module, and transfer to other avionic system
components over a system bus. The Element Supervisor Unit (ES) is a 1750A data processor designed to
efficiently control Functional Elements (FEs), which is the general name given for any PE, GM, or 1/0
Module connected to the network. By dedicating ESUs to pairs of FEs, it is possible to ensure that
process control activities (1/0 scheduling, task scheduling, etc) do not idle PEs or other FEs.

In order for CSP to be widely applicable with competitive performance and cost-effectiveness,
it must be modular so that it can be configured for the processing needs of the application. The Data
Network (DN) is the key to achieving this. It can be configured in a variety of ways (see the Data

_ I
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* Network Operations section). It must be possible to design new FEs that interface to the ON and ESU
and use much of the existing software without re-work.

Since multiprocessors are inherently more difficult to program than uniprocessors, It was
judged necessary to provide High Level Languages (HLLs) in which it could be programmed. Ada is
provided for programming " Application Command Programs" (ACPs) within the 1750A Data Processors. A
directed flow graph language, called Graph Notation, is provided for programming the signal processing
portion of the system. It permits the programmer to describe parallel FE tasks conveniently. The CSP
hardware and its resident Local Operating System (LOS) my be viewed as a "virtual multiprocessor"
system that executes ACPs and signal processing graphs. ACPs control graphs through a set of LOS
services. Off-line support software tools permit the preparation and simulation of ACPs and graphs
prior to execution on the CSP hardware.

Reliability, maintainability, and availability received strong emphasis in the CSP project.
VLSI circuits are designed with significant selftest capability. Nodules include fault log devices for
storing faults that may occur in operation. The system includes separate maintenance buses for
recording faults and accessing them operationally and for diagnostic purposes. The system is designed
for on-equipment maintenance in an operational setting; that is, sufficient testability is provided so
that failed modules can be identified with minimal external equipment and replace.

Adequate technology transparency is an important goal for the CSP project. In order to avoid
obsolescence, It must be possible to upgrade FEs and data processor with improved circuitry while
retaining much of the existing software and hardware. By writing software in Ada and Graph Notation,
significant hardware transparency is achieved for application software. FEs are defined with complete
functions contained within the module, thus simplifying the interfaces and permitting performance and
function evolution within each module without disrupting other system components. Maintaining an open
architectures will permit other vendors to develop new modules to better meet their unique requirements
than might be available within the generic set of modules.

Data Network Operation

The Data Network (ON) provides high speed parallel paths between pairs of Functional Elements
(FEs) attached to it. It is designed so that a variety of configurations can be used. It is
implemented with a VLSI circuit called the "Data Network Switch" (DNS), which is a switch with 8 16-bit
ports. Each port has 4 control and parity lines associated with it. It permits any port to be
switched to any other port. DNSs can be cascaded to form a multi-level network. Paths through the
network are set up by routing information contained In the header of each message. Up to 4 levels of
routing can be used with the circuit DNS circuit design.

The CSP Breadboard (BB) is configured with 8 Data Network Element (DNE) modules which provide 24
ports with 32-bit data paths. Each ONE uses 2 DNS circuits which are connected to provide 12 external
16-bit ports. The 16-bit ports can be viewed as a 16-bit slice and combined with another port to
provide a 32-bit path. The second port can be on the same module or a second parallel module. Thus
both 16-bit and 32-bit networks can be configured in a variety of ways. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the
DNE module layout and the CSP BB DN design, respectively. Table 1 lists some of the ON configurations
that are possible with the DNS chip design and DNE module
design.

The control of the ON is distributed in the sense that each message contains the routing
information to determine its destination. There is no centralized control mechanism; this makes the
design readily expandable. DNs with multiple levels of switching contain the possibility that messages
may encounter busy nodes within the ON; that is, it is a blocking network. The alteroative, a full
crossbar switch which provides a direct path from every port to every other port, requires considerably
more hardware and interconnections. It becomes impractical for more than a limited number of ports.
If a message encounters a busy node, the design includes the mechanisms needed for retries. Software
may choose to re-route the message over an alternate path. Initial use of CSP has shown that the DN
has not proven to be a bottleneck for system operation.

The DR permits data to be transferred at one word per system clock once the path is established.
A one-clock delay is added for each DN node through which the message must pass. Once a message has
been initiated, path establishment through the DN is a hardware function requiring only a modest number
of clock cycles to achieve.

Element Supervisor Unit (ESU)

The ESU module is a 1750A processor designed to efficiently control attached FEs and synchronize
its activities with other ESUs. Two local buses are provided to connect to FEs: the Element Control
Bus (ECB) and the Element Maintenance Bus (EM). The ECB provides Direct Memory Access (DMA) to ESU
local memory by DMA controllers on the attached FEs. This capability is used to efficiently fetch Data
Network channel control blocks, FE processing control blocks (signal processing "Macro" control blocks
for PEs, or read/write control blocks for I/O Modules), or make data tra.nsfers from FE local store to
ESU local store. The EMB is a serial bus for accessing test and maintenance information within the FE
and providing it to LOS resident within the ESU.

The ESU also connects to a system-wide linear control bus, the Parallel Internal Bus (P1-Bus), and
to a system-wide serial test and maintenance bus, the TM-Bus. The PI-Bus is used to pass tokens from
one ESU to another indicating events within the execution of ACPs and graphs, for transferring sensor
control commands, passing computed graph results to data processors for post processing, or
commnicating with system I/O modules. The ESU PI- Bus interface logic includes extra hardware to make
token passing very efficient.

Within the CSP Breadboard (BB), the ESU is used to "emulate" the VHSIC 1750A modules (see Figure
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1), since these modules were not scheduled to be ready in time for the BB. Hence, all 17BOAs within
the system are ESUs.

Floating Point Processing Element (FPPE)

The FPPE is a pipelined processor with 2 parallel floating point computational paths capable of
performing 5 floating point operations/machine cycle burst rate or a complex floating point Fast
Fourier Transform (FFFT) butterfly operation once every 2 cycles. As an FE, it is controlled by an ESU
over the local ECB and EPS interfaces and is connected to the ON for data transfers. It contains local
memory divided into 2 logical banks that operate as "swing" or "ping pong" buffers with one bank
connected to the network and the other to the FPPE data flow logic. When a task corn- pletes, the banks
are switched. Each bank holds 16K words of storage.

The FPPE contains microstore for holding its microprograms, referred to as "Macros." Local
sequencers control Macro execution. Each Macro execution requires a "Macro Control Block" (KiB) to
specify its starting address and a set of execution parameters. These MCBs are stored in ESU memory
and accessed by the FPPE over the ECS using DM4A transfers. A string of Macros comprise a task. The
ESU initiates a tdsk with an I/0 transfer to the FPPE providing the sequencer with the starting address
of a MCB string in ESU local memory. When the task is completed, the ESU is notified by the FPPE.

The FPPE is designed to permit continuous processing to be maintained. While the FPPE is
processing one task using data in one bank of local store, the controller is unloading results from the
previous task out of the other bank of memory and then loading input data for the next task. If this
can be done before the current task completes, the FPPE will remain busy.

The FPPE's primary data type is 32-bit floating point with a 24-bit fractional part and an 8-bit
exponent. It also operates on extended precision floating point with a 47-bit fraction and 8-bit

exponent and 16-bit fixed point data types. Basic operations include add, subtract, multiply, compare,
logical OR, AND, XOR, data dependent branches, sine, cosine, square root, arctangent. A lookup table
facility is included to implement complex functions. A separate coefficient memory is provided for
storing constants; this is useful for many signal processing computations and complex functions.

Global Memory (GM)

The GM provides a large memory storage element for holding digitized sensor data, intermediate
computational results for signal processing PEs, and final reduced data for later transfer to data
processors for post prccessing. It also is used to store program loads, code and initial data. for all
of the computational units. Use of global memory provides a way to decouple data arrival from
succeeding processing .teps and to decouple those processing steps from each other; in this sense, it
differs from "hardwired" signal processors with a "flow-through" sort of design that passes the data
from element to element. The high bandwidth ON makes this concept workable.

The GM is an intelligent memory in that it provides six hardware- supported address modes for
accessing data in it. These are

(I) Single c-rcular Queue
(2) Multiple Circular Queue
(3) Corner 'urn Queue
(4) Coordi, te Rotation
(5) Random Ac:ess Queue
(6) Buffer

and they provide the user with the ability to efficiently store and retrieve data in the ways needed
for signal processino applications. Two dimensional arrays of data can be manipulated efficiently,
such as encountered rp 'Synthetic Aperture Radar" (SAR) applications, for instance. The ability to
define a variety of 'torage Objects" is provided in the Graph Notation, and the CSP System (LOS and
the hardware) perforis the operation for the user, relieving him of specifying the details of the
operation.

The current CSP GM provides I million 32-bit words of storage. The addressing logic permits
expansien to 4 million words. The GM has three ports: the DN, Element Control Bus (ECB), and the
Element Maintenance us (EMB). The GM bandwidth matches the Ol port bandwidth of 1 32-bit word/-
system clock. The 3k ory includes an 8-bit Error Correcting Code (ECC) that corrects any errors in any
one 4-bit nibble wit in the 32-bit data word. A logical to physical mapping mechanism is provided to
support dynamic memor, usage. A fixed size paging scheme is used to avoid memory fragmentation. The
nnemory is organized ,'to 4 banks of 256K x 40 bits which are accessed in an interleaved fashion; this
permits slower memory circuits to be used and still match the ON bandwidth.

Sensor Interface (S1'

The SI module is i high speed port for -connection to a sensor in a p)int-to-point manner or it may
be used in a Ring network configuration connecti(, a series of CSPs together. The current
ieplamentation is a wire version with searate 32-bit data paths for transmit and receive (2 bits of
parity are provided for each channel also . Consideration was given in the design for eventual upgrade
to fiber optics. Data is transferred at a maximum rate of one word every 2 mchine clock cycles. In
full duplex mode, ona channel may operate continuously while the other operates in a pulsed manner.

The SI Module is controlled by an ESU over the ECB and EMB interfaces. It connects to the Data
Network, which operates at a rate of one word per machine cycle. The SI contains 3 banks of local
memory which may be switched from one interface to another when they are filled or unloaded. Transfers
may take place from ESU local memory to the SI local memory and vice versa; from the Data Network to
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* and from the SI local memory; and from SI local mmry to and from the external S1 interface.

A minimal message protocol is available for when the SI Is in point-to-point Link mode; a Ring protocol
is available for operation in the Ring Network mode. Messages consist of frames consisting of several
header words, from 0 to 4K data words, and several trailer words. ESU management of the SI is similar
to the other FEs: message control blocks are stored in ESU program store and are accessed over the ECB
by the SI controller logic. Each message requires a control block. A string of control blocks may be
processed by the SI without ESU intervention; this is an SI "task" to the graph programmer. The ESU
initiates an SI task with an I/0 command providing information to the SI about the control block
string.

System 1/0 Modules

The CSP BB includes a MIL-STD-1553B I/0 Module for communication with other avionic equipment
having that bus port available. A High Speed Data Bus (HSDB) I/O Module will provide system
communication in the future.

Support Modules

In order to complete the CSP BB, various support modules must be included. A Timing and Control
Generator (TCG) provides the system clocks needed for the various FEs and system buses. A User Console
Interface (UCIF) provides a laboratory connection to the User Console (UC); it permits the UC to
control the CSP System. An IEEE-488 bus connects the UC to the UCIF; the UCIF can be viewed as a
gateway to the P1-Bus and IM-Bus within CSP. The TM-Bus permits it to control any ESU. The P1-Bus
permits the UC to efficiently transfer data to any ESU or selectively monitor Pl- Bus activity.

Distributed DC to DC power convertor modules are used to supply power to the logic modules. A
laboratory source is used to supply the intermediate DC voltage to the convertor modules. Two modules
are included for PI- Bus and TM-Bus terminations.

Graph Notation

A CSP Graph is a high level method for representing the signal processing functions executed
within CSP using data flow techniques. It is one of two basic program units used to program the
machine, the other being an Ada Application Command Program (ACP). A "node" (task) within a graph
"fires" (executes) when all of its inputs are available and ts output buffers are empty. A task does

not retain data; data is passed through the graph links to the next node in data flow fashion. Graphs
start executing after an ACP has "instantiated" the graph (linked and loaded the graph from a "graph
realization" stored in a GM to form a "graph instance"), enabled it, and input data is available.

An ACP controls a graph through a set of Local Operating System (LOS) Services. An ACP may provide
Graph Constants as parameters for a graph in- stantiation to specialize it for a particular function.
Graph Variables may be supplied to an executing graph for changing its parameterization; Graph Switches
may disable or enable nodes in the graph. An ALP may connect one instance of a graph to another
instance, or delete a previously created instance. ACP tasks may be connected to CSP Graphs through
graph interfaces.

A CSP Graph provides a convenient notation for specifying tasks for CSP Functional Elements (FEs)
that relieve the programmer from having to specify low level hardware operations yet use the full
capabilities of the various FEs. Two types of GM Storage Objects, Queue and Buffer, may be specified
that permit the full range of GM addressing modes to be used to access data. FPPE tasks consist of
Macro (primitive) strings that perform signal processing functions on a set of input data loaded into
FPPE local store and unloaded when the task is finished. Graph Interface tasks may be specified for
transferring messages on the CSP data paths (the Data Net- work, PI-Bus, and Sensor Interface). A
sample graph for a Spotlight Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) function is provided in Figure 4.

Local Operating System (LOS)

LOS is the resident real-time operating system wit.,,n the 1750A data processors that controls the
CSP System and "runs" the ACPs and Graphs. LOS Services provide the interface through which the ACP
commands the sensor, interacts with other Pave Pillar architecture subsystems, communicates with other
ACPs, and controls the graphs. LOS includes an "Availability Management System (AMS)" that monitors
hardware and software error reports, filters these reports, stores them locally and in non- volatile
module Fault Log devices, and takes corrective actions. It includes system startup capability and debug
features for development purposes. It includes system resource management functions for controlling
what is a distributed "virtual multi processor." It controls the logical to physical mappings for
management of the Global Memories (GMs).

LOS is divided into three components: the Subsystem Master (SSM) LOS resident In the controlling
1750A data processor, the SSM Support Processor (SSMSP) resident in a secondary 1750A, and ESU LOS
resident in each ESU controlling FEs. ACPs are resident in SSM and SSMSP 175OAs; ESUs only contain LOS
code and data. ESU LOS, a single program, is capable of controllir] any FE type: FPPE, GM, or SI. The
critical function of ESU LOS is to schedule, dispatch, and run graph tasks efficiently in order to
avoid idle FEs. This means that PI-Bus messages, Data Network messages, and ECB message transfers must
be handled efficiently. LOS essentially implements the graphs as sets of data tables and control block
strings defining the graph functions to LOS and the attached FEs. Graph instantiation consists of the
loading of these tables and strings in ESUs appropriately. Task scheduling is done with a set of
prioritized First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queues; task dispatching is done with a single non-interruptible
FIFO queue.
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Support Software Environment (SSE) and Support Equipment

Figure 5 provides a block diagram of the support tools comprising the CSP SSE. The SSE is hosted
on a Digital Equipment Corp (DEC) VAX computer system. The CSP is directly controlled by a PC AT User
Console (UC) in a laboratory environment. Software Is donloaded from the VAX through the UC to the
CSP. The SSE is a set of tools for preparing and siealatung (1) Ada Application Command Programs
(ACPs), (2) signal processing Graphs, and (3) FPPE microprograms.

An Ada/1750A Language System is used to prepare ACPs. It consists of a compiler. Macro Assembler,
Linkage Editor. P1-Bus-based multiple computer simulator, and an Ada Debugger. The Debugger is being
extended to provide symbolic access to the CSP hardware; it currently is usable only with the
simulator.

A Graph Translator translates Graph Notation, written in textual for, into a form usable by the
System Level Simulator (SLS) and a form usable by LOS for loading into the hardware. The SLS simulates
the control flow of the execution of a CSP Graph. It provides loadings on CSP resources: FEs and all
data paths, and thus is useful for analyzing a graph design to see if it is using the CSP resources
effectively. It does not execute any data; rather, it is a discrete event simulation that models the
execution times, message passing, memory usages using estimates derived from FPPE microprogram
simulations for FPPE tasks, built in LOS overhead times, GM, SI, P1-Bus, and ON performance
characteristics. The simulation is maintained to reflect an accurate model of the actual CSP System
performance.

FPPE tasks are written in a microprogram language, assembled with a Microasseebler, and simulated
on a Microsimulator. The Microsimulator simulates the microprogram ('Macros") at the machine code
level with a clock-level accuracy, thus providing exact execution time estimates and computational
results. Strings of Macros, graph tasks, may be simulated to check out complete graph task nodes. A
library of Macros is maintained which may be re-used in various applications. A System Build program
generates a load image for the CSP System which includes the required Macros as well as the 1750A Ada
and assembler load images for eventual loading in CSP through the User Console.

A Support Equipment suite is provided which consists of a mini-CSP that can be used to simulate SI
sensor inputs, 15538 avionic system inter- actions, and accept CSP outputs. It consists of a UCIF,
several ESUs, a a1. to Sis, and a small Data Network. It is controlle- ; the User Console. Since It
is a CSP, the same support software tools are used to prepare its software as that for CSP.

Application Studies

Requirements and design studies were done for assessing thi suitability of using CSP in CNI, EW,
and EO signal processing subsystems. Any changes to the core architecture components and addition of
new modules were identified. Table 2 lists the core architecture modules, support modules, and a set
of candidate new modules. The Vector Signal Processing Element (VSPE), General Purpose PE (GPPE), Sort
Enhanced PE (SEPE), and the Bi-phase Correlator PE (BCPE) were defined and preliminary designs
developed during the application studies.

The VSPE is a PE that processes 16-bit fixed point data. It is a pipelined processor with
microprogramed control and standard FE interfaces: DN, ECS, and E1B. It is similar in architecture to
the FPPE, but somewhat less flexible. It will work well on certain types of well- structured vector or
matrix-oriented algorithms, including FFTs. For these algorithms, it provides a times four improvement
in throughput over the FPPE.

The GPPE is a data processor attached to the Data Network and control- led by an ESU using graph
control procedures. It is targeted for decision-intensive signal processing functions often found in
EW and some CNI applications. IBM specified it as a 1750A processor, but a Reduced Instruction Set
Computer (RISC) class machine may be a better match for the requirements. A CSP configured with all
GPPEs can be viewed as a general purpose parallel processor using both Ada and Graph hotation as its
programing languages.

The SEPE Is designed for performing EW data sorting functions at very high speed. These functions
are often performed in special purpose hard- wired units today. Associative compar.tors augment the
arithmetic logic. It is suitable for filtering long pulse descriptor words created by sensor front-end
units into clusters for later post processing. It creates hit counts on bins and thresholds these. Up
to four compare parameters may be specified per bin. Inputs are sorted into time-of-arrival order
within each bin. Input word lengths may be 16, 32, 64, or 128 bits. It conforms
to the FE standard hardware and software interfaces.

The BCPE was designed to perform coemunication-oriented signal processing functions such as found
in match filter algorithms, preamble detection algorithms, and other code processing functions. It
conforms to the standard FE hardware and software interfaces.

Advances in Data Processor Architectures

CSP uses MIL-STD-1750A processors to perform the data processing and local control functions.
This USAF standard is a 16-bit Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) with 16 16-bit general registers and
direct address- ability to 64K words of instructions and 64K words of data. It is a moderately complex
ISA with over 200 instructions and a dozen address modes. To address more than 64K words, a page
mapping option must be imlemented. All implementations must include floating point.

Within the past 10 years, it has been demonstrated that 'Reduced Instruction Set Computers"
(RISCs) provide a more cost-effective use of circuitry then the "Complex Instruction Set Computers'
(CISCs). Initial demonstration of this principle was done at IBM on a project known as 801; work at
the University of California Berkeley in the early '80's continued the effort, adding som interesting
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register usage concepts to the design, and also coining the term RISC. RISC designs are based on the
principle that only a small set of basic operations form the bulk of instructions most computer
programs execute and that the instruction set should be restricted to those basic instructions. More
cmplex operations can be synthesized from the simpler ones. Historically, the development of CISCs
can be partially attributed to the need to use slow, expensive core memories. CPUs were microcoded;
adding more instructions and address modes was inexpensive once the microengine was designed. And they
provided marginal improvements in program size and execution times. With solid state memories more
nearly matching logic speeds and continually increasing in density, the CISCs are no longer
cost-effective.

RISC architectures are an excellent match for a variety of avionic data processing requirements.
Many avionic applications are throughput intensive rather than memory intensive. RISC take less
hardware for a given throughput. Addressing large memories directly is straightforward with 32-bit
machines, simplifying the software for those applications needing large memories.

DOD has sponsored the several RISC projects, notably the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Microprocessor without Interlock- ed Pipeline Stages (HIPS) projects. These projects are
developing bth silicon VLSI and Gallium Arsenside (GaAs) VLSI MIPS microprocessors. The MIPS
architecture is based on work done at Stanford University. AFJWAL has initiated exploratory efforts to
assess the feasibility of combining selected stack machine features with RISC principles to achieve a
more High Level Language (HLL) compatible 32-bit RISC design.

The proposed concept of a common 32-bit data processor architecture is to develop an ISA with a
limited number of subsets which would permit the machines to be tailored to the application. A RISC
core set of instructions would be common to all machines. Baseline additional sets include floating
point, supervisor/task support, memory protection, and memory mapping. Good multiprocessing support
is a requirement. The ability to use cache memories effectively in the machine designs is necessary
for larger applications.

Within integrated signal and data processing architectures such as the CSP System, such a 32-bit
processor could find a variety of applications. It could serve as a Functional Element (FE) processing
decision-intensive signal processing functions often found in EW and CNI. Such a module would be
designed to meet the CSP interfaces and operate under the control of the existing LOS. It could serve
as a post processor in place of the 1750A modules. It could eventually replace the 175OA engine within
the ESU module, although this will require re-targeting the LOS to a new ISA.

Some preliminary studies indicate that RISC processors are a good match for Artificial
Intelligence (Al) applications. If this is so, that may aid the introduction of those techniques into
real-time avionic applications by providing a significantly higher level of throughput than cur- rently
available.

An important development area for 32-bit RISC processors for avionics is in multiprocessor systems
using software-transparent common memory. Within the context of a CSP System, the functional group
(ESU controlling PEs, GMs, or I/O Modules) may evolve to a form of shared memory multipro- cessor witt
the attached modules serving as peripheral processors. As VLSI designs advance, the RISC processor can
constitute a circuit "macrocell'; signal processing functions will be other macrocells on the same
circuit. RISC macrocells, cache memory macrocells, pipeline ALUs mecrocells, etc, could comprise a
small library of macrocells from which different parallel processor "nodes" could be constructed. Use
of a microcircuit technology such as Gallitm Arsenide (GaAs) will permit a very fast RISC processor PE
to be built when that technology is mature enough to support VLSI digital circuits.

Some Lessons Learned To Date on the CSP Project

All DOD computer systems developed after January 1984 are required to use the Ada programming
language. Since CSP was started in November 1987, it falls under that mandate. CSP is one of the first
major avionic systems to use Ada for large amounts of software. Hence, in a sense, it is a test case
for Ada. Much, but not all, CSP software has been written in Ada. Some of Ade's good points are that
the code is more readable than most languages, the programners tend to write better-structured code,
debug times are less than for older languages (the extra constraint checking helps to find more
problems at compile time), and it is especially well- suited for large software systems written by a
team of programmers. The design time tends to be longer with Ada, but the testing time is shorter,
often only half what it normally takes. The language is wordy in that it typically requires almost
twice the number of Source Lines Of Code (SLOC) that other languages take, but this extra code is
mostly compile time information that does not produce machine code. The code efficiency of the
selected Ada compiler for the embedded 1750A controllers is about the same as that for good JOVIAL J73
cmilers for the "sequential" (non-tasking) portion of the language. This assumes that the constraint
checking built into the language (range, index, type checking) has been suppressed once the code has
been debugged. Constraint checking may add as much as 100% to the code size and run-time or as little
as 20% depending on the nature of the code. Ada seems best suited for application programs and
least-suited for operating systems or control programs that must closely manage the computer resources.
The DO0 has tightly controlled the language definition and compiler certification process compared to
other languages, and In the long run, this should be a great benefit for achieving commonality and
software portability.

An obvious difficulty, especially at the start of the project, in using Ada was the immaturity of
the available tools. It has taken a long time to achieve usable Ada compiler systems. This is due
partly to its newness, but also to the complexity of the language and its novel features. The
certification process, despite its extensiveness, has not guaranteed that the compllers will produce
correct code; it tests nothing with respect to efficiency. Fortunately, the CSP project selected
probably the best Ada compilers available at that time and so the negative impact on the project has
been minimized. (Three Ada compilers are in use on the project: the DEC VAX compiler being used for
VAX-hosted support software, the Alsys PC AT compiler being used for User Console software, and the TLD
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Systems, LTD VAX-hosted cross-compiler being used for the embedded 1750A controllers. Substantial
resources are being spent to improve the TLD toolset for CSP use.) The CSP project began with theintention of using Ada to code the great bulk of the Local Operating System (LOS). Even the Ada
parallel processing (tasking) features ere going to be used for the Internal design of LOS. But,

unfortunately, the Ada tasking model is a poor match for message-based distributed processing systems.
Too many rendezvous (Ada's basic task synchronization feature) were needed to perform key functions
which could be done with half as many simpler primitives. The rendezvous itself is quite complex and
inefficient. (The rendezvous can undoubtably be made more efficient as compilers are optimized, but
there is an inherent complexity in it that cannot be eliminated). Ada tends to remove the programmer
from the machine resources, but since an OS manages those re- sources, use of Ada tends to prevent the
programmer from accomplishing his task. Following an evaluation of Ada tasking, the LOS was
re-designed to use conventional tasking primitives written in fIL-STD-1750A assembly lang- uage.
"Sequential" Ada is used to code portions of LOS. Application Command Programs (ACPs) are being
written in Ada and these programs may use Ada parallel processing, although it is discouraged due to
its inefficiency. The scope of an Ada program is restricted to a single 1750A processor; communication
between processors is provided by LOS services.

The CSP project has made extensive use of chip, module, and unit level simulations in order to
test the hardware designs. Even more simulation use would have been beneficial. Initially, only pure
software simulations were done. These are practical for single chip logic simulations and some
multi-chip simulations, but they are too slow for adequate module and unit simulations at the logic
(gate) level. The largest mainframe computer cannot provide reasonable turn-around times for these
more extensive simulations. Unfortunately, design errors often exist at the interfaces be- tween
components: chip-to-chip or module-to-module, since they are usually designed by different people. To
provide more simulation throughput, IBM acquired a logic simulation accelerator from ZYCAD Corp. This
unit can be attached to a host computer and used as a peripheral processor. It provides several orders
of magnitude improvement in typical logic simulation times. It has arrays of programmable logic
elements that can be programmed to model the circuit at the gate level (modelling at the transistor
level is also possible). The logic elements operate in parallel at TTL-class speeds when the
simulation is run. Results are returned to the host computer. The user can monitor his circuit
operation very conveniently. Use of this tool significantly increased the amount of circuit testing
that could be done before release of chips and modules to fabrication. Significant portions of the
operating system were run on the simulation before the hardware was available. Development of complex
"Application Specific ICs" (ASICs) for use in highly integrated systems in a timely manner re- quires
the use of such a simulation tool in the opinion of the author.

CSP can be viewed as the development of a "coarse-grained" parallel processor in that a moderately
large number of processing elements and memorv elements can be connected to its Data Network and
operated in parallel. In order to program such a system in a reasonable length of time, the user needs
support software tools to make his job simp'.er than was the case for previous programmable signal
processors. Development of these tools is expensive and time-consuming, but necessary. This was
recognized at the beginning of the project and planned for. A rough estimate is that CSP will include
the development of over a half million SLOC before the project is completed. 5imilarly, the
development of the hardware was expensive. A dozen large semi-custom ICs and a half dozen gate arrays
were developed in order to complete the core design. Considerable effort was made to keep the ICs as
generic as possible and the number to a minimum, but how to do this can often be best seen after the
design is done. It seems clear from the CSP experience, that it order for parallel processors to be
affordable, they must be widely applicable and they must be relatively technology transparent in order
to a ortize the development costs across a reasonable set of applications. It is felt that the CSP
System can meet these goals, but that needs to be demonstrated in actual applications. Perhaps as more
Is learned about how to design parallel processing architectures, designs will become simpler and less
expensive, but the CSP experience suggests that useful parallel processors will remain very expensive
to develop compared to serial processors for the Immediate future.
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Data Network Element (ONE) Modules Required

#DN Ports 16-bit Paths 32-bit Paths
6 1
8 1 2

12 2 4
18 3 6
24 4 8
30 5 10

Table 1. Data Network (ON) Configurations

Core Architecture Modules

ONE - Data Network Element

ESU - Element Supervisor Unit

FPPE - Floating Point Processing Element

GM - Global Memory
SI - Sensor
V1750A - MIL-STD-1750A Data Processor, emulated with ESUs]
15538 - MIL-STD-15538 Input/Output Module

Support Modules

lCG - Timing and Control Generator
UCIF - User Console Interface
OT - 1/0 Terminator for the P1-Bus
PSs - Distributed DC-DC power convertors

Candidate Additional Modules

VSPE - Fixed Point Vector Signal Processing Element
GPPE - General Purpose Processing Element
SEPE - Sort Enhanced Processing Element
BCPE - B-phase Correlator Processing Element
HSOB - High Speed fiber optic Data Bus Interface
GAPE - Gallium Arsenside Processing Element
FOSI - Fiber Optic Sensor Interface

Table 2. CSP Modules
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FIBER OPTIC BUSES AND NETWORKS
FOR ADVANCED AVIONICS ARCHITECTURES

by
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Senior Principal Engineer
Harris Corporation, Government Aerospace Systems Divsion

P.O. Box 94000
Melbourne, Florida 32902
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SUMMARY

An avionics architecture rAploiting high speed, high density VLSI and VHSIC technology by repartitioning the traditional
avionics suite requires subsystem interconnection via backbone and backplane buses and networks operating at data rates far
exceeding those used for avionics in the past. In fact, the rates are high enough that fiber optics is the only interconnect technology
that does not impose substantial size, weight, and life cycle cost penalties on the overall system. In the Pave Pillar architecture thefiber optic multiplex buts for command and control, block transfer, and flight control functions, -based on a variation of the IEEE 802.4

and 802.2 token-passing bus protocol for she physica and data link layers, operates at 50 Mbpa. A number of specificimplementations have emerged. The parallel intenmal (P1) bus protocol ties users (data processors) together in the backplane and

through a bus interface unit to the multiples bus. One kinds of networks are used to serve subsystems connecting video terminals,
sensors, signal processors, etc.

In this paper, an overview of the multiplexed high-speed data bus and parallel internal backplane bus designs and their
interface is presented. The implementation details and options for the fiber optic network which supports the interconnection of
avionics bus interface modules in different physical locations are discussed. Passive and active star-coupled networks are compared
and conclusions drawn. The state of the art in packaging of the avionics bus interface and related line replaceable modules is
illustrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

An advanced avionics architechture gaining widespread acceptance among designers of future aircraft, and finding
applications in spacecraft and ships, evolved out of study programs sponsored by the U.S. Air Force. The Pave Pillar architecture,
shown in Figure 1, capitalizes on the latest advances in electronic technology, such as Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) and Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC), and incorporates common elements among subsystems thereby offering life cycle cost
benefits and unprecedented flexibility[l]. A new partitioning philosophy of looscly-coupled distributed processors is required to
achieve these goals forcing subsystem elements to be interconnected with high speed, wide bandwidth data links. Modularity of the
avionics components naturally follows. Distributed data bases add to the overall processing flexibility. Furthermore, the parallel data
and signal processor interconnects must operate at high rates to keep up with the enormous processing capacity now possible.

.2s
Figure 1. Serial High-Speed Dots Bus Appiscations in the Pave Pillar Architecnure.

In the arehitecttte shown in Figure 1, the mission avionics multiplex, block transfer, and vehicle management buses all usc 0
coisson coospoienta (to a certan pnt) an operate at a serial data rate of 50 Megabits pe second (Mbps). Th sensor u a network.
must have a throughput appoahing 1 Gigabit pe seon (Gbps). Th video. bus, when implemnented im a wide.bad analog format,
requires a bandwsdth of nearly I uiganserts (Hz). Fro a size, weight, and life cycle cost standpoint, it can readly be shown that a

UR
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fiber optic implementation of these buses and networks has significant benefits. In fact, from an electromagnetic interference and
compatibility stanot, this architecture may not be realizable in some weapons systems, especially tactical fighter aircraft with size
and weight constraints, uless fiber optics is used.

In this paper, we will focus on the details of the fiber optic multiplex high speed data bus which ties subsystems together,
the parallel internal or backplane bus which ties groups of subsystem users together, and the gateway which ties the high speed data
bus and parallel internal buses together. The component which houses the principal elements of these buses is referred to as the bus
interface unit or avionics bus interface (ABI). (We will use the latter term in this paper.) It translates the "languages" of the two buses
in the most efficient, economical manner possible. Associated with each bus is a specific protocol that allows all the terminals on the
fiber optic network to communicate effectively and all users and their processors to send and receive data in a standard format for cost,
performance, and commonality benefits. We will first look at the overall structure of the ABI. Then, we will review the operation of
the bus protocols and how the standards defining them evolved. The multiplex high speed data bus will be considered in detail with
emphasis on the physical layer and physical medium dependent components of the network and the fiber optic technology needed to
realize a complete system with users.

2. THE AVIONICS BUS INTERFACE ARCHITECTURE

A block diagram of a typical ABI, showing the major components and external and internal interfaces, is shown in Figure 2.
The avionics bus interface module provides the interface between dual parallel internal (P) buses and a high speed data bus (HSDB).
The PI-bus is a 16-bit parallel distributed-control message-transfer network. Any module connected to this bus can request access to
it and conduct block reads and writes, in the write mode, multiple modules can be addressed simultaneously. The ABI receives
messages addressed to it on the P1-buses, interprets the messages, gains control of the HSDB, and initiates a message transfer on it.
The ABI also receives messages addressed to it on the HSDB, interprets the messages, vies for the Pl-bus, and initiates a message on
it. The ABI, therefore, consists of an intelligent store-and-forward gateway between the PI-buses and the HSDB. A
MIL-ST1-1750A (1750A) processor can be used to control and manage the gateway between the HSDB and Pl-buses. Note that the
ABI has two totally-independent interfaces to the PI-buses, one or more interfaces to the HSDB, and one to a test and maintenance
(TM) bus. Added redundancy, if necessary, is provided by multiple ABIs.

3. THE HIGH SPEED DATA BUS PROTOCOL

Ii, principle, the high speed data bus portion of the ABI is partitioned in a standard manner according to the International
Organization for Standards (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection format[2]. The token-passing protocol for the machine evolved from
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE, USA) Standard 802[3). Only the first two layers of the OSI format defined
by IEEE-STD-802.2 and 802.4 are used in the HSDB ABI. Figure 3 shows the relationship of the OSI layer terminology and various
IEEE-STD-802 elements. Although the relation shown is fixed, numerous variations on this standard have evolved to meet the
specific and more restrictive needs of the bus for avionics applications. This includes the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
draft standard AS4074.1[4], the protocol specified in the VHSIC Avionics Modular Processor (VAMP) program sponsored by the
U.S. Air Force [5], and the protocol defined for the Lockheed Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) program[6], which are all
interoperable, and several others [7,8,9] which are not.

Figure 2. ABI Block Diagrmn.

A brief discussion of the SAE data bus and protocol follows(4]. It consists of a set of stations broadcast-connected on the
transmission medium--that is, each station which transmits is heard by all of the other stations. A transmission is accepted based on
physical or logical addressing mechanisms.Access to the fiber optic transmission medium is controlled by a token which is continually
passed around a logical ring formed out of all the stations. A station receiving the token gains the right to use the transmission
medium for a certain amount of time. The amount depends upon the value of the token holding timer (THT), used for all messages of
priority 0 (high), as well as the residual value of the token rotation timers (TRTs), one for each decreasing priority from I to 3.The
amount of time is always less than or equal to a predetermined maximum value based on circumstances of the bus traffic. When this
amount of time has expired, or the station has sent all of its messages, then the station forwards the token to the next member of the
logical ring.

Low latency for high priority messages is assured by the use of message priority TRTs. A station which has a message at
the highest priority (0) always sends that message when it receives the token. A station which has a lower priority message sends it if
the token rotation timer associated with that priority level has not expired. Otherwise, the station must forward the token to its
successor. In this way the token-passing bus users defer to higher priority traffic when the traffic load becomes heavy.
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Station failures are handled by the station immediately preceding the failed station in the logical ring sequence. The station
passing the token verfies that there is bus activity. After two consecutive attempts at passing the token, the station automatically
increments the destination address in the token and tries again. This incremental bridging continues until the station finds a successor
or the destination address wraps around and matches the local station address at which time the station shall cease its attempts to find a
successor. Stations are allowed admittance to the logical ring on a periodic basis. Each station has a ring admittance timer (RAT).
When this timer expires and there is a gap between the local station's address and that of its successor, the token is passed to the
sequential address following that of the local station. The normal token passing rules are then applied. Therefore, if any of the
stations in the gap desire admittance they shall be granted an opporunity during this time.

Intialization of the logical ring occurs after the token is lost o on power up. Each station which powers up and completes its
own internal diagnostic and startup procedures activates a bus activity time (BAT). If the station hears any valid transmission it resets
this timer. This indicates that some portion of the logical ring is active and the station defers any activity. The station may receive a
valid token addressed to it because the ring admittance timer of a station numerically preceding it in the logical ring has expired. In
this case, the station begins to hunt for a successor using the normal token-passing rules. If the bus activity timer expires, the station
attempts to gain control of the token. It transmits a frame whose length is determined by the station address and the physical length of
the bus. After completing its transmission and waiting for a time based upon bus length it listens. If the station hears any other
transmission, it has lost the claiming process and waits for the token. If the station hears nothing it assumes that it has won the token
and begins to hunt for a successor. In this case the normal token-passing rules apply.

System monitoring is provided by watching the passage of the token throughout the logical ring and station management
status messages. The user is notified whenever a change has occurred or when commanded to do so. Station management status
messages are utilized by a station to report specific, non-fatal problems such as a receiver or transmitter failure.

Because the selection of physical medium dependent (PMD) components strongly depends on the characteristics of the
physical layer protocol, a description of the line states and symbol set used is needed. There are 2 line states, quiet (or idle) and busy,
and 3 kinds of symbols, control, data, and violation. When there is no bus activity, the transmission medium is said to be quiet. It is
busy if a signal is being transmitted on the physical medium. A signal is defined by a range in the time rate at which transitions must
occur according to the encoding scheme chosen. For example, a 50 Mbps/100 Mbaud Manchester-encoded implementation (the
method for the Pave Pillar HSDB and many others) must have transitions every 10, 15, or 20 nanoseconds (ns). (This includes
allowed illegal Manchester symbols.) So, there must always be at least 3 signal transitions in any 4 consecutive data bit slots to be
considered busy. This is important because the receiver and clock recovery unit may be sensitive to the transition density of the
signal.

The structure of every frame transmitted must conform to that shown in Figure 4. Frames may be concatenated up to the
limit established. In addition, every transmission is preceded by a preamble used for receiver synchronization. This is the first of the
control symbols. The length of the preamble, which depends on a myriad of factors, is given in the "slash sheet" to the standard or in
a specification for an intended implementaion. A 16 bit-time preamble is suffientnt for any Manchester-encoded HSDB in a passive
star-coupled topology. It is always a maximum transition density code; thus for the Pave Pillar HSDB, there is atransition every 10
a up to 320 n (16 bit times). The stars and end delimiters (SDED) are the other control symbols. They are unique and dfe thebeginning and end of the protocol data unit (PDU). In Manchester-encoded implementations, the SID and ElD must be 'illegal' to be
unique; that is transitions occur 15 ns apart instead of evesy 0 or 20ns for 'legal" Manchester oode in a 50 Mbps/-SDB.

Isol PDU

so . Star Delkltse
POU . Protcol D011 Unat
ED . End betINe

Figure 4. Overall Frame Structure of a Transmission.
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The PDU carries the data symbols each conveying one or more binary digits (bits). In Manchester-encoded systems, only
legal (valid) Manchester symbols are allowed. All "ones" or "zeros" of data give the highest symbol transition density, the same as
the preamble. Alternating "ones" and "zeros" give the lowest symbol transition density, one each 20 ns in a 50 Mbps HSDB. Any
detected activity which does not conform to prescribed conmol or data symbols is a violation symbol. The resulting bit errors are
grounds for rejection of a frame.

One other parameter of importance to the design of the fiber optic components is the length of time between consecutive
transmissions by different tansmitters. It must be such that a system minimum intertransmission gap time (101') is guaranteed at any
given receiver's input. The optical receiver must perform as specified (usually by bit error rate on data bits) when the minimum IGT
occurs under worst case operating conditions where the full intertransmission dynamic range (DR) exists between the end bit of one
message and the start bit (preamble) of the next message. With this information, the fiber optic avionics bus interface and interconnect
components can be specified and a complete HSDB interface designed. Before we do that, though, a brief look at the rest of the ABI
components will be taken.

4. THE PARALLEL INTERNAL (BACKPLANE) BUS PROTOCOL

The avionics bus interface module is one of many housed in an integrated rack serving a variety of users or hosts. They are
all connected by a parallel internal (P1) bus which resides in the backplane of the rack. The HSDB is used to tie together various racks
which make up the avionics suite. Figure 5 shows a typical configuration including the P1-bus interfaces and the basic internal
structure of the ABI. Here is a brief description of its origins and how it works.

55.1 Si -l ... 85....

SOURCE HOST rTR mnsw,-aA8I

TRNSMfSK1CN MEDIUM AND ACCESS MECH4ANISM

DESTiNATiON HOST Ft.i Ti R-~n AIA

PI-u .......30

Figure 5. HSDB Network Diagram.

The parallel interface bus evolved from the work of three VHSIC contractors and the U.S. Air Force[ 101. The P1-bus
consists of VHSIC devices connected at the backplane through transceivers to form a 12.5 MHz bus with a 16 (or 32) bit path
width[ 111. Unlike the token-passing HSDB, it is a contention bus in which cach user or host connected including the ABI must vie
for the right to acquire temporary bus mastership. Once a host has obtained bus mastership it can send data to, or receive data from.
another host. To accomplish this the bus master sends header information over the bus followed by data. The source host commands
the Pt-bus "Bus Interface Unit" (BIU) (Figure 2) through a Communication Control Block (CCB) which is accessed through a 1750A
XIO sequence or equivalent. This sequence (Figure 6) provides the BIU with two CCB control words. The first (Control Word 1)
contains the logical P1-bus priority and the upper eight bits of the address of the CCB chain. The second (Control Word 2), provides
the lower 16 bits of the CCB chain. Upon the reception of CCB Control Word 2 the BIU begins processing the CCB chain. This
chain consists of control data, the module's data buffer address, and the tour P1-bus header words (Figure 7). The first of these
header words designated "Header Word A" contains a PIbus physical address, or the Pl-bus broadcast address. The second header
word (B) contains a value indicating the number of words to be transferred. The thLJ header word (CO) contains a label, and the
fourth (C1) contains an offset

Header words CO (-WCO) and Cl (HWCI) are used to address the ABr's memory In the thst transmission to a ABI the
label (HWCO) represents the ABIs starting address and HWCI contains all zews. If for some reason the message is suspended, the
source host must send a resume-sequence header prior to sending the rest of the message. The resume-sequence HWCO will contain
the same label and the value of HWCI will represent the number of words successfully transferred before suspension. Upon receipt
of an unsolicited P1-bus message the ABI's BIU will test the label and, if the label is contained within its label table and is active,
acceptthe mesua . The ABT will then store the data in its interface memory using the value obtained from the label table for starting
address (Fgnm). When the entire message has been received, the BIU, if requested, will notify the ABI's 1750A processor via a
"Progam Control Intzrupt" (PCI). Upon receipt of the PCI the ABI will begin processing the message and will transmit the message
across the HSDB subject to inmcutions received from the host device and the HSDB protocol.
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Figure 7. P1-Bus Header Words.

Recall that the P1-bus addressing scheme uses an address (or ID) and a label to cormmunicate across the PI-bus. The address
is an ABI's physical, logical, or broadcast address. The user can thus address a specific physical ABI or can use logical addressing
(which permits various addressing techniques such as group addressing). However, the user can take advantage of the broadcast
address and labels to develop an architecture based upon the powerful technique of global addressing. In this case each process
and/or function in the avionics suite has a unique address. Any process or function needing to communicate with another process or
function need not be concerned with the physical address or location of the destination since all communication would be through the
label. This has significant advantages during reconfiguration due to changing mission requirements, or possibly if there is an
equipment failure in that it is only necessary to change a single label at a single location to accomplish reconfiguration. In contrast, if
physical addressing were used for a case in which a source process was transmitting to many other processes, changing and verifying
all of the destination addresses could be a formidable task increasing the probability of error.
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Figure 8. P1-Bus LAbd Derives Sirting Address.
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5. THE FIBER OPTIC HIGH SPEED DATA BUS COMPONENTS

In the discussion which follows, we are concerned chiefly with die fiber optic transmitter and receiver circuits of the AB],
shown in Figures 2 and 5. The design of these components is determined by characteristics of the HSDB protocol machine,
requirements of the platform in which dhe HSDB resides (such as an airraft). and component and configuraton options for the HSDB
network external to the ABIL A basic requirtment of the Pave Pillar HSDB is to save up to64 ABIs In a high performance aircraft
which operates in an environment with many varables, the hest design aplrach is nor obvious.

A convenient point of departure is to trade-off configuration or topology options and active versus passive implementations.
Active here implies the use of devices to amplify or re _erate a signal along the path between transmitter and receiver. Passive
topologies have no "gain" elements hetween souce and sLnL In general, dhe complieity of die added wtve components can be traded
against the complexity of the terminal trasmiters md seceiver, and the risk, reliability, survivability, maismanability, etc. of the two

approaches. Many tudits have shown that a passive sar-coupled bus has distinct advantages over an active inpeentation in these
respects. Despite the challenge a passive topology presents, the recent development and availability of sevca ke omoents. and
the wise choice of certain design options, makes this approach feasible [121. In this paper, both passive and active implementations
will be considered. We will first consider passive star-coupled networks.

The basic passive star-coupled fiber optic high speed data bus has a single aess coupler, the so-called star coupler, at the
center of the system. A schematic representation of this network is own in Figure 9. It generally has the same number of inputs and
outputs. A signal coming in on any input is distributed by the device to each and every output in approximately equal amounts. If
there are signals on two or moie inputs a any one time, they will be mixed optically and then distibuted among all the outputs. Thus,
to keep multiple signals (at the same optical wavelength) ft interfering, thee must be u'nsmissions from only one optical source
(ABI) at any given time. Since all receivers hear all trnsmissions, this topology is sometimes referred to as a broadcast network.
There are several viable passive access coupler fabrication technologies, but the one which is the most popular at this time and has
undrgone the most successful environmental testing is known as the fused biconical-taper couplert 131. This discussion is based on
data for a star oupler of that kind. The remainder of the network consists of the ABI transmitters, up to 64, connected to the access
coupler inputs with fiber optic cable and optical connectors as required; and up to 64 ABI receivers connected in the same manner to
the coupler's outputs.

Figure 9. A Star-Coupled Network.

A link power budget analysis approach to network design is usually used. Beginning with the transmitter, the optical power
coupled into a fiber is tracked through all the components in the network to the receiver input After calculating all the system factors,
the receiver performance requirements are specified and a separate investigation of the optimum approach to meeting thesc

requirements is necessary. It is nor until this point that the multitude of receiver design options, encoding and decoding techniques,
preamble requirements, clock recovery issues, intermnatmssion gap times, and so on, begin to enter the picture. This activity is a

major portion of the whole design effort, yet is quite sensitive to the interconnect component requirements and assumptions.

To insure an optimum sy .em design, factors such as achievable transmitter power, thernal effects and compensation, and
end of life criteria; connector qualities and kinds, their and cable intrinsic and induced loss and distortion contributions and the fiber
size dependence; and access coupler splitting and excess loss, port-to-port variations, and environmental performance expectations
must all be taken into account The weak, distorted optical signal at the ABI receiver input must be reconstructed into a reproduction
of the transmitted electrical signal, a clock waveform must be extracted and synchronized to the data, and both presented to the next
layer of activity, all done with the fewest number of errors possible since error correction is a process not available in this bus, only
esor detection (the ,eclic redundancy check).

6. THE TRANSMITTER OPTICAL SOURCE

The difference between available transmitter power and receiver sensitivity is the link power budget The difference between
the actual power delivered to the receiver input and the receiver's sensitivity is the link margin. Clearly, to obtain the largest possible
link margin, one should choose the largest possible transmitter power. For fiber optic systems injal that is achieved with the
use of injection laser diode (ILD) devices; however their use is nor recommended here, not so much because they require large dc
power for operation, but because they require more time to turn on from a totally off (unbiased) state than is available in this system.
The broadcast nature of this network does not penit unmodulated carrier transmission by multiple sources in the background. So it
is necessary to employ light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for this system.

Next, consider the LED-to-optical fiber interface. Since the source size is small, and surface-emiuers (SLEDs) have a nearly
Lambertian (cosine law) radiation pattern, any effort to concentrate all the energy on the end of an optical fiber will have limited

success. (Edge-emiters have some of the same problems as ILMa and are not as atractve.) A simple way of collecting the maximum
amount is to use the largest diameter fiber that is practical. More will be said about fibers later, but fiber core diameters up to 200
micrometers are worth considering. Rugged avionics cables incorporating fibers up to this size have been fabricated and are currently
flying with success on commercial and military aircraft in this country and abroad. The possibility for even larger fibers in the future
exists.

The task of selecting a prototype LED is particularly easy because high radiance devices in hermetic packages with 100 and

200 micrometer core optical fibers pigtailed to the device are currently available. They have been used in many programs and proven

to have the reliability needed for this application. One supplier provides devices with room temperature (25C) peak coupled power
of -1.25 dfBm and +2 dBin, minimum, for 100 and 200 micrometer core fiber, respectively. Typical power levels are I dB greaser
[14]. The rise and fall times of these devices support a 1000Mbaud system. The final available transmitter power will be less than

these figures, of course, because they must be derated to wcont for a variety of factors discussed next-
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The most significant factor is operating temperature. The modules housing dhe truasmitner will be actively cooled, but a
junction temperatur of 105*C can be expected sommume during the device life. In a very cold ambient environment, considerably
lowe junction temperature will exist, Since the LED's power output varies with teperasur, it is essential that the output be actively
compensatned This requires the maximum output power to be reduced by about 3 dB to accommodate the 80*C rise above room

ruaperiate which may be encountered. This preserves die reliability desired for the device. Next, it must be recognied that the
Coutu power will decrease throughout the life of the device. An accepted end-of-life crieron for power is 3 dB below the initial level
which could occur as soon as 20 or 30 years after installation assuming continuous operation. So far, 6 dB of derating has been
applied. There will be a spread in optical power among new devices which will be assumed here to be 3 dB. This value is wide
enough that the should not be any significant co t penalty. Noting that a ner end-of-life transmitter and a new one could both be in
the system at the same time, there could be a swing of 6 dB in acceptable output power fioat temperature compensated transmitters.
(Tis would inceas to perhaps 10 dB if uncompensatedL)

Table I summasizes the above discussion for the prototype LEDs with 100 and 200 micmnemr optical fibers, In both cases,
it can be shown that the passive star-coupled high speed data bus is viable with die corect receiver design. Because of the increased
availabl power, and other reasons to be mentioned, it is preferable to use a 200 micrumer core fiber from the optical source.
However, until it is necessary to know how touch power is incident on the receiver, it is not necessary to make the choice.

Tafb 1. Avatahe Transrntar Power.

ibr Cora Size on)
105 200
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7. THE OPTICAL CONNECTORS

. Defining the characteristics of the optical connections is one of the most difficult parts of the data bus design because the
physical attributes of the intended installation are almost always poorly defined. The problem is significant for fiber optics because,
unlike conventional wire, the system performance is sensitive to the kinds of connections and the number of them. Fortunately,
several physical characteristics of the avionics packaging plan are well enough defined that some of the uncertainty about the
interconnection issue can be removed. The nature of the application suggests that most of the connections will have to be demountable
to support maintainabilty and availability requirements. Quasi-permanent or totally permanent splices are reserved for a few specific
places. The use of fusion splices (fusion by electric arc) may be limited to harness fabrication in the wire shop or on the assembly line
due to safety considerations. Other splicing techniques will have to offer substantial advantages over demountable connections to
justify their use. In the present packaging scheme for future avionics, there will have to be two serial disconnects associated with each
transmitter and receiver: one on the ABI module housing them and one at the "rack" housing a number of the ABI modules. Ibis is,
at least, the cleanest configuration. There will also be several "bulkhead" disconnections at structural supports or airframe splices. An
allowance for two of them will be made here although more are possible if necessary. Finally, there are the input and output
connectors at the access coupler. Figure 10 illustrates an installation concept based on the above discussion.LRSN Io I L!

RACK CONNECTO RS
RACK" ~ Z

SINGLE CHANNELS

INTERATE HANESS ~ .. BULKHEAD CONNECTOR
INTEGAE HARES

(WRE/FIBER) . - 0 MULTICHANNEL

IMAGING CONNECTORS
(OPTXEN)

MULTICHANNEL '\
CONNECTOR STAR COUPLER

Figure 10. Typical Aircrcgrl Installation.

Assigning a reasonable value for insertion los for these connectors is a difficult task. It is important to consider both the
imrinsic connector loss and the effect that time has on performance. One worst case scenario is to pick some nominal value for
insertion loss, add several decibels to each for degradation, and then multiply that by the number of connectors in the path from a
transmitter to receiver. With recent improvements in connector technology resulting in lower intrinsic losses, consistency in loss
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from mating to mating, and improved alignment mechanisms, it simply is not necessary to take an extreme view of the connector loss
situation. Single channel connector with losses conaistently below I dB for hundreds of minp and repeatablty in the 0.1 dB
range are now available fra muhiple supplierst. A ost cae in whlch all comncaurs have high loss uinmltaneously is probabiy not a
reasonal one, especially when casistency in performance is taken into account Furthermom, after a matumnance action, a good
optical connection, can be vler.d with the sysit's built-in-test csitry. Once the conectio is made, dit and other foreign objects
will be visually unable to enter the connector space in any reasonable design. Finally, there e connectr terminii designs now being
fielded which use lenses and still retain small diameters They have the advantage of being much less sensitive to small obstructions
in the space between the connector halves because of their relatively large optical cross- sectional area. This property offers an
advantage over connecnir terminii in which the ends of the fibers face each other directiy.

So, the following connector loss assignments aem made. For six connect'rs at the modules, racks, and bulkheads, a total
worst case loss of 6 dB is assessed. Thus there might be four 0.5 dB connectors, a I dB connector, and one 3 dB connector which
has suffered a difficulty, but not one requiring maintenance action. Any other assignment can be hypothesized, of course. For the
two connecors at the star coupler, a soal worst case is of 6 dB is assessed. This is done because a different type of connector may
be required here to acconmmodate a large nunmer of connections (64). A greater degree of freedom in losses is a prudent decision for
this connector. Collectively, a worst case loss of 12 dB is assigned to the eight connectors allowed between any transmitter and
receiver in this network. The lowest loss (bes case) will be found for those paths which do not have bulkhead connectors, and which
have optimum connections. For analysis purposes. an assignment of 4 dB is made for this case.

8. THE OPTICAL FIBER AND CABLE

The fiber optic cable loss is divided into intrinsic and externally induced contributions. Scattering and absorption are
responible for most of the intrinsic loss which is generally very low (a few dB per kilometer) for modern optical fibers. The cabling
and jacketing process is responsible for increasing microbending loss, but can be conrolled through careful design. A larger diameter
fiber of given numerical aperture resists microbending better adding support to the argument favoring its use. Also, to keep
microbending induced problems to a minimum, the ratio of core to cladding diameter (the aspect ratio) should not be too great unle~s
high numerical aperture (NA) fibers are used[15,161. Other factors discourage the use of high NA fibers; thus an aspect ratio of 0.7
or less is preferable. This limit corresponds to 100/140 or 200180 core/clad ratio fibers. Despite this rule of thumb, there are higher
aspect ratio fibers being used with success on aircraft at this time.

Externally induced loss comes from the effects of bends put into the cable during installation (macrobends). To keep this to
a small percentage of the intrinsic loss, it is only necessary to conduct the aircraft cable fabrication and installation process in a
manner consistent with the requirements of the technology. Minimum bend radii are dependent on the jacketing construction, fiber
diameter, and installation hanl=ing including the tensile loading involved in the installation. For nearly any case, minimum values are
comparable to those specified for conventions] wire of similar cable size, typically an inch or so. Another source of induced loss is
the effect of nuclear radiation products, both elecuomagnetic and ionizing. For avionics applications, both pure and doped silica core
fibers have demonstrated their ability to perform in the transient environment, at low temperature, and at the short wavelengths which
high power LEDs produce. Fibers with the best performance in this environment have relatively low numerical apertures (0.2 to
0.25). Therefore, if nuclear radiation hardness is required, a fiber must be chosen which is compatible with the other effects
discussed.

The optical fiber not only attenuates the signal but also distorts it. Two effects contribute to pulse distortion in multimode
fibers: modal dispersion and the material component of chromatic dispersion. These terms do not directly affect the static loss budget
or link margin but have a dynamic effect when the receiver performance is included. Thus it is necessary to carefully consider these
factors to be sure the fiber which is selected based on other reasons does not create a problem for the system when it is all put
together. Modal dispersion results from different modes (rays) taking different paths inside the fiber. In principle, a larger diameter
fiber will have a larger modal dispersion, for a given numerical aperture, because optical path differences are greater. This can be
offset with lower NAs in larger fibers. Also step- index fiber has greater modal dispersion than graded-index fiber. At 850
nanometers, a typical value for 100 meters of 200 micrometer core semi-graded-index fiber is 2 nanoseconds. CAre must be exercised
in interpreting manufacture's "fiber bandwidth" specifications since the actual dispersion which results is sensitive to both the length
(it is not linear) and the test or launch conditions for the fiber.

Material dispersion results because different wavelengths (colors) travel through the fiber at different speeds. Thus the
broader the spectrum of an optical source, the greater the dispersion. This factor also decreases with increasing wavelength to a point.
Since 850 nanometer LED sources, with spectral widths in the order of 50 nanometers, are preferred for this sytem because of the
large available transmitter power, the material dispersion component is not negligible. At this wavelength, a typical value is 0.1
nanoseconds per nanometer per kilometer. For a 50 nanometer spectral width and 100 meters of fiber, the material dispersion is 0.5
nanosecond. The net dispersion is the toot-sum-squared value of the two components or 2.06 nanoseconds. Summing this in a like
manner with the transmitter's rise and fall times results in a value for the rise and fall time of the optical pulse incident on the receiver's
photodetector. This data is then used to determine the receiver bandwidth required to insure an "eye" opening adquate to maintain a
specified probability of detection (bit err rawe).

For aircraft applications, the cost of 200 micrometer core optical fiber should not be significantly greater, if at all, than the
smaller 100 micrometer fiber since the raw mateial cost is not dominant, and the process for manufacturing larger fiber is not much
different With both sizes of jacketed fiber optic cables now flying on commercial and military aircraft in different parts of the world,
there should be little reluctance to embrace either as a standard. With the advantage the larger 'ier offers in terms of modal volume
and coupled power, it is the preferred choice. Typical examples of fiber optic cable losses eme zte decibels for transmitter-to-receiver
path lengths near zero and 2 dB for the longest path which has the highest intrinsic and macmbending loss and a I dB penalty for
radiation induced degradation. These aem reasonable values for path lengths that will not exceed 100 meter.

9. THE ACCESS COUPLER

Fused biconical-taper star couplers with up to 100 inputs and outputs were being fabricated[ 171 shortly after the
announcement of the concept [13]. They can be made with any number of inputs and outputs, but standard products usually have apower-of-two of them (2, 4, 8. 16. etc.)l8]. Larger couplers are not necssarily more difficult to make than smsall ones; they just
have higher splitting loss - -3 dB more for every doubling of the number of inputS/otpts. The larger number of fibers also means
more cotnecsons which imacts the physical requirements for" hsig the coupler. Most couplers mufacure to date ar, mad with
100 micrtometer core fiber or smaller. However, couplers wth 200 micrometer fiber have been made and may be proucible with
higher yield. The larger fiber size also mesus the uniformity of otput power will be better and! the overall excs loss generally will

be less if the right fiber is used.
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Recent tests of commercial-grade access couplers to Class 3 avionics equipment environmental exposures have been
particularly encouraging 1191. The tests included mechanical shock, vibration, thermal shock, thermal range, humidity, and salt
spray. The thermal shock test ranged from -55*C to +125*C. The coupling factor, backscatter, excess loss, and output uniformity
were observed. Despite these units being intended for comercial applications, several passed all Class 3 tests and showed little
degradation as a result. The 32 x 32 port coupler which passed also had the best performance prior to testing. Clearly, these
components of the syssem are suitable for the avionics environment and can be militarized wahou extensive investment. The best 32
x 32 pore coupler in the tests had a mean coupling factor of 16.7 dB, just 1.7 dB above "ideal" (the ideal being 10 log 32 = 15 dB).
Output unitormity (the difference in dB between the maximum and minimum coupling factors) was only I.I dB. After passing all
tests, the mean coupling factor was 17.7 dB, and uniformity 1.6 dB.

A high quality 64 port coupler fabricated with 100 or 200 micrometer core fiber will have superior uniformity figures and be
less likely to have a "hot' fiber. Poorly fabricated couplers have considerably mor power in the output fiber, corresponding to the
input being driven (the hot one), than in the other output fibers. The following coupler loss values are representative. The ideal loss
is 10log 64=18dB. For the worst case coupler, it is assumed there is s"ho "fiber and the coupling factor or loss for that path is 17
dB. Thus, a particular transmitter is connected to one receiver by a path that has only 17 dB loss through the coupler. The
post-to-pons uniformity, excluding the hot fiber, is 2.5 dB for the 200 micrometer fiber coupler, a value smaller by about 0.5 dB from,
that for a coupler made with 100 micrometer core fiber. The total range of coupling factors or loss is therefore a minimum of 17 dB
and a maximum of 20.5dB. This concludes the consideration of all components except the receiver. Before any particular receiver
design is chosen, however, several system parameters need to be considered. Numerical values for them are derived from the
foregoing discussion.

10. THE INTERTRANSMISSION DYNAMIC RANGE AND RECEIVER OPERATING RANGE

Before choosing a receiver, it is necessary to understand the dynamic environment in which it must work. Some designs are
simply not suitable to data buses, and others are questionable. So, as many variables as possible must be understood before
committing to a technical approach.

Without introducing any new numerical quantities, the intertransmission dynamic range (IDR), and required receiver
operating range (ROR) can be determined. This bus operates by consecutive transmitters sending bursts of information of varyinglength. A minimum length of time between consecutive receptions is specified so insure the quality of the transmssions. Thus any
given receiver gets these receptions via dsfferent paths with different losses The maximum range of peak optical power which can
occur for this situation in a particular configuration is called the IDR. in addition, ifs single receiver design is to be used at all
terminals it must handle an even greater dynamic range to accommodate all transmissions (not just consecutive ones) over all operating
conditions, front the beat case to the worst case. This range is called the required ROR. Th two quantities will now be derived based
on de date previously presented.

The IDR is the difference in loss for the paths to any receiver with the highest and lowest losses. To find the numerical
value for the system in this study, it is only necessary to add up the differences for each of the components involved. But what
components are involved? Since the path to any given receiver from any two transmitters is the same from the output of the access
coupler to the receiver, the components in this path do not contrbute to a diffeence in loss. So what must be found is the lowest and
highest loss paths from two transmitters to and including the access coupler. The low loss path in this design example includes the
highest power transmitter, the fewest connectors (three: at the transmitter, rack and coupler), the lowest connector losses, essentially
zero fiber length, and the lowest coupler loss. The high loss path has the lowest power transmitter, t" e most connectors (four: at the
transmitter, rack, one bulkhead, and coupler), the highest connector losses, the maximum fiber length (100 meters), and the highest
coupler loss. Table 2 lists the numerical values associated with each path. Note that there ar no absolute power levels (dBm); only
differences (dB) are needed to find the [DR. A 6 dB difference in LED power was previously computed for the worst case
(temperature compensation is assumed). For the connectors other than at the coupler, a 2.5 dB difference is assigned, and at the
coupler's input connector 1.5 dB. The fiber loss ranges from zero to 2 dB, and the access coupler loss varies from 17 to 20.5 dB.
The use of 200 micrometer core fiber is assumed in this example. The result is a 15.5 dB IDR.

Table 2. Calculating the Insertransmnission Dynanic Range (IDR).

Loss Contribution

(dB)

Best Worst

Transmitter 0 6
Connectors 2 6

Fiter 0 2

Aocess Coupler 17 20.5

TOTAL 19 34.5

Dtterece (IDR) 15.5

1 1-498303

The required receiver operating range is calculated in a similar manner, but now the lowest and highest loss paths from the
access coupler outputs ro receivers must be included. By adding the value of the lowesrassiniser power to the worst case path loss,
the minimum power incident on the receiver is known. Any link margin added to that specifies e sensitivity required for a single
receiver design to support the entire dat bus. The development of thesw quantities is illustrated in Figure 11. From Table , a6 dB
range of temperature compensated transmitter peak powers from + 2 dBm to -4 dBm may be found. The range of losses for the
connectors odr than those at the access coupler is I dB to 6 dB. Note that there may be no bulkhead connectors in a given path; thus
the loss for them is zero decibels. The couples twoncnectrs range from 3dB to 6 dB. Together, all connecrs are allowed a loss
range from 4 dB to 12 dB. The fiber best case loss is ze dB for a short path- the worst is 2 dB for a 100 meter path with a
permanent loss contribution of I dB due to radiation effects. The ccesscomupler loss is the same here as above: 17 dB to 20.5 dB.
The results are summized in Table 3. The receiver will have to have a sensitivity equal to or greater than the worst case value. Its
operating rage is 19.5 dB and extends from -38.5 dBm to -19 dBm. With this information, the process of matching the interconnect
system to a receiver can begin.
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The results so far indicate that a high sensitivity, wide dynamic range receiver will be required to support this system. As

little as -38.5 dllm peak may be incident, and in the worst case the input could range over 19.5 dB. So what kind of receiver will

fulfill the requirement?

Fiber optic receivers for the HSDB can be clasaified as ac-coupled, edge-coupled, or dc-coupled. Refer to Figure 12. All 3

typically incorporate a photodetector and band-limited um-nsimpedane preamplifier in the "fron-end." The distinction between types

begins at this point. The first two designs use ac-copling pior to data detection. The first is generally referred to as an ac-coupled

receiver. The front end is followed by additional gain stages as required. The output is capacitively coupled to a zero-reference

comparator or hard limier for wavesha, ing and amplitude matching to a standard digital interface such as emitter-coupled logic

(ECL). A long time con'i s used in the capacitive oupling o preserve the optical wavform to some defined extnt Te dc offset

buildup in the gain stages ], :,:oved in the ac-coupling.

Table 3. Calcuiarfng die Required Receiver Operatintg Range (ROR) and Minimuma Input Power.

lra/18mis, Ouw.AJ (d~m)n+ -4

Conneviocto.. L 4dB) IA 121
to. (8) 10 12

Raoeeiver npt (dn)-t -3.

Opmeve ( ang Range 1 1d0

2 203 
dB0

The second ac-coped type is called an edge-coupled or differentiating receiver. The front end output is ac-coupled with a

short time consant to a post amplifier and Schmitt trigger with hysteresis. The output is buffered as required to provide a standard
digital logic interface such as ECL. The preamplifier's dc offset is removed by the differentating capacitors. The post amplifiers dc

offset is removed by the hysteresis in the data threshold detector (the Schmitt gger). Hysteresis is require to prevent false

triggering on noise.

A fully d-coupled receiver has no capacitive coupling between the optical input and daB detector. Since there is a large

amount of de offset at the input to the data detector, some form of edge-detecting process is required. A threshold mus be established

based on the average value of the input waveform in order to make bit decisions. Usually, several delay lines, gain stages, logic

element, and comparators are necessary to implement this circuit It is ofn called an edge-detecting receiver (not to be confused

with edge-coupled receiver).

A few general comments on the receivers follow. For optimum performance, the frequency response of the preamplifier

must be matched to the rest of the network. Specifically, since the transmitter output is band-limited, the receiver must be

compensated correctly- Thus the transmitter and receiver designs must be considered together. Also. the frequency response of the
preamplifier may affect the overall receiver performance depending on the cioci which ollow the low-paas filter. Thus the same

busmlpe e pramplfiermay not be t bet choice for all three reciver types. In gneral, a specific receiver design s driven

p r im rily by th e em nt or a q u a n titai n v e m e a s u r e o f pRfo m a e g v e n by th e p r o b a l ity of e r o (b it e r r or ate ). T h a t i li n is

qualiatvely indicated by the "eye" patels the receiver ouput prdues. The "openness" of the eye is detemined by numerus factors

only a few of which have been indicated here.

The choice of receiver type is driven by several facon including certain properties of the proocol discussed in Section 3.

To achieve the highs sensitivity and wide dynamic range operation for the passive stroupled data bus, the ac-coupled receiver is the

moss aemuatve. It has limtaions, but they re not in sensitivity and dymic range. This type only wotta well with signas obeying

consned run-length (CRL-) codes an optium perfornmnce is obtained when the duty eyele ts exactly 50%. A sensitivity penalty

s paid if the zlgy.-sin duty cycle s different. However, CR]- codes such as the 4B5B + NRZI or gBIOB+ NRZI block codes.

which have short term duty cycle variations from 40 to 60%, have a long term duty cycle which approaches 50% as the message



length increases. The ac-coupld reciver has little difficulty with thesw data codes and the sensitivity penalty resulting fromr the slight
amount of "baseline wander" which results is small, less than I dB, typically.
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range, it must be given sufficient time to adapt to each new signal level. The receiver thus has an acquisition time associated with it
after which is responds properly to the CRL. code for which it was designed. The acquisition time is a function of the time constant of
the high-pass filter and is accommodated by the combined intertranssmission gap time and preamble length (in time)[20l. The purpose
of the preamble is to get the receivesrs operating levels established and the clock recovety cirruitty running in phase with the data; so it
is a contributor in the acquisition process. Thus an sc-coupled receiver best serves the need of this data bus as long as sufficient
acquisition time in provided and an appropriate CR1. data code is used.

Frmaximum sensitivity, the receiver bandwidth must be minimized. The bandwidth required to achieve a given level of
performance (bit error ate) is determined by the quality of the optical signal incident on the receiver as measured by its rise and fall
time and pulse width distortion. The higher the quality of the input, the lower the bandwidth needed to produce s given BER. The
data code used directly drives the bandwidth needed for the entire data channel including that of the receiver. For example, the block
codes mentioned above impose a 25% penalty on required signaling rate over the NRZ data rte whereas a code such as Manchester,
usually used for low data rate systems, imposes a 100% penalty (i.e.. the signaling (baud) rate is twice the NRZ data rate). At the
data rates involved in this system (50 Mbps) this translates into a 3 dB sensitivity penalty for Manchester compared to 80 lOB +
NRZI. Nevertheless, a requirement in the Pave Pillar HSDB and related buses is the use of Manchester encoding, and a receiver with
bandwidth sufficient to support a 100 Mbaud signaling rate is necessaty.

12. THE RECEIVER DESIGN

The system measure of performance, the bit eror rate. is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the receiver input
and the offset and hysteresis performance of she data dtector. The principal noise sources are diode shot noise, the preamplifier
input transistor thermal and shot noise, and the feedback resistor thermal noise. The diode contributes the least to the total since its
noise ctaent is proportional to the square ruo 4~ the dark current in s pin photodiode, and to a portion of the dark current multiplied
by a gain factor for an avalanche phosodid (APD). The preamplifiter's noise, being dilrectly related to badwidth. is minimized by
keeping the bandwidth as small as possible. The amount of signal necessary to achieve th SNR corresponding to the desired BER is
the preamplifier"s sensitivity.

A detailed receiver dsign analysis is not within the scope of this pae. The reader is referred to any of a large number of
articles (such as [21]) which allow a designer to quantify the receiver permnance. The results of a HSDB receiver design as the
Harris Corporation which was then followed by fabrication and a performance evaluation is presented here and used to complete the
receiver matching process. An ac-coupled receiver with pin photodiode, optimized for operation at 100 Mbaud with
Manchester-encoded data, designed to operate t/ to 105

0C juncton temperature, and packaged to achieve the lowest noise figure,
can ahive a -34 dBm (peak) sensitivity at 10 tU BER and 24 diB dynamic r,,nge for 50% duty cycle signals. Unfortunately it does
not have enough se-nsitivity to meet the system requirement of -38.5 dflm. Refer to Pigure 11.

To make this network work with a pin phosodiode receiver. it is nece.ssasy to reduce link losses or inres oansrnis power
'y 4.5 dB. Lower link loss is best achieved by reducing the number of connectors in the system. Designing the platform with fiber i

Ii
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optic technology in mind may osnke this possible. For example, the use of permanent cabling splices where an airframe is permanently
spliced would help. Increased transmitter power is also a possibility in the forsncable future. However, yet another alternative exists:
use an avala..he photodiode receiver. Although an APD requires a low current, high voltage bias supply, the device reliabilty is no
longer questioned. It is important, however, that the APD not be biased for too much avalanche gain. Otherwise its thermal
properties will cause the gain to decrease at high input power levels (which is not necessarily bad), but if followed by a low input
power signial, the gain will not be sufficient for normal receiver operation. This thermal effect is minimized by biasing the diode for a
low gain (about 10). If too low a bias voltage is used, the diode's bandwidth decreases drastically which is not acceptable either.
Thus the APD wqra best in this application when optimally biased. Replacing the pin diode with an APD yields -42.5 dBm
sensitivity for 10ri BER and 23 dB dynamic range. This is more sensitivity than required, but, as was pointed out, if it is reduced
by reducing APD, gain, bandwidth will be sacrificed. The best engineering solution to the range offset is to compensate the link power
budget and match it to the best available receiver.

The match can be achieved in several ways. One is to reduce transmitter power across the board. As Figure 11 shows, a
link budget downward compensation of 2.25 dB centers the required 19.5 dB receiver operating range in its 23 dB dynamic range and
leaves a 1.7 dB headroom and link margin. So the LEDs can he further derated by 2.25 dB. Another option is to use 100
micrometer core optical fiber and increase the expected connector loss by several decibels. Optical attenuators could also be added,
but that is not a recommended approach.The link margin which was derived for this system was 1.75 dB minimum. That means that
in the worst case with lowest transmitter power, and highest connector, cable n, coupler losses, there will still be !.75 dB more
power incident on the receiver than is required for a specified BER, 10"U here. Noting that the slope of the BER versus
signal-to-noise ratio curve is Vnproximasely 4 orders or magnitude per dB at 10- 10 BER. this system, with only -40.75 dBm incident,
will have a BER ofabout 10". Under more typical operating conditions, one might expect intertransmission dynamic ranges of 7 to
10 dB, and a nominal receiver input power of -26 dBm peak. In this case the link margin is 42.5- 26 = 16.5 dB.

We have shown, based on measured component performance data, that a passive star-coupled serial high speed data bus
physical layer suitable for use on future military airborne platforms, and meeting the requirements set forth by the Pave Pillar
requirements can be built Next, we wish to show still another implementation of the physical layer hardware, one based on the use
of a repeater or regenerator (an "active" star) instead of a passive access coupler.

13. THE ACTIVE STAR.COUPLED NETWORK

In the most elementary active star-coupled network, the passive access coupler shown in Figure 9 is replaced by a repeater or
regenerator station. It has the same number of optical inputs and outputs and also needs power to operate.

Before we consider the contents of the active star, let us examine why we would use it. We already showed how a passi, •
implementation of the HSDB can he built with a nominal 16.5 dB link margin, that is up to 16.5 dB of loss can be added to a normal
operating path and the network will still operate as designed, that is it will meet the required bit error rate performance. Possible
reasons for using it include: the APD photodetector cannot be used because of the size, weight, and power penalties of its power
supply (10 dB penalty, 6.5 dB net link margin); plus the need for large numbers of connectors (4 more at 2 dB loss each. -1.5 dB net
link margin); or the use of high loss, non-state of the art connectors (add 8 dB loss to the baseline, -1.5 dB net link margin): or the
requirement to operate at a different wavelength (such as 1300 nm) where the increase in receiver sensitivity due to higher responsivitv
pin photodiodes cannot offset the considerably lower coupled optical power available from LEDs (10 dB net penalty with n
temperature compensated transmitter, -3.5 dB net link margin); and so on. Whatever the reason or reasons may be, it is possible to
recover lost link margins by the use of a repeater or regenerator in place of the passive star coupler.

When this is done, note the following properties of the fiber optic network. The ABI receivers are effectively moved into the
active star so there will be more incident power on the detector. The receiver operating range will be reduced since there are fewer path
options, but the intertransmission dynamic range is essentially unchanged. Actually, the ROR and IDR are equal if the active star can
be built with one receiver. The ABI transmitters are effectively moved to the output of the active star so all connections from the active
star to all ABI receivers are point-to-point links. This means there is no IDR requirement for the ABI receivers any longer. All
transmissions to any gn receiver will have the same short term peak power level. However, since the paths to &ll receivers may have
different losses, the ABI receivers must have a non-zero operating range if one type is to e used at all terminals. Thus there is some
relaxation of performance requirements for the receivers that suggests a reconsideration of the type for an active network
implementation.

14. THE ACTIVE STAR TECHNICAL ISSUES

When designing an active star, the overall goal is to insure that the performance degradation of the HSDB is minimized.
This means the net data throughput rate must not be reduced significantly. This could occur if the propagation delay through the active
star, which is affected by receiver acquisition time, is large; if there is significant pulse width distortion and jitter forcing the active star
to employ clock recovery techniques to retime the transmitted signal; or if undesirable changes to the protocol are necessary to
implement the active star. The active star must also have adequate optical signal gain to provide a network link margin meeting the
system needs. This is met by a careful balance of other link budget parameters, especially transmitter power levels and receiver
sensitivities at all locations (ABIs and active star). Most of the factors mentioned interact in some way, so it is not possible to create
an optimum active star design without going throtgh an iterative process.

Propagation delay through the active star is minimized by making the receiver Fcquisition time small. From Figure 12, the
clear choice here is the edge-coupled receiver which offers a good compromise between sensitivity and acquisition time performance.
However, the 8 dB or more penalty in sensitivity over the ac-coupled receiver can erase any benefit the active star offers in optical
signal gain unless an efficient method of active st.,r receiver utilization is employed. Most clock recovery circuits also have an
associated acquisition time and will contribute to the propagation delay. The best case is not needing a clock recovery circuit for
retiming. but that will be driven by the pulse width distortion and jitter performance of the two concatenated data li-ks (ABI TX to
active star RX, and active star TX to ABI RX). Any logic required between the active star receivers and transmitters will add delay.
The transmitters themselves only add a few bit times.

Should either an ac-coupled receiver be used, or a clock recovery unit be needed, the non-rs acquisition time may require
that either the active star reconstruct the message, or the ABRs transmitted preamble be lengthened. After the active star's receiver
acquires the optical signal, the ABI receiver must acquire the active staris output. But the active star receiver "absorbed" a piece of the
preamble and the ABI receiver must acquire with a shortened preamble. If reclocking is also required in the repeater, addtional
preamble will be lost during the clock recovery unit acquisition time. For the single active star configuration shown in Figure 9, two
solutions exist. Change the protocol by increasing the preamble length (from 16 to 32 bits, for example) to satisfy the worst case.
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This approach results in the smallest hardware impact but does require a minor protocol change which may be unacceptable. The
alternative is to decode the incoming message and append a new preamble and start delimiter to iL This method requires more
hardware including a 20 bit/40 baud storage, register. Message reconstruction elininates distortion problems, however, and since the
hardware penalty will be small if the logic is implemented in a gate aray, ths approach is reasonable. The najordifficulty with it is
the demand placed on the clock recovesy unit that is needed. The clock signal, derived from incoming data, must now be used to
clock data through all the logic hardware to the active star's transmitter. Included in this hardware is a 400 us long storage register
which contains the last 40 baud of the message. Thus, at least 40 clock cycles are required after the nd of incoming data. This is a
difficult, if not impossible, task for a fast-acquisition clock recovery unit. Altenatively, the storage register could be implemented as
a FIFO (First-In. First-Out) memory and a continuous clock (crystal oscillator) could be used on the transmit side. However, a high
speed FIFO memory will require more space and additional power which may make this approach even less attractive.

On the subject of pulse width distortion, presently available high-radiance LEDs, with 3-5 as rise and fall times operated at
10 ns baud times, even with compensation, will have some pulse width distortion of the transmitted waveform. The optical receiver

may also add to the overall distortion and jitter. Therefore, the no-ideal output from a transmitting All may be further degraded in
an active star and be difficult to decode by the ABI receiver. A wide bandwidth receiver and high-speed LED mansmiter in the active
star will minimize the problem, but wide bandwidth limits receiver sensitivity, and available high-speed LEDs have limited output
power, If a message is digitally reconstructed and retimed in the active star, the resulting output is. obviously, as good as that from
LSe ABI transmitter. The need for retming must be determined.

Active star optical signal gain is determined by (1) optical combining techniques prior to the receiver input, (2) receiver
sensitivity, (3) transmitter output power, and (4) transmission splitting loss. Refer to Figure 13. The 64 input fibers must be
combined into one optical receiver input for maximum optical gain. An "off the shelf" approach is to use one output of a 64 x 64
pas! ive star coupler. Here, most of the optical power is lost in the 63 unust4 fiber outputs. One way to increase gain is to use
multiple receivers preceeded by smaller passive stars. The receiver outputs ar logically ORed into a single electrical output Other
approaches include cutting the 64 x 64 passive star coupler in half and coupling the truncated taper region output directly to a
photodiode, or coupling a close-packed array of 64 fibers directly to a large area photodiode. If either of these schemes work, the
active star will require only one receiver. Note that here the splitting loss of a 64 x 64 passive star coupler will be largely avoided
ther.by greatly reducing the losses between an ABI uansmitter output and the active star receiver.

64 64
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Figure 13. The Active Star Components Which Determine Optical Signal Gain.

On the output side of the active star, the situation is similar. In the simplest scheme, the power output of one transmitter is

divided by 64, but the losses ar unacceptably high. There are two ways this loss can be reduced: (I) use multiple transmitters with
smaller optical splitters, and/or (2) combine the splitter and LED for more efficient optical coupling. The first approach is "off the
shelf' but not viable. The second approach requires further development, but significant improvement in efficiency would be
achieved. Here, the idea is to exploit the fact that much of the energy from high radiance surface-emitting LEDs is wasted. Ball
lenses help to minimize loss but cannot focus all the fight into moderate sized optical fiber cors. A larger core fiber or close-packed
fiber array will clearly capture more of the LED output. The issue of uniformsty among output channels must be considered,
obviously.

Recall that there was no intertransmission dynamic range requirement for the ABI receivers in an active star configuration
because all connections between the active star transmitters and ABI receivers are point-to-point. That suggests the possibility of

using injection laser diodes (IlDs) in the active star. They would have to transmit an idle pattern during the normally "dead" time on
the bus. Modifications to the protocol machine in the Al would thus be necessary, but a considerable increase in coupled output
power from each transmitter results. Fewer transmitters ae thus needed and savings on size, weight, and power are possible.

I. THE ACTIVE STAR DISCUSSION

Based on experience gained designing and building fiber optic active stars221, a highly-efficient optical combiner (refer to
Figure 13) in conjunction with a large area photodetector is practical An edge-coupled (differentiating) receiver (refer to Figure 12)

provides sufficient sensitivity for a large link margin on the "left" side of the network (refer to Figure 9 or 13). Using the data in
Figure 11, the ABI transmitter delivers +1 dBim typical into a 200 micromew core-size fiber. With half the connector and fiber oss
(for the "left" side only), and no coupler loss with a high-efficiency optical combiner, there is -3dBm typical incident on the detector.
Using an edge-coupled receiver with -2Edlm (peak) sensitivity provides an "artificial" lnk marin of 23dB. This is not practical
because the incident power level is alrady a the top of ie trecetves operating range for typical conditons. Transmit=e power muss
be reduced and higher interconnect losses must be &gagl The typical incident power should be near - 10 to -I5 dBm which provides
an II to 16dB fink margin (the same as the passive star coupled bus with APD)l

Since: the avila"l power fromi LEDs for the active tas inaiiw is limited, it is logical so use hig sensitivity ac-couplled
receivers with pin phOwudiodes in the ABIs. This means acqtisition time is ipt lanad a full 16 bit proamblemust be delivered to
the ABl receiver. Ifa nominal 16dB link margin is desired on the "right sde of the network, the incident power on the detector
ought tobe no Wmthan -18d.. This still provides a 5- 8dD ragin on the high powe side of the receives operating range.
(Ihis assumes a 21-24dB total ROI.) If link losses am t same on both "sides" of the network (4 d nomial), then the active sa
mst couple -14dB. nto each of the 64 output poets. With a oiealy deslged optical spliter (tee$a Fga 13), it is pOSbIe to use
as few as 4 tranmiters with the LED type used in the Alis. If no clock recovery circuitiy is needed, the active star intemall
components will be so small that the fiber optic connectors toudly domiaas the sie of die overall active sr pacg. Prnpagmon
delay is minimal and no mdification to the procol shonld be aecosay.I

'I ____-
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16. FINAL COMMENTS

The avionics bus interface module provides the gateway between a parallel intenal (PI) bus for a "rack" of processors,
converters, etc., and the multiplex high-speed fiber optic data bus which ties together all the "racks.' The fiber optic bus is thus the
backbone for the command and control of the avionics subsystem of an aicraft. An overview of the gateway function has been
presented with some detail regarding the origin and nature of the different protocols used for the Pl-bus and high speed data bus.
Emphasis has been placed on the design process used to implement the fiber optic network. Numerous options are available each
chosen based on specific application requirements. Both passive and acive st,-opled implemenations have been considered in
great detail. A modestly-sized subsystem can be implemented with very low risk (adequate link margin, high reliability) using pin
photodiode-based ac-coupled receivers. Full-sizd networks (64 ABIs) with numerous connectors can still be implemented passively
using properly biased avalanche photodiodes in conjunction with ac-coupled receivers. The increase in risk is small being driven
exclusively by the reliability associated with the low-curent, low-power bias supply for the APD.

The passive versus active star-coupled network trade-off has a particularly interesting result. When the impact of an active
star on network data throughput is used as the moat important factor -- the one which must not be compromised - it is difficult to
show a significant advantage for an active implementation over a passive one. A detailed reliability study is likely to show a
preference for a passive star-coupled network. This conclusion may not be valid, of course, for an architecture, data bus protocol,
network configuration, or measure of performance other than the one selected for this discussion. It appears to be valid for the Pave
Pillar HSDB and for its most practical configuration, a single star-coupled network.

Although packaging of the ABI has not been discussed, except that it is one of many modules in a rack, this is a most
important aspect of the Pave Pillar architecture The Standard Electronics Module - format E (SEM-E), in varying widths, has been
selected to house most avionics functions in the future. A photograph of such a module is shown in Figure 14. Note that all
connections pass through a single backplane connector, including power and ground, discretes, and the fiber optic connections to the
HSDB. There are now several suppliers developing connectors for this function, but their designs are curently not interchangeable
or intermateable.

Figure 14. An Avioni sBus lnterface Module.

Several manufacturers are currently building ABI and other modules for demonsn-ation and validation of the Pave Pillar
avionics architecture. This is the next logical step toward its acceptance and use in the next generation avionics suite. It is our hope
that this paper will stimulate additional thought on the subjects presented which in tun leads to an acceptablk implementation standard
for all .
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SUMARY

Many force multiplier improvements in vehicle control, situation awareness and crew decision aiding will
be made possible if affordable, flyable supercomputers and associated software can be developed for
next-generation military aircraft. New functional architectures will emerge because dramatic
Iaprovements in processing speed can be Implemented through tightly coupled networks. Unconstrained
system architectures can be developed where the system designer will have the capability to fuse together
needed logical functions irrespective of previous boundaries. In addition, increased local processing
(e.g., "smart" sensors) will be made possible to Improve threat and target classification. Robust use of
real-time artificial intelligence at both local, functional and system levels will be achievable, along
with Improvements in fault tolerance and system diagnostics.

Avionics supercomputer networks are expected to be used by the early 21st century to implement
matafunction integration. For example, an integrated vehicle control bystee metafunction will be made
possible. Several previously separate functions such as propulsion controls (engine and thrust
vectoring), flight/guidance controls, navigation equipment, fire control and weapons control can be
closely tied together to accomplish optimum maneuvers for improved survivability, fuel economy, weapon
delivery effectiveness and/or fault tolerance. Other metefunctions may evolve within/across the
electro-optical sensor spectrum, the radio frequency spectrum, the pilot-vehicle interface function and
system-level decision aiding using machine intelligence (e.g., tactics and real-time mission planning).

Computer speed Improvements of the order of I00-1000 times that of the fastest avionic compatible
processors available today is needed for data, signal and artificial intelligence processing. Only
parallel (i.e., concurrent) processing can potentially achieve these needed speed improvements.

This paper describes various parallel processing architecture network that are candidates for eventual
airborne use. An attempt at projecting which type of network is suitable or optimum for specific
metafunction or stand-alone applications is made. However, specific algorithms will need to be developed
and bench marks executed before firm conclusions can be drawn. Also, a conceptual projection of how
these processors can be built in small, flyable units through the use of wafer scale integration is
offered. The use of the PAVE PILLAR system architecture to provide system level support for these
tightly coupled networks is described.

The basic conclusions to be drawn from this paper are: (1) extremely high processing speeds implemented
in flyable hardware is possible through parallel processing networks if development prog 'ems are pursued,
(2) dramatic speed enhancements through parallel processing requires an excellent match between the
algorithm and computer network architecture, (3) atching several high speed parallel oriented algorithms
across the aircraft system to a limited set of hardware modules may be the most cost effective approach
to achieving speed enhancements, and (4) software development tools and improved operating systems will
need to be developed to support efficient parallel processor utilization.

INTRODUCTION

The motivation to consider the use of parallel processing can be grasped by pondering the operation of
the brain. Dr W. Daniel Hillis, inventor of the Connection Machine (a massively parallel network
processor) has phrased the question as follows: "how can the brain take an unstructured, complex problem
and deduce the anawer in a fraction of a second, when a "smart" computer mai take hours or days to
perform the operation? Why is the computer so stupid when it could have 10 more switch changes per
second than the brain?" Dr Hllis suggests that the answer lies with the brains massively parallel
operation where an array of self-organizing, fault tolerant neurons perform possibly 100 steps of
processing actions. [11 The concept of concurrently using many processors to solve complex problems in a
"divide and conquer" strategy appears to be the only approach for real time operation. Researchers are
currently attempting to partially emulate the operation of the brain in an exciting new field celled
neural networks end someday, adaptable learning systems may be possible. However, we moust generally be
content in working with processors having much larger grain size than the neuron. As will be seen, the
choice of the grain site depends on many factors including: (a) the degree to which the algorlth can be
parallelizad (b) the complexity of the resulting network and switches (c) software control complexities
and (d) fault tolerance of the resulting network.

Impressive processing speed improvements have been recently achieved throudh the use of Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) technology. For example, a 3 million instructions per second (DAIS mix)
processor with 256K words of memory in about a 6"xdx.6 (15cm x 15cm x 1.5cm) package has been built
under the PAVE PILLAR program at WPAIB, Ohio. Pester processors (approximately 5 times) will be moe
possible by the second phase of the VUSIC program. During the early/old 1990s, we will be reaching speed
limits on how fast a given microcircuit can process data due to inherent limitations on the feature size
of chip componentry. And although thes incredible speeds will be exploited across an array of military
systems, dramatically fester (e.g., 100 times) processing will still be required for certain
applications. If thee* algorithms were Implemented today, they could only be Investigated on the ground
since a large supercomputer would be required. If we limit ourselves to a smaller class of avionic
problems and are able to partition the algorithms properly, the possibility exists that we can achieve
the needed speeds in flyable configurations by using en array of processors implemented through advanced
microcircuitry.

. . . .
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Several government sponsored and commercial ventures have led to the development of ground-based parallel
networks that have been demonstrated as operating faster than classical supercomputers. However. these
machines are still much too large for airborne use and. invariably, their speed superiority against say
the CRAY X-tP (Cray is a trademark of Cray Research Inc., Minneapolis. Minn., USA.) is limited to one or
a few special algorithms which uniquely match its special network architecture.

Although the concept of exploiting parallelism appears to be the way we should proceed for high speed
airborne processing, two radical design features will need to be incorporated to achieve affordable and
flyable hardware. These design features are: (1) processors, memories and input/output functions will
need to be Implemented in microcircuitry at the wafer level in order to achieve needed site reduction.
This capability appears achievable by the mid 1990a, based on current research. Using wafer scale
integration, extremely powerful (and highly reliable) circuits can be built using several high speed
processing cells interconnected on a 4" (around 10 cm) wafer. These wafers csn then be stacked.
achieving a "three dimensional" computer (advanced cooling techniques may be required), (2) the high cost
of both hardware and software associated with parallel machines implies that we must avoid unnecessary
proliferation of basic processor architectures. The goal would be to develop a family of common, modular
wafers for replicated use, with advanced CAD/CAN techniques employed to reduce cost. However, we must
"personalize" the network architecture to match the parallelized algorithm. Therefore, either the
network topology of wafer-based parallel processors need to be programmable, or a limited number of
different (modular) wafers will need to be mixed together In the stack in order to achieve the desired
speeds. Both techniques may have to be used for some applications. An exploratory development study is
underway within the Avionics Laboratory to identify the beat design approaches.

Several different parallel implementations are currently available to permit designers to match
applications with parallel architectures. Usually, the designer will be required to trade off the
complexity (and cost, weight and power) of the communication topology between the processor nodes and the
cost of replicating the processor nodes. For example, the designer sight choose a smll number of "large
grained" nodes (having expensive processors and memories) but possessing a low-cost interconnection
network. On the other hand, he might want to investigate the use of a robust set of "fine grained"
(having low cost processors and memories) and a costly data distribution network. In moat cases however,
the characteristics of the application algorithm will be the major determining factor in selecting major
architectural features.

New software tools and languages are now being developed to support parallel network development. These
tools include compilers that parsllelize code to affect a more efficient architectural match before
loading the program. Also, network simulators are being developed that aid the programmer in
understanding and debugging the code. However, the field of parallel processing is so dynamic that
often, immature tools and operating systems lead to frustration and disappointing results (hastily
designed hardware and/or operating systems can lead to systems that run slower as more processors are
added to the network).

It is important that we collectively assess the applicability of parallel processing to military aviation
and help direct its development to achieve performance advancements needed In the early 21st century.

BACKOROUND

Before describing the array of architectural choices and their relative application benefits, let us
first look at why the classical Von Neumann machine does not Inherently support high speed processing.
Figure I shows a simplified version of such a processor. Note that the central processing unit (CPU) is
the single locus of control and that it ust sequentially (serially) fetch data and programs out of
memory in a "single thought at a time" mode of operation. Note that as a consequence of this design, the
overall process is slowed down because: (a) control or data signals from elsewhere in the system can
interrupt CPU operation, (2) the CPU experiences a "bottleneck" in attempting to accomplish processing
since much of the time is spent retrieving and storing data from a relatively small percentage of total
memory (i.e., only 1-21 is nominally in use at one time).

Although faster microcircuitry can be used to speed up the process, a practical limit on processing spend
i eventually reacbsd. For example. Figure 2 shows the growth in speed for airborne oniprocessors over
the last decade and a projection of future growth. Figure 2 shows the speed achieved in using
MIL-STD-1750A instruction set computers executing the Digital Avionics Tnformation System (DAIS)
Instruction mix. Note that as the minimum feature size of the microcircuit has been reduced over time,
the use of Increased clock rates result in higher processor throughputs. However, a practical limit on
feature size (at around 0.25 - 0.5 micron) leads to an attendant limit on clock rate (around 100 MUz),
forcing the computer architect to resort to Reduced Instruction Set Computers (RISC) in on"e? to achieve
further speed gains (i.e., only simple Instructions are Implemented in hardware with HIS( machines - they
wooild not be efficiently used for algorithms requiring extensive complex operations such as floating
point). In order to achieve higher speeds, the designer can choose a large number of cimple "fine
grained" machines on ou end of the spectrum or a smeller number of "coarse grain" en:hines at the other
end. and accomplish parallel processing. All avoidable "chokepolnts" or procese teat inhibit speed
must be designed out of the system. For example, attempting to use the same om ry with several
processors causes a memory access bottleneck. We must design parallel systema that inhibit unnecessary
I/O Interrupts, minimize and remote the control of the process and distribute the memory. And this must
be done In such a way to allow for fault tolerant operation.

efiore resorting to the use of parallel processing to achieve the needed speed, the designer should
consider the applicability of various single processor speed-up techniques. These techniques are aimd
at causing a larger percentage of CPU circuits to be active at any given time. (This is a form of
"virtual" parallel processing in that concurrency of operation t achieved). One approach is to use a
technique called memory interleaving (if appropriate to the application). Here, large arrays of numbers
era stored In separately accessible memory units (say 8-16), permitting te CPU to simultaneously access
each unit over multiple lins. Further, a speed-up concept called pipelining may prove attractive.



Rare, the calculetions Involved depend on the need to perform several small, yet different steps allowing
a section of the CPU to perform part of the calculation, pass it on for the next independent step (i.e.,
pipeline), while simultaneously bringing in new dets for processing. Use of this technique to accomplish
vector multiplication of state values Is common. Finally, the use of very long word processing (up to
1024 bIts/word) is a means to speed up computing by simultaneously executing instructions on the date.
However, care must be exercised in scheduling the operations to avoid data dependencies.

MULTIPROCESSINC

In order to achieve higher speeds, the designer must eventually resort to using multiple computers.
Figure 3 shows the range of "speed-up factors" to be expected a a function of the number of processors
in the network. Note that chokepoints can still exist. For example, the lower curve shows the effects
of memory access and eystsm control bottlenecks when several processors attempt to share a common memory
(this Is not considered to be a true parallel processor configuration). Figure 3 also %hows the ideal
case using parallel processing where no bottlenecks occur and a perfect algorlthm-to-architecture match
has occurred. In between these two boundaries lies the practical, real-world processor speed up that can
be achieved. Hopefully, about 85-90Z of the Ideal speed op can be achieved. The shape of the curve will
be pzmerily determined by the relative number of 1/0 interrupts across the network, the length of time
required to transmit messages between processors and the extent of memory segmentation.

Bsfore describing the operation of various parallel machines, it is worthwhile to remind ourselves of two
basic considerations: (1) the overall network must possess fault tolerant features for most airborne
applications Involving airborne guidance and control applications and (2) the system operation of the
parallel processing network will likely be controlled by another computer - a Von Neumann machine.

PARALLEL PROCESSING SPEED UP

The single-most important issue in parallel processing is the equivalent speed up gained by the use of
"n" processors. In general, a speed up of "n" cannot be expected since real world problems are not
perfectly parallel (i.e., requiring an algorithm that can be executed on multiple processors without
communication between these processors).

io general, the speed up factor Sn is defined as Sn - 1 where T is the algorithm execution time

reauired for one processor and Tn is the execution time for n processors. If A represents the fraction
of work that can be processed in parallel, and we assume that at any instant, either only one machine is
working or all n of them are working, S(n, A)- I < t. for all n, A

Here, the execution time of one processor Is normalized to unity. [3]

Note that the first term in the denominator represents the fraction of the algorithm that cannot be
parallelised and the second term t the time required to execute the portion that is parallelizable.
Figure 4 shaos a plot of the speed up factor S as a function of A . Figure 4 points out a fundamental
property of parallel computation: unless X is greater than 0.9, parallel networks will not provide s
significant speed increase. It Is imperative that the algorithm be investigated for parallelism before
proceeding to parallel network implementation. Since the slope of the curves In Figure 4 ,ary as a
quadratic relationship with n as *, approaches 1, new algorithms emphasizing parallelism and/or the use
of compiler tools that reformat an existing algorithm into its most robust parallel form may be
zandatory. Given that an algorithm lends itself to parallelism, then its significantly parallel portions
must be efficiently mapped onto the proper network architecture if "real-time" processing of complex
algrithma is to be achieved. The architecture selected must exhibit: (a) the proper "grain size" for
each processing element, (b) highly efficient communicetions between processing elements, c) high speed
memory accessabillty (particularly for large sized applications), (d) good load balancing for the
processing tasks over time and (e) real time, fault-tolerant operation.

In summary. an efficient parallel processing network wst possess a processor interconnect topology and
system control strategy that grows weakly with Increasing n. Examples of various parallel network
topologies are presented below.

TERMS USED IN PARALLEL PROCESSING

Before proceeding further, a few terms need to be defined to aid information exchange.

Perfectly Parallel: an algorithm/parallel network application that is executed on multiple processors
without comunication between the processors (21 (Perfectly persllel systems are an artificial construct
for comparison with other meaningful, "real world" slgorithm/network realizations).

Explicitly Parallel: an algorithm/parallel network that can be executed on multiple processors only with
communication with neighboring processors. (5] (nearest neighbor processing is particularly useful in
compering parameters for fine grain network applications).

Host Processor: a separate, Von Naumann-baed machine used to control the operation of the parallel
network (e.g., synchronisation of nodes, data processor routing, control/distribution of data from
external sensors, etc.).

Node: a processor/memory pair in the network. The node usually contains an input/output section that
receives incoming dats and routes messages and data to other nodes and could conceivably contain a
co-processor for special purpose spplications. The ssociated memory may be directly connected to the
local processor or allowed to be jointly addressed by the local processor snd other nodes in the network.• I
•4
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SIN (Single Instructions Multiple Data): a single instruction stream network control concept where all
processors are controlled (by the host) by broadcasting sequential single instructions to each node.
Typically. each processor has the option of executing each instruction or ignoring it, depending on the
Internal state of the processor.

MIND (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data): & multiple instruction stream network consisting of a
collection of connected autonomous nodes, each capable of executing their own programs. A loose
mechanism for synchronizing operations between nodes usually is employed.

Not.e: It is possible to use a SIM and HIM network to emulate the other with various degrees of
complexlty and overhead software for control. Either network approach can be used for virtually any
application - differences in performance, cost and complexity must be addressed however.

Availability of Prototype & Coimercial Parallel Processors

In order to obtain Insight into the types of parallel processing machines which need to be Investigated
for airborne applications, see Table I which shows a partial list of various machines. (The total number
of parallel processor models developed will likely reach 100 by 1990 with over 30 vendors). Referring to
Table I, it can be seen that vendors have chosen to implement these machines with different topologies,
interconnecting vastly different numbers and types of processors. Application guidelines from the proper
selection of these various network architecture features will be addressed belm. The reader is reminded
that chese machines are designed for ground-based operation for scientific and engineering applications.
Extensive size reduction must he accomplished for airborne applications.

Csndidate Architectures

To discussing digital processing architectures, it is Important to differentiate the system architecture
used to integrate aircraft functional elements and the parallel processing network architecture.

System-Level Topology

The PAVE PILLAR System architecture provides a physical and logical means of integrating and controlling
functions. Its high speed data bus, token passing protocol and the Ads-based operating system allows the
designer great flexibility in integrating processing resources and sensors (e.g., flight control system),
signal processing functions (e.g., coupling of common signal processors for fault tolerance purposes) and
the overall system-wide integration of flight control, avionics, weapons, sensors, displays, etc. The
reader will note, from Figure 5, that PAVE PILLAR is a parallel processing system of computing resources
communicating over a bus-driven interconnection network. It is not generally appreciated that military
avionic architectures have been supporting parallel network operation since the eid-1970s (the author is
aware of the DAIS nystem being introduced in this time frame), The motivation behind such networks was
driven by the absolute requirement for real-time computation (hence, partitioning functions to different
computers). However, the already established svionic engineering disciplines and functional partitioning
necessitated by the earlier use of hard-wired, analog-based avionics further ensured that separate
functionally-driven processing would be used when more flexible digital processing and multiplexing were
introduced in aircraft.

Multiplex bus-driven architectures possess the best features for integrating loosely coupled networks of
processors (i.e.. ease of integration/retrofit, fault tolerance, ease of system control). Time delay
such as bus latencies caused by bus control protocols or processor interrupts by executive control are
usually not significant problems for this class of applications.

However, once we ust resort to accomplishing high speed domain-based parallel processing (i.e., within a
specific function) that requires many tightly coupled processors to accomplish the task in real time, a
bus oriented design may be found to be inadequate for inter-node connectivity. Notice however, that the
bus approach will still be useful in integrating separate parallel processing networks. Referring again
to Figure 5. the reader can visuallze that the basic PAVE PILLAR architecture could potentially support
the use of tightly coupled parallel networks at virtually every possible level. For example, such a
network could be used within a particular signal processor to perform special signal analysis or within a
sensor or weapon. Purther, a parallel network responsible for high level system management functions
could be connected to the mission avionics bus. Finally, we could consider using a combination of
parallel networks and PAVE PILLAR networks or buses to create higher levels of sore closely coupled
functions.

Why do we need dramatically higher speeds on future aircraft?

Future aircraft processing avionics systems most provide dramatic performance improvements in two basic
areas:

(I) Vehicle system control integration to achieve improved control, energy maneuverability and fault

tolerance for enhancements In survivability and weapons delivery.

This will require the coupling/coordination/integration of engine controls. thrust vectoring (where
applicable), flight control, navigation and guidance functions, fire control and weapons control. With
this propulsion/flight/pidance/fire control synergy, aircraft should be able to perform sore effective
maneuvers to evade mlssiles, out-maneuver n&my aircraft for favorable attack conditions, Improve
survivability against heavily defended ground targets through maneuvering attack, minimize fuel
consumption, etc.

Such am Integrated system will require a robust use of high speed, fault tolerant networks to perform
artificial intelligence reasoning for optimum control and reconfiguration strategies and to manipulate
large arrays of notice* describing control coupling effects.
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(2) Improved situation awareness of enemy and friendly forces in complex, dense and rapidly unfolding
environments will require the use of multispectral sensor Integration end coordination, automatic target
and threat recognition, development of pilot decision aiding tactics and recommendations, reduction of
excessive data for presentation and the generation of distilled information. These processes in turn
require orders of magnitude improvements In signal and image processing speeds and artificial
intelligence processing.

In achieving both of the above capabilities. we can expect the pervasive use of machine intelligence from
the sensor level up through the system level. Because of the need to fuse and control functional
information. we can expect a trend towards integrated metafunctions (i.e., collection of functions). For
example, the integrated vehicle control function described above may be eventually implemented as a
closely integrated set of vehicle and trajectory control functions. Further, the merger of electronic
warfare. comiunIcations and radar functions may evolve into an Integrated Radio Frequency (RP)
metafunction. At the highest system level, a decision aiding setafunction to recommend overall tactics
and mission plans may emerge. Advanced, high speed parallel networks will be needed to not only provide
the necessary sensor-level processing within the metafunction, but the network will likely be used to
Integrate the separate functions within the metafunctlon. It Ie the author's view that the metafunction
processing sites would in turn be integrated through a high speed bus structured network (i.e.. PAVE
PILLAR).

PARALLEL NETWORK CANDIDATE TOPOLOGIES

This section addresses the various nodal interconnection techniques that the designer may wish to
consider. A general description of several network topologies will be presented, along with a discussion
of currently available networks that reflect that topology. Although the examples will only touch on a
portion of the available networks, they are representative of the choices presented to the designer. The
failure of most parallel processing algorithms to scale properly for applications requiring more than a
few processors is usually attributed to the glut of communications (i.e., the interconnection scheme was
poorly designed). [4)

CIRCUIT SWITCHED NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

,'he circuit switched network is the simplest approach to interconnecting nodes if their number is
relatively small (e.g., under 20) and inter-nodal commntcation is not erratic. Figure 6 shove a circuit
switch approach that has non-adaptive message/data routing (i.e., the path of the message between nodes
depends solely on Its source and destination). This type of switch is similar to telephone network where
a node-node link is established and held as long as needed. This approach simplifies control problems
(e.g., aimple software), but could be inefficient if the applicationa requires highly dynamic message
passage.

This type of switch is used by the common signal processor (CSP) as its switching architecture. (Figure
6) Note that no real restrictions have been placed on the nodes in Figure 6. There could be floating
point processing elements, memory elements, a fine grained parallel processor network, a data processor
or a combination of these units. In fact. a major attribute to the circuit switched approach is Its
flexibility and simplicity in accomodating different kinds of nodal processing that need to he
integrated. The CSP design allows the ultimate in hardware flexibility by building common nodal modules
(including the switch itself) for easy insertion into a common interconnect backplane. However, the main
limitation of the circuit switch is that the complexity (weight, volume, etc.) grows as the square of the
number of nodes. Hence, doubling the number of processor nodes leads to four times the number of
switched ports. Therefore, for large networks, this technique becomes unacceptable.

PACKET SWITCHED TOPOLOGIES

Packet switching allows nodes to communicate through addresses, where new routes are established each
tie a line Is established (i.e., similar to a post office network). These networks can be used for
shared memory access (i.e., to permit one processor node with its local memory to access any other memory
in the network) or to transmit data or commands to other nodes.

Shared Memory Switching

Shared memory switching is a subset of the packer switching topology and supports applications where
there is a random distribution of date which requires access by Individual nodes. Figure 7 shows a
simplified example of a small (limited) access shared memory switch.

The features of such a network can be better understood through a description of the Butterfly Parallel
Processor. ("Butterfly" is a trademark of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA).

Collectively, the memory of the nodes forms the memory of the entire machine, with the Butterfly switch
to used make remote accesses. Typically, local memory referencing within .s node takes about 2
microseconds whereas remote accessing may take 5-6 microseconds. The system is currently configured with
up to 256 (MII) processor nodes, each consisting of Motorola 68000 chip, 1-4 megabytes of memory, a
memory management unit, end a processor node controller. Each node is capable of executing 500,000
instructions per second. The bandwidth through each processor path ts 32 megabits/se - thus a 256 node
machine has a raw processing power of 128 NIPS, 256 - 1024 KBytes of memory and an interprocessor
conmunication capacity of B gigeblts/sec. Because there Is not a serions performance penalty to access
remote data, the user can organize data without serious concern over where it is located. Nearly linear
speedup has been observed for large complex matrix manipulations and large configurations are being used
for image processing and computer vision. (51

The uniqueness to the Butterfly stew from its switch (often referred to aas a Bnyon switch) which allows
every node to link together. The number of switches in the network only increases as a log 4m (se
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compared with n' for the crossbar). For a 100 node system, the Butterfly switches would require about
500 wires, compared to 5000 for a cross bar system.

The topology of the switch is similar to that of the Fast Fcurler Transform Butterfly - hence the name.
A simplified view of the switch for a 16 node arrangement ia shown in Figure 8. Each switch is a 4
input, 4 output unit custom chip. Each node uses packet addressing to route the packet from the source
to a destination node. To send a maessage from node 5 to node 14, node 5 builds a packet containing the
address of node 14 (1110 binary) followed by the message data. The sending switch ttrips off the two
least significant address bits (10) from the packet and uses them to select the number 2 (10 binary) port
to transmit the signal. The receiver switch strips the It off the address bit to switch the data packet
out of its port (11 binary) to processor 14. Note the ingenious arrangement of the processors relative
to the switches. Processors 2,6,10,14 (binary 0010.0110,l0t0,1110) all have the same "10" bits in the
receiving nodes of the third switch. Similarly, the four transmitter switches are connected to the third
receiver by separate "10" lines. Any switch can issue the "1110" packet and be linked to processor 14.
These switch units can be cascaded both horizontally and vertically for larger networks. Because there
is a not a dedicated path between every nodal pair, contention can occur where two messages can reach the
sama node. When this occurs, one message Is allowed to pass with the other being retransmitted.
Redundant paths are implemented for fault tolerance. A host processor is used to edit, link and compile
data and programs. [51

HYPERCUBE TOPOLOGY

The hypercube topology is potentially suited for applications requiring a few nodes to thousands of
nodes. Each node operates as an Independent unit which can communicate while processing. Each node has
its own memory and a copy of its own operating systems. Its chief benefit say lie with its significant
flexibility since It is a superset of other network topologies. Grid, ring and tree networks can be
configured by programming the control host computer. A 64 node processor hypercube has been clocked at
twice the rate of a Cray X-MP (although the average speed is only one-fourth the speed of the CRAY). (61
Hypercubes use a message passing approach that allows nearest neighbor communications from one node to
the next until the destination node is finally reached (with intermediate nodes thereby passing on the
message). The dimension, or order of the hypercuhe is defined as the maximum number of inter-nodal links
throughout the entire cube. Figure 9 shows the configuration of various dimensions. For example, if the
dimension is 3 (i.e., third order hygercube). a maximum of three message links are required (average of
1.5) and the number of nodes being 2 - 8. If d represents the cubes dimension, or order:

d - max # of links

2
d 

- number of nodes

d - time average of number of links (assuming no
2 contentions)

n2
d 
- number of (two way) connection paths between

nodes

For example, a 128 node hypercube would be of order 7 and require 7x128 - 896 communication channels (the
programmer needs only to specify the nodes, not the paths taken, however).

The power of the hypercube, in addition to its topology flexibility, lies with the fact that the number
of message links varies linearly with d, yet the number of total processors (a measure of total system
speed) goes up as 2 . Thus, a six cube only has one half less "hop" on average then a 7 cube but the six
cube has one-half the number of nodes. However, the large number of resulting interconnections, as the
order gets larger, can prove to be the limiting design factor. These interconnections could account for
the majority of circuit complexity, weight and system unreliability and can result in data latencies due
to comsunication protocol, A goal of hypercube design is to achieve a ratio of computation time to
communication time of about 10. Load balancing may also prove a design problem for certain problems. [21

The Intel Hypercube from Intel Scientific Computers, Inc., of Beaverton, Oregon. USA, consists of two
functional elements - the cube and the cube host processor. Units containing 32. 68, or 128 nodes are
available, each node using a Motorola 80286 processor and 512 kilobytes of local memory.

The Connection Machine (Trademark of the Thinking Machines, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) however, represents
one of the most robust forms of parallel processing. This design, shown is Figure 10. consists of a
massively parallel SIM network having a maximum of 65,536 nodes. Each node consists of 4096 bits of
memory, a message router circuit and a one bit processing unit. The host can control individual nodes or
collections of nodes to achieve virtually any type of calculation. Algorithms such as image processing
or semantic nets need a large array of mall processors and are particularly suited for this architecture
class. The current Connection Machine is configured in a 1.4xl.4x].6 meter package. It is capable of
one billion instructions per second (nIPS) (for a 32 bit addition benchmark) and has demonstrated 6-7 PIP
performance in Information retrieval applications. This machine has's 12th order hypercube topology.
The Connection Machine can be programmed to emulate a MIND structure but its relative efficiency is
unknown. Also, since each node can be used to test neighboring processor end message routers, a fault
tolerant communication scheme is possible. However, the resulting complexity of this approach is also
unknown. [1)

SYSTOLIC ARRAYS

Systolic arrays capitalize on the regular structure of certain algorithms. The term "systolic" refers to
the pipelined computations that are scheduled for reuse as it moves through the array and draws on the
comparison of the human circulatory system (i.e., the heart sends blood through the circulatory system by
frequent systolic pumping of smll amounts of blood). Systolic arrays can be considered as a cost
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effective approach for algorithms having a large input (or output) bandwidth. Inputs enter the array
under the overall control of a hoat computer (see Figure 11). The data is sequentially acted on in a
periodic SIn manner as it moves throughout an array or a series of processing elements. Although
significant speeds have been achieved using only a modest amount of hardware (for properly matched
algorithms), debate continues aa it the general purpoae nature applicability of systolic arrays. It
appears particularly suitable for high speed image processing, signal processing and for matrix
arithmetic. It appears that fault tolerance can be achieved through the use of backup aparing. [71
However, concern exists as to whether near real time reconfiguration can take place. (gi

OBSERVATIONS ON SELECTING PARALLEL NRTN)US

The cost effective choice of using a SUM6 or MN1D network architecture depends on the characteristics of
the application.

In general, the SITD-based network is preferable when the algorithm i well structured, and has a regular
pattern of control for the cooperating nodes. If the algorithm displays these properties, the network
control hardware that issues the highly synchronized single instruction stream can be shared by all
nodes, which also will result in simpler software programing. Example algorithms that generally possess
these properties include matrix calculations, certain types of artificial Intelligence applications
Ce.g., semantic networks), image processing and signal processing.

A MIND network architecture will likely be preferred if the algorithm control flow is highly complex saod
data dependent. For such algorithms, much of the SIND network nodes would sit idle much of the time
waiting for the proper Instruction.

Example MND-oriented algorithms include certain types of artificial intelligence applications (e.g.,
rule based knowledge acquisition), for cooperating expert systems (e.g., tactics planning, mission
planning. system health management, situation assessment) and executive/system control of complex
processing sites.

It must also be observed that a mixture of the SIND and HM architectures may be the preferred design
for some epplicetions.

Finally, the designer must also address the type of computer architecture needed at the node. For
symbolic oriented (i.e., Al processing), a simple Instruction set computer architecture is needed. For
numeric based algorithms, complex floating point and vector processor features will be needed.

OBSERVATIONS ON PROGRAMMING PARALLEL PROCESSORS

Although some parallelizing compilers and some software development tools are available, the programmer
of parallel computers must still be extremely careful in matching the structures of the algorithm and
architecture. New languages sod more extensive tool sets are being developed, but until they are matured
and prove themselves, the programmer must remain knowledgeable of the machine operation and have intimate
familiarity with the algorithm. The programmer must carefully divide the problem Into logically separate
pieces that will execute concurrently and then determine how the processors should communicate to
exchange data snd messages. Hopefully, the programmer will be able to choose from a variety of machines.
This section provides some gross observations about the tradeoffs needed. Many of these observations are
taken from Reference 9.

The programmer needs to first understand the size and number of the Iterative loops in the algorithms for
purposes of decomposition. This process enables the programmer to determine the needed granularity
properties of the network (i.e., granularity is a measure of the extent each node spends in processing
versus communication between nodes).

Coarse grained nodes would be selected if relatively long, independent processing segments are typical of
the calculations. Note however, that the overall network could still be architected as a "nodes of
nodes" if fine grained operations were required within a "coarse grained" loop. This concept is shown in
Figure 12 which shows a generalized network of parallel machines.

If a fine grained application is Identified, fewer instructions will be executed between inter-nodal
messages.

At opposite ends of the spectrum, a large grained algorithm might be Implemented by a few coarse grained
computers having relatively slow communication links or a small grained algorithm by a large number of
small nodna requiring extensive and fast communication links.

Once the programmer determines the algorithm granularity, he then must select the best . pe of
inter-nodal communication. This selection usually involves one of three approaches: (I) a bus structured
approach (for a limited number of nodes), (2) shared memory or (3) message passing. The first option
will not be discussed here due to its relative high exposure in general avionics (e.g., PATS, PAVE PILLAP
bus structures). Shared mmory networks allow data stored in a shared m. ory location to be read by all
other nodes. This approach requires synchronization of the nodes for purposes of writing, reading and
posting data. The reading processor is then allowed to access Information with minimal operating system
intervention. For a message passing approach, the specified receiver requests transmitted data from a
specified sender and waits for Its reception. This approach has Implicit system sychronizstion,
potentislly allowing simpler programming. Message passing overhead may become excessive and needs to be
analyzed first, possibly through simulation.

However, the whole question of selecting the proper communications network is also clouded by the issue
of load balancing, which translates to an issues of complexity for the host computer software and grain
size. For example, if the algorithm is partitioned Into modules having fixed but different processing
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complexities, processors will be left Idle waiting for others to finish. To balance the load, one could
go to smaller modules (if possible), leading to more nodes (less efficiency due to lner-node
communication). Thus, a conflict occurs requiring a tradeoff of communication link cost and size versus
ease of programming.

For parallel programs that employ shared memory techniques, the subtasks tend to be more tightly coupled
than with message peesing techniques, and frequent inter-node comsunication is expected. Dynamic load
balancing is efficient for relatively small tasks. In using message passing. the programmer will attempt
to reduce Interprocessor communication by statically partitioning subtasks close together even at the
expense of load imbalances. Rigidly structured applications not requiring tight subtesk coupling would
therefore benefit by the message-passing approach result in efficient communications [91.
As can be seen by the above discussions, mstching the algorithm to the architecture to achieve efficiency
while minimizing programming complexity and achieving a hardware design that is affordable, will often
Involve a complex decision process. A significant Investment in computerized simulation tools will be
needed to intelligently affect the best (compromised) overall design.

MILITARY AIRBORNE APPLICATIONS OF PARALLEL NETWORKS

As threat capability increases, crew members are forced to operate under more time compressed, stressful
situations where they are faced with a vast array of data relating to threat, terrain, aircraft and
weapons. The crew is required to develop information from the data, assess the situation and act quickly
in life-threatening situations, while continuing to fly the aircraft. Dramatic improvements are needed
to help the aircrew understand the "big picture" through improved situation awareness from sensors and
displays and more automation must be used to simplify the execution of his intent. Improving situation
awareness and simplifying the control over the weapon system will require the robust use of: (a) "smart
sensors" that permit the automatic recognition of threats and targets, (b) selective fusion of sensory
information to improve confidence in threat/target recognition, particularly in dense EW environments,
(c) coupling of vehicle functions to improve performance and feult tolerance, and selective automation of
guidance and control functions, (d) crew decision aiding, and (e) simplified or
distilled presentation of only significant information to the aircrew. Achieving these capabilities will
require extremely high throughput processing throughout the weapon system for real time signal
processing, heuristic processing and data processing. In some Instances, high speed uniprocessors or a
small number of bus-connected processors will be adequate. In other areas, we must resort to parallel
networks to achieve the needed speeds. The following discussion provides some insight into the
characteristics of some of these high speed applications.

SIGNAL AND IMAGE PROCESSING

Programmable signal processing is currently being utilized for EW. radar and CRI airborne applications.
This capability has allowed highly versatile sensor moding, fault tolerance and flexibility.

The author expects a continued escalation of the use of avionic sensors requiring very high speed
processing. Examples include, (1) real time high resolution synthetic aperture radars, (2) low ground
speed moving target indication by radar, (3) automatic target recognizers, (4) versatile bee steering
and shaping of RE signals for signal transmission and reception, (5) terrain following/terraln
avoidance/obstacle avoidance sensing and (6) detection of signals in Jamming environments. Image
processing applications such as automatic target recognition can require upwards of about four billion
operations per second. Upwards of 5 billion complex operations per second may be required for these
applications. Tn general, the above signal processing applications will require matrix-based, complex,
floating point arithmetic employing various kinds of signal filtering and fast Fourier transforms (FPT)
operations.

Many of the above described classes of parallel architectures perform matrix calculations extremely well.
For example, a 128 node Butterfly processor still has an effective processor speed up of over 115 nodes
when solving a 400x400 matrix multiplication [5].

Systolic arrays are also particularly known for their efficient processor speedup capability for matrices
and image detection and manipulation.

Parallel network processing will likely be used for real time graphical portrayal of overlayed
information of terrain, targets, weaponry status, steering cues, vehicle health status, etc.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Codifying previously acquired human knowledge and then retrieving it to assist the eircrew in
time-compressed situations will certainly be useful for future military aircraft. A large community of
researchers are currently developing Al algorithms for applications that touch on virtually every area of
military avionics. For example, Al is likely to play a future role in developing offensive end defensive
tactics, mission replanning, assessing threat intent, understanding vehicle
health status and recommended reconflguration options, selecting proper information for presentation to
the aircrew, selecting gains for flight control, controlling engines, selecting appropriate
sensors/parmeters for fusion, speech recognition, understanding images, etc. The resulting "symbolic"
processing requires simple operations such a comparison and selection, pattern matching and logical
operations. Robust arithmetic operations such as floating point (needed by signal processing) are not
needed, leading to the expectation that en array of "RISC-like" computer nodes (with its attendant
simplicity and speed advantages) will be sufficient.

Unfortunately however, the literature appears void of examples of militarily significant real time
applications that have been demonstrated to date, even using large grond-based computing networks. Only
a very few AT-oriented machines have entered the marketplace (e.g., Connection Machine); however, several
new Al machines are under development. [101.
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Reference [101 states that the fundamental AT operation is search, demansing intensive memory access and
I/O activities rather than CPU operation. Dynamic resource allocation and load balancing are important
design considerations. The large memory requirement compounds search time since no "locality of
reference" exists and algorithms are sometimes non-deterministic. [10] Achieving real time operation of
a set of cooperating interactive AT modules is viewed as the ultimate challenge since we must somehow
find a way to schedule each module, forcing-it to arrive at a "reasonable" answer in time to support
another module's needed input.

Parallel processing will be mandatory for many real time Al applications for future military aircraft.
The reader should however not lose sight of the possibility that soe isolated applications may be
readily accomplished by a single high speed processor or a small ensemble of processors. Also, there are
researchers who believe that improved knowledge representation and parsed knowledge bases -111 reduce
processor speed requirements. Current estimates for the real time implementation of Al ailications
range from a "few million" operations per second for a relatively modest algorithm to a "few billion"
operations per second for a robust, cooperative At system. Due to a dearth of data, these estimates
should only be viewed as indicative of the need for much faster computing on aircraft. Bench marks are
needed to permit better speed sizing and they are expected to be available over the next few years as
government, corporate and academic research efforts are reported. It is the author's view that
significant work remains in establishing which architecture(s) should be used for efficient AT real time
processing. It may result that the selected architecture will vary with the type of knowledge
representative.

INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONTROL

Many new capabilities will result if we are able to dynamically integrate vehicle control,
propulsion/engine control and fire control functions. High maneuversbility around ground-based threats,
improved weapon firing opportunities, missile evasion and improved vehicle
control during terrain following and avoidance should result. Maneuverirg flight during weapon delivery
should minimize exposure and hence reduce lethality.

The question is whether high speed parallel networks will be required to affect proper Integrated vehicle
control in that separate controls (e.g., engine, fire control, flight controls) are adequately
accomodated today through uniprocessors (multiple computers are used only for redundancy).

The author believes that three factors will drive some integrated designs towards parallel network-based
systems. These factors are: (1) the control system will likely be Implemented as a tiered, hierarchical
system. Tiered levels include (a) system control snd reconfiguration of the integrated system, (b)
subsystem functional control and reconfiguration and (c) sensors and actuators with some embedded
processing. More complex processing algorithms will have to be implemented and expert system algorithms
will likely be used as part of the overall algorithm in detecting and isolating failures and selecting
reconfiguratlon strategies. Even if these AT algorithms are "simple", high iteration rates (e.g., 128
times/sec) implies the need for high speed parallel processing, it is anticipated that robust
matrix-based state equations will need to be solved at high rates to properly couple airframe and
propulsion controls. Also, fault tolerant design considerations of such an integrated system may lead a
parallel network of many "simple" machines that are partitioned to accomodate dedicated functions for
failure localization and/or graceful degradation. Extensive redu:dancy of computing and Interconnection
networks will. be required to achieve the needed fault tolerance.

AIRBORNE PACKAGING OPPORTUNITIES

Use of VLSI circuitry applied to wafer stale integration and leading ultimately to three dimensional,
stacked wafer computers will enable processor size reduction at least as dramatic as the hand-held
calculator revolution. Techniques for on-surface Interconnection of processing micro-circult cells on
wafers are being perfected and techniques for Interconnection stacked wafers in a "3-U" array are under
development. Ill)

The resulting "3-D computer" will consist of about 90Z silicon (as compared with 1-15) with today's
military processors). Reliability is substantially enhanced by deleting the use of printed wiring boards
with its thousands of chip-to-board solder connections. Also, total system speed of the multi-cell wafer
is dramatically enhanced due to the absence of high capacitance wires which inhibit chip-chip high speed
data transfer using today's packaging approach.

The designer can now seriously contemplate wafer-based designs where input/output, processor, memory,
control and custom cells can be placed on one wafer, or homogeneous cells can be placed on wafers, with
data transfer between wafers accomplished by small metallic bridges across the array of the wafer (l] or
by pbntonic interconnects. Simply stated, a hand-held (e.g., 10 cm x 5 cm) parallel processor capable of
executing billions of operations per second is reasonable by 1995. For example, Reference [111 describes
a stacked cellular array being constructed at Hughes Research Laboratories in California, USA. This SIND
parallel processor was designed for image and signal processor applications and consists of five
different wafers. Very simple accumulator cells are used (32 x 32 cells on one wafer currently, with a
128 x 128 cells per wafer being constructed). About 10 billion operations per second is expected for a
15 wafer (5 different types) stack. [111

In achieving a "hand-held supercomputer", a few basic caveats must be stated. First, there Is the
question of achieving high yield of the cells across the wafer. Here, the tradeoff is basically one of
selecting the minimum feature size (and hence speed) of the separate cells. Rest removal problems may be
encountered if each cell is driven at high clock rates. Direct immersion liquid cooling may be required
for some designs. However, the side benefit of being able to achieve "chip-level" fault tolerance
becomes a reality. Secondly, wafer interconection technology will need to be improved. One exciting
possibility Is to use optical signal transfer between wafers (e.g., using gallium arsenide diodes mounted
on the silicon wafers). Third, and always very important, is the algorlthm-to-orchiteeture matching
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problem. There are two basic design choices: (1) use customized, stacked wafer processors having unique
wafers for every high speed parallel network application on the aircraft. Although this approach
maximizes the processing speed and reduces wafer interconnect complexity, both hardware
dessign/manufscture/support and software development/support will be quite expensive for such a design
approach. (2) use a family of wafer modules, and replicate their common use across various applications.
If this approach is feasible (it currently Is under investigation), the wafer interconnect structure will
be more complex and processing speeds, although possibly adequate, will not be optimum. However, using
CAD/CAM techniques, a limited set of relatively low cost wafers could be designed and mnufectured in
large quantity, thereby permitting "learning-curve", high volume cost savings to occur. Further, the
concept of developing programable topologies across the cells, thereby enabling a further dimension in
architecture personalizetion to the algorithm is possible. Finally, a standard family approach allows
consideration of s modular operating system that controls the overall modular set of wafers. The
feasibility of this concept is also under investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

The potential applicability of parallel processing networks for future airborne applications is an
exciting concept which will depend on the integration of several new technologies. However, it appears
that the questions surrounding these machines are mostly directed towards selecting which applications
will be used, which network should be used and what technologies should be used for the flyable design -
there seems to be little question about ultimate feasibility. However, there will certainly be a period
of "growing pains" which researchers must go through in learning what architectures work for which
applications. However, complex and -ostly software is the biggest concern since basic limits on
affordability could be reached if sufficient "front end" support software is not developed.

Based on on-going work in applications and technology, we should be in a good position to Judge the
general direction of parallel processing around 1990. By 1995-96, if proper funding Is made available,
flyable, cost effective parallel networks should be a reality.
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TABLE I

EXAMPLES OF AVAILABLE PARALLEL PROCESSOR NETWORKS

MAX NO. MAX MEM. NODEPROCESSOR MANUFACTURER/ TOPOLOGY OF NODES PER NODE CPU (MIPS/NODE)ED
NAME D OEVELVxOPER BUILT (Kbytes) WORD

LENGTH

COSMIC CAL TECH, HYPERCUBE 64 128

CUBE PASADENA, CA 
16 .1

1983 USA 
16

MARK II JET PROPULSION HYPERCUBE 64 256 32 1.0
1985 LAB. PASADENA,
MARK III CA, USA
1986 HYPERCUBE 1024 4K 32 1.0

IPSC
(1985) INTEL, HYPERCUBE 128 512 32 1.0

BEAVERTON,
IPSC OR, USA HYPERCUBE 128 1024 32 4.0
(1987)

CONNECTION THINKING
MACHINE MACHINES, HYPERCUBE 65536 0.5 1 .015
(1986) USA RIDGE. MA

BOLT, BERANEK BAIYON
BUTTERFLY & NEWMAN, SWITCH 256 1K 32 1.0

(1986) CAMBRIDGE, MA

USA

CARNEGIE

WARP MELLON U. SYSTOLIC
PITTSBURGH,PA ARRAY 256 32 10 MPLOPS
USA (10 Nom)

MASSIVELY GOODYEAR
PARALLEL AKRON, OH NEAREST
PROCESSOR USA NEIGHBOR 16,384 K .02 MFLOPS

COMMON IBM
SIGNAL MANASSAS, VA CIRCUIT 125 MFLOPS
PROCESSOR USA SWITCH 24 4 32

__._ __ _
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COMPUTING SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR HIGHLY
INTEGRATED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

-1- 229560 C.CEDOCAR
titre ft. :(L'iMact doeS sytemeS informatiques avances sur )a

fiabitite do l'avionique militaire.)
titre ang. The impact of advanced computer systems on avionics

reliability.
Auteurs BORDEN A. G.
type de doc. Publication en serie
Titre Publi. Defense Electronics (US)
Source VOL 19; NO 6; PP. S 7-S 21; 12 Ref.; 6 Fig.; DP.

1987/05
CODEN DEELDH
resume Introduction. dans 10s systemes avioniques integrant

toutes les fonctions d'aide au pilote, des
techniques les plus avancees Cans la science du
traitement do l'information.

-2- 226254 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Interconnexions do sous-systemes : bus de donnees.
titre ang. Subsystems interconnection : data buses.
Titre conf. IEEE/AIAA 7th digital avionics systems conferenc.
LIEU DE CONF. Fort Worth (US)
DATE CONF. 1986/10/13-1986/10/16
Auteur coll. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers et

AIAA (US)
type de ooc. Memoire Congres
editeur : IEEE (new York)
Source NO 86CH 23598; Pp. 221-254; nb. Ref.; nb. Fig.; 5

communications; DP. 1986
resume Description de divers bus de transmission de oonnees

developpes pour 1'interconnexion des divers systemes
avioniques a bord d'un aeronef.

-3- 225433 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (Materiel de traitement de donnees pour spatlonef

la normae 1750 A ISA Ge l'US Air Force constitue la
nouvelle tendance.)

titre ang. : Data-processing hardware for spacecraft : Air Force
standard 1750 A ISA Is the now trend.

Auteurs BYINGTON L. ; THEIS D.
Affiliation The Aerosp. Corp.. LOs Angeles, US: The Aerosp.

Corp.. Los Angeles. US
type de doc. Publication en serte
Titre publi. : Computer (US)
Source : VOL 19; NO 11; PP. 50-59; 12 Ref.; 3 Fig.; 4 Tabl.;

Contrat USAF No F04701-83-0084; DP. 1986
CODEN CPTRB4
Issn 0018-9162
resume L'aPplication de Is norme 1750 A de i'US Air Force

sur i''architecture des ensembles d'instructions,
(ISA) va domtner ia technologie du traitement de
donnees aerospatiles durant la prochaine decennie
et va permettre d'ombarquer des outils de
developpement de logiciels plus sophistiQues a boro
des soationefa. Presentation de l'etat actuel des
materiels et logiciels homologues ou candidats pour
des applications satiales. La premiere famille (RCA
1802 series) de microprocesseurs spatiaux n'est
desormais plus retenue.

-4- 221054 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. : (Possibilite d'application aux avions futurs a

hautes performances des developpements
tochnologiques realizes pour le F-4 at le Tornado.)

Titre a11. Uebertragbarkeit technologiacher Weiterentwicklungen
zu F-4 und Tornado auf zukDnftige
Hochliestungsf 1 ugzeuge.

Auteurs : KUNY W.
Affiliation : MO (DE)
type de doc. Publication en serte
Titre publi. : DGLR Jahrbiucch (DE)

Source VOL 1985/2; NO 41; 7 P.; 10 Fig.; DGLR 85 131; OP.
196

CODEN : OGLJAN
Iss: 0070-4083

resume :Avantages des transforts do technologie et exemples

.1 _
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d'application au chasseur des annees 90 dans !es
domaines :architecture des systemes. affichage.
lagiciels, integration des systems.

-5- 216791 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Architecture de calculateurs tolerants les

detail lances.
titre ang. Fault tolerant Computer architecture.
Titre cant. NAECON - IEEE 1986 National Aerospace and

Electronics Conference.
LIEU DE CONF. Dayton, US
DATE CONF. 1986/05/19-1986/05/23
Auteurs BROCK( L. 0.; LALA J.: THOMSON 0. B.; BORTNER R. A.;

HUNG J. Y.
Affiliation Charles Stark draper lab. (US); Charles Stark draper

lab. (US); Air Force Wright Aeronautical labs (US)
Air Force Wright Aeronautical labs (US); Air Force
Wright Aeronautical labs (US)

Auteur Call. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(US)

type de doc. Memoire Congres
editeur IEEE (New York)
Source VOL 2; NO 86CH2307-7; pp. 368-382; 16 Ref. ; 6 Fig.;

2 co4munications; DP. 1986
resume Le systeme avance de traitement de donnees pour

vehicules aerospatiauc. concu pour tolerer les
detaillances et les daimmages. se deteriorer
progressivement. etc... Le CRWMCS :le systeme de
coemiande de vol multi-microprocesseur a
recontigurat ion continue.

-6- 216364 C.CEDOCAR
titre tr. Fibres opt iques.
titre ang. Fiber optics.
Titre conf. NAECON - IEEE 1986 National Aerospace and

Electronics Conference.
LIEU DE CONF. Dayton, US
DATE CONF. 1986/05/19-1986/05/23
Auteurs MCLEAN J. R. ; UHLHORN R. W. ; FREEBERG D. M. ; TOROK(

E. J.; STANKOS W. C.
Affiliation Harris Corp (US); Harris Corp (US); Sperry Corps

(US); Sperry Corps (US); Harris Corps (US)
Auteur Coll. Institute at Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(US)
type de dac. Memoire Congres
editeur IEEE (New York)
Source ;VOL 1; NO 86CH2307-7; pp. 146-164; Nb. Ref.; Nb.

Fig.; 3 communications; OP. 1986
resume Reseau de transmission par fibres optiques a boa

d'un aeronet militaire :caracteristiques et
imperatits. Caommutation optique pour bus de
transmission a grand debit. Optimalisation d'un
systeme d'interconnexion demontable pour bus de
transmission de donness par fibres opt iques.

-7- 215570 C.CEDOCAR
titre tr. Architectures d'avioniclue avancee.
titre ang. Advanced avionics architecture.
Titre cont. NAECON - IEEE 1985 National Aerospace andi

Electronics Conterence.
LIEU DE CONF. Dayton, US
DATE CONF. 1986/05/19-1986/05/23
Auteurs HOEFER W. G.; ELENGICAL G.; MAKI S.; NORMAN L. E.; 0

REILLY W. T.
Aftiliation General Electrics (US); Westhinglouse. Detense and

Electronics Syst. (US); General Dynamics (US); Texas
Instruments (US); Westhinghouae (US)

Auteur coll. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(US)

type de doc. Meaire Congres
editeur IEEE (New York)
Source VOL 1; NO 86CH2307-7; PP. 112-143. 1386-1392; Nb.

Ret.; Nb. Fig.; 6 communications; OF. 1986
resume Architecture d'un coprocesseur d'estieation de

parametres. Evaluation de l'etat de itonctionnenent
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des systemes d'armes aeroportes. Le calculateur
correspondant a la norme MIL-STD-1750 A de Texas
Instruments pour le traitement a bord des avions
tactiques des donnees fournies par les differents
capteurs. Une architecture reoondante pour les
differents capteurs. Une architecture redondante
pour la tolerance aux defaillances des systemes
d'armes aeroportes. Reallsation do 1'electronique
des vehicules do transfert d'orbite utilisant 19e
techniques de cout du cycle do vie. Des
architectures developpees par Sanders multipilent
par un facteur de deux a cinQ le debit des
processeurs MIL-STD-1750 A.

-8- 207440 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Les outils des systemes experts et leurs

applications.
titre ang. Experts systems tools and applications.
Titre conf. Conference on software tools.
LIEU DE CONF. New York. US
DATE CONF. : 1985/04/14-1985/04/17
Auteur coll. Polytech. Inst. of New York (US)
type de doc. Memoire Congres
eaiteur IEEE Computer Society Press (Washington)
Source NO 85CH2188-1; pp. 28-70; 38 Ref.; 19 Fig.; 14

Phot.; 6 memoires; DP. 1985
ISbn 0-818-60628-2
resume Description : du programme d'edition OBIE-I

develoope Pour des simulations interactives
(notamment de tableau de bord d'aeronef pour
1'entrainement des equipages); du logiciel LANST
concu pour la simulation ae reseau locaux; des
systemes experts 8ES/SSD d'aide a Is mise au point
et a la correction de logiciels de grandes
dimensions; de l'outil SPACE 1I d'aide en
developpement et a la maintenance des logiciels
(generalement en langage ADA) des forces armees
americaines; d'un systeme expert d'aide a la
formulation de la politique monetaire des
Etats-Unis; de 1loutil de peinture graphique DA
VINCI avec base de connaissance.

-9- 203927 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Developpement d'un logiciel de gestion d'interfaces

systeme.
Auteurs MOREL J. H.; IOURRE B.
Auteur coil. Ec. Nati. Super. d'Ing. do Constr. Aeronaut. (FR)
type de doc. Rapport
no brevet ENSICA 85/6
Source Rapport de fin d'etudes; 71 p.; 5 Ref.; NB Fig.; NB

Tabl.; DP. 1985
resume Le digibus. Les coupleurs d'acces bus. Presentation

du logiciel. Programme d'acquisition des parametres.
Programme de test des coherences.

-10- 199718 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Architecture de calculateur numerique pour un

systeme de cormande do vol de conception avancee.
titre ang. : Digital computer architecture as applied to an

advanced flight control system.
Titre conf. AIAA Guidance. Navigation and Control Conference.
LIEU DE CONF. SnOwinss, US
DATE CONF. 1985/06/19-1985/08/21
Auteurs DIETRICH A. R.; THOMAS F. J.
Affiliation Allied Bendix Aerospace (US); Allied Bendix

Aerospace (US)
Auteur coil. AIAA (US)
type de doc. Memoire Congres
editeur The American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics, New York
Source : pp. 836-841; 3 Fig.; 1 Tabl.; DP. 1985
resume Etude de l'architecture de ce calculateur et de la

redondance reQuise pour assurer Is survie de
l'aeronef en cas d'une defaillance de circuit ou
d'une erreur de logiciel. Ce systems de commande

I_ .
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utiliSe des circuits integres a tres grande echelle
(VLSI) avec des bus de transmission numerique tres
rap ides.

-11- 183235 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Bus de transmission de donnees.
titre ang. Data bus concepts and practices.
Titre conf. AIAA/IEEE 6th digital avionics systems conference.
LIEU DE CONF. Baltimore (US)
DATE CONF. 1984/12/03-1984/12/06
AuteurS PENN 0. ; CHOW K. K. ; SPIETH J.: MACNAMERA S. J.;

DOLECEK C. E.
Affiliation Israel Aircraft Ind (IL); Lockheed (US); US Air

Force (US); Arinc (US); John Hopkins Univ. (US)
Auteur coll. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

(US)
type de doc. Memoire Congres
editeur AIAA, New York
Source Pp. 393-420; 22 Ref.: 35 Fig.; 1 Tabl. ; 5

communications; DP, 1984
resume ;Un bus standard pour lea calculateurs emflarclues

MIL-STD-1750A. Un bus de transmission de donneeS
optique par multiplexage de longueur daonce pour
applications militaires. L'interface MIL-STO-1553 B
ARINC 561. Utilisation de l'intelligence
artificielle dana lea reseaux locaux CSMA/CD et a
jetons. Structures de bus tres rapides pour le
multitraitement.

-12- 182685 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. :Circuits Integres numeriques avances.
titre ang. Advanced digital integrated circuits.
Titre conf. AIAA/IEEE 6th digital avionics systems conference.
LIEU DE CONF. Baltimore (US)
DATE CONF. 1984/12/03-1984/12/06
Auteura FRIEDMAN S. N.; FORDE S. J. ; HILMANTEL M. A.
Affiliation ILC data Service corp (US); Sanders associate (US);

Sanders associate (US)
Auteur coll. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

(US)
type de doc. Memoire Congres
editeur AIAA. New York
Source Pp. 563-572; 1 Ref.; 9 Fig.; 2 comunications; DP.

1984
resume Performances, description et caracteristiques

electriques du BUS 65112 suprahybride, unite pour
terminal a distance, conforme a la norme
MIL-STO-1553B. Circuit VLSI pour calculateur
embarcjue.

-13- 182675 C.CEOOCAR
titre fr. ;Le calculateur aeroporte de l'avenir.
Auteurs CONDOM P. ; BULLOCH C.
type de doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. Interavia Revue (CH)
Source NO 1; PP. 50-53; 3 Fig.; DP. 1985/01
CODEN INRV8O
Issn 0376-9402
resume Ensemble de deux articles relatifa d'une part aux

Iibertes et aux contraintes des commandes de vol
electriques et d'autre part au calculateur aeroporte
de l'avenir qui deviendra de plus en plus compact.
rapidle at intelligent.

-14- 182229 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Avionique modulaire standard.
titre ang. ;Standardized modular avionics.
Titre conf. AIAA/IEEE 6th digital avionics systems conference.
LIEU DE CONF. ;Baltimore (US)
DATE CONF. 1984/12/03-1984/12/06
Auteurs MULVANEY S. P.; PORADISH F. J. ; MCNICHOLS J. K.;

RADCLIFFE W. E. ; KUSEK .J. L.
Affiliation General Dynamics (US); Texas Instruments (US); Naval

Avionics Center (US); ARINC (US); General Dynamics
(US)
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Auteur coll. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(US)

type de doc. Memoire Congres
editeur AIAA, New York
Source pp. 624-652; 5 Ref.; 34 Fig.; 3 Tabi.; 5

commnunications; OP. 1984
resume L'avionique de construction modulaire. Un

calculateur entierement reconfigurable.

-15- 178847 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Developpement d'une famille de calculateurs

modulaires pour le traitement de donnees Ce vol a
cout d'acquisition minimal.

titre ang. Development of modular air data computer family
for minimum coat of ownership.

Titre conf. 14th congress of ICAS.
LIEU DE CONF. Toulouse (FR)
DATE CDNF. 1984/09/10-1984/09/14
Auteurs COLSON .J. M.: MACXLEY F. T.
Affiliation Marconi Avionics Ltd. Rochester (GB); Marconi

Avionics Ltd. Rochester (GB)
type Ce doc. Memoire Congres
Titre publi. ICAS Congress (US)
editeur ICAS
Source VOL 2; NO 4-9-3; pp. 1075-1078; 1 Fig.; 4 Prot.; OP.

1984
CODEN AAUSAK
Isbn 0-915-92889-2
resume Lea developpements de l'utilisation de la conception

assistee par calculateur et Ce )'integration a tres
grande echelle ont pereis Ce concevoir et fabriquer
quatre variantes de calculateurs numeriques.
possedant un tronc: coimmun electronique de 85 pour
cent et pouvant etre adaptees a 30 types distincta
d!'aeronef 5. Etude des parametres economiques de ces
calculateurs. Description Cu hardware et des essais
en vol.

-16- 174497 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (Architecture des calculateurs destines a

I 'avionique.)
titre ang. ;Avionics computer architecture.
Auteurs NICHILS J.
type de Coc. Publication en serie
Titre publi. International Defense Review~ (CH)
Source VOL 17/9; pp. 50-53; 8 Fig.; Special Electronics No

2/84; DP. 1984
CODEN IORVAL
Isan 0020-6512
resume Diverses categories d'architectures Ce calculateurs.

Les calculateurs sequentiels. Exemples Ce
multiprocesseurs pour systemes avioniques. Les
premiers Processeurs paral leles aeroportes.

-17- 163931 C.CEDOC&R
titre fr. L'avionique Cu F/A-lB.
titre ang. :Advanced F/A-18 avionics.
Titpe conf. Advanced concepts for avionics/weapon system design,

development and integration.
LIEU DE CONF. :Ottawa (Canada)
DATE CONF. 1983/04/18-1983/04/22
Auteurs :DRUMND R. C.; LOOPER J. L.
Affiliation Mcoonnel Douglas; Uc~onnel Douglas
Auteur coil. ;Advisory group for aerospace reaerch and

development
type Ce doc. :Memoire Congres
Titre publi. IAgard conference proceedings (FR)
editeur :Agard (Neuilly/Seine)
Source ;NO CP 343; pp. 15.1-15.12; 12 Fig.; DP. 1983
CODEN AGCPAV
Issn 0549-7191
resume Description Cu systeme avionique/systeme d'arme.

Circuits integres a grande echelle et
microprocesseurs d'apres la norme MIL ST0 1553A.
Missile AMRAAM. Systeme d'information JTIOS.
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-18- 162950 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. Conference sup les calculateurs dans le domaine

aerospatial.
Titre conf. Computers in Aerospace Conference.
LIEU DE CONF. Hartford, CT, Etats-Unis
DATE CONF. 1983/10/24-1983/10/26
Auteur coil. Amer. Inst. Of Aeon. and Astronautics
type de doc. : Congres
editeur Amer. Inst. Of Aeron. and Astronautics
Source NO 4; 502 p.; DP. 1983
resume Recueil de 68 memoires signales en detail dans les

International Aerospace Abstracts volume 24, No I du
01/01/84.

-19- 152566 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (Sur les systemes numeriques).
titre ang. Digital system topics
Auteurs CAMPBELL H. W.
Auteur coll. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
type de doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. IEEE Conference Publication (US)
Source VOL. 1, NO 83CH1868-9 (1983), PP. 670-694: 17 ref.

17 fig., 4 tabl. NAECON 83, Dayton, OH, 17-19/05/83
CODEN ICH024
resume Ouatre articles traitent: d'un programme totalement

interactif Pour l'evaluation de la fiabilite ae
systemes numeriques tolerant les erreurs; de
techniques d'analyse de fiabilite et de soutien
logistique Pour avionique tolerant les erreurs: de
simulations appliquees a la conception d'un systeme

multiplex integre pour l'avionique pour nelicoptere
Agusta A 129; d'une architecture pour systemes
d'informatique repartie fonctionnant en temps reel.

-20- 144755 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (L'armee de )'air americaine etudie un nouveau

concept de calculateur).
titre ang. USAF Studies new computer concept
Auteurs ELSON B. M.

type de doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. Aviation Week and Space Technology (US)

Source VOL. 118. NO 19 (9/5/83). PP. 69-71; 2 fig.
CODEN : AWSTAV
resume Le laboratoire de dynamique de vol de I'US Air Force

evalue une architecture de calculateur
multimicroprocesseur pour commande de vol
susceptible Ce reduire largement le cout des
calculateurs tolerant les defaillances et de
multiplier plusieurs fols le temps disponiole entre
les operations de maintenance Dlanifiee de ces
systemes. Des microprocesseurs autonomes sont
rellees par un ensemble commun de bus de donnees,
ils comprennent des unites actives et des unites en
reserve (60 et 40 environ resoectivement), chaque
processeur etant capable d'effectuer n'importe
quelle tache a n'imoorte quel moment.

-21- 144126 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. : (Microcalculateur operationnel tolerant les

defaillances pour une fiabilite tres elevee).
titre aog. : Operational fault-tolerant microcomputer for very

high reliability
Auteurs : MASHKURI YAACOB; HARTLEY M. G.: DEPLEDGE P. G.
Affiliation : (1) Univ. of Malaya, Malaisie, (2,3) Univ. of

Manchester (GB)
type Oe doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. IEE Proceedings-E-Comouters and Digital Technique

(US)
Source VOL. 130, NO 3 (5/83). PP. 90-94: 17 ref. , 4 fig.,

1 tabl.
CODEN IJCTDJ
Issn 0143-7062
resume Description d'un microcaiculateur a triple

redondance modulaire concu pour fonctionner pendant
3 heures a bord d'un aeronef. avec une probabilite
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de panne inferieure a 1 sur 10 exp. 8. 11 utilise un
reseau de microprocesseurs Motorola M 6800.

-22- 139562 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr (Systemes do gestion de vol et systemes de

communicat ion).
titre ang. Flight management systems and data links
Auteurs HENDRICKSON 7. W.
Affiliation (1) BOEING COMPANY
type de doc. PublicatiOn en Serie
Titre publi. The aeronautical Journal (GB)
Source VOL. 87. NO 862 (02/83). PP. 52-67; 6 ref. , 20

fig.. 5 tab). No 1054. Conference -Today and tomorew
mini and micro computers in airline operations.
10/82

CODEN AENJAK
Issn 0001-9240
resume Presentation de l'architecture et des interfaces du

systeme digital de gestion de vol mis au point par
Boeing Dour le 757 et 767.

-23- 131699 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (Application de l'informatiQue distribuee aux

systemes avioniques).
titre ang. Application of distributed system designs to avionic

systems
Auteurs MOSES K.; NELSON H.: WILCOCK G. W.; LANCASTER P.
Affiliation (1) Bendix Corp (US), (2) Navl Weapons Center (US).

(3) Royal Aircraft Establishment (GB). (4) British
Aerospace (GB)

type de doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. : AGARD Conference Proceedings
Source VOL. CP-303 (1981). PP. 32.1-57.3; nbr. ref. , nbr.

fig., nor. tabi. Tactical Airborne Distributed
Computing and Networks. Roros 22-25/6/81

CODEN AGCPAV
resume Sept communications. Commande tntegree des systemes

mecaniques pour 10 futur avion de combat.
Architecture du systems d'armes du Mirage 2000.
Calculateurs et unites de soutien du systeme d'armes
des avions F/A-18 et F/A-leA. Conception d'un reseau
informatique ultra-fiable pour avioniQue.

-24- 131697 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. (Tolerance aux defaillances et fiabilite Cans la

conception).

titre ang. Fault tolerance and reliability in designs
Auteurs STERN A. D.; MCGOUGH J. G.; SWERN F.; BAVUSO S. J.
Affiliation (1) Boeing Co. (US). (2,3) Bendix Corp. (US), (4)

Nasa (US)
type de doc. Publication en Serie
Titre publi. AGARD Conference Proceedings
Source VOL. CP-303 (1981), PP. 20.1-S5.2; nor. ref. , nor.

fig., nor. tabl. Tactical Airborne Distributed
Computing and Networks Roros 22-25/6/81

CODEN AGCPAV
resume Cinq communications. Mbthodologie Dour evaluer le

risque de panne d'un miniprocesseur avionique
numerique. Specification hierarchisee d'un systeme
de commande de vol tolerant des defaillances. Reseau
d'echange reconfigurable pour controle de processus
reparti.

-25- 130669 C.CEDDCAR
titre fr. (Methodes de conception d'un systeme distribue).
titre ang. Distributed system design approaces
Auteurs CALLAWAY A. A.; PRIESTER R. W.; BROMLEY K.; CLARY J.
Affiliation (1) Royal Aircraft Establishment (GB), (2) Research

Triangle Inst. (US). (3.4) Naval Ocean Systems
Center (US)

type de coc. Publication en Serie
Tttre publi. AGARD Coference Proceedings
Source VOL. CP-303 (1981), PP. 11.1-53.3; nor. ref. , nbr.

fig., nor. tabl. Tactical Airborne Distributed
Computing and Networks, Rorors 22-25/6/81)

j m lllmlmIlIlll
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CODEN AGCPAV
Isbn 92-835-0302-3
resume :Quatre commd'unicationls. Presentation d'une technique

de gestion de base de donnees destinee a verifier
)'architecture d'un systeme d'informatique repartie.
Methodes do traitement de signal a l'aide de reseaux
systoliques. Commande informatisee distribuee en
temps reel pour les systesios avionique des aeonefs
embarques sur Porte avions.

-26- 129190 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. :Les calculateurs de gestion de vol.
Auteurs GROSSIN M. J.
type de dmc. :Ouvrage
editeur :Institut Francais de Navigation
Source :VOL. 1, NO FP 4 (1982), 17 P.: 10 fig. Congres

International des Instituts de Navigation. Paris.
21-24/09/82

resume Equipement des avions civils de la nouvelle
generation avec un systeme FIUS unique Dour la
navigation horizontale et verticale: architecture du
FUS et optimalisation du vol.

-27- 125245 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. ( Specification formelle et verification mecanique du

calculateur SIFT: un systeme de coossande de vol
tolerant los defaillances).

titre ang. Formal specification and mechanical verification of
SIFT: a fault-tolerant flight control system

Auteurs MELLIAR SMITH P. M.; SCHWARTZ R. L.
Affiliation :(1.2) SRI Intern., US
type do doc. :Publication en Serie
Titre publi. :IEEE Transactions On Computers (US)
Source :VOL. 31. NO 7 (07/82), PP. 616-630; 11 ref. , 9 fig.
CODEN :ITC084
Issn :0018-9340
resume :Presentation des methodes d'e5Sai employees pour

demontrer clue ce calculateur repondait aux
specifications doe tolerance do defaillance propres
aux systemes doe commando do vol. telles qu'elles ont
etc fixees par )a FAA et la NASA.

-28- 107681 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. :(Le LHX: une conception de systeme avionique

avance).
titre ang. :LHX: an advanced avionics system design
Auteurs :D AVINO D. S.; SPIEGEL S. S.
type do doc. :Publication en Serie
Titre publi. :AIAA/IEEE Digital Avionics Conference (US)
Source :VOL. 4, NO 2249 (11/81). PP. 156-162; 5 fig. (St

Louis (Mo.). 17-19/11/81)
CODEN :AAPRAQ
resume :Description do Il'architecture do cot equipement

avionique destine aux systemes d'armes avances des
annees 90 et en particulier aux helicopteres.

-29- 102277 C.CEDOCAR
titre fr. :Software : design and control of software dominated

systems; (Le logiciel : conception et coffnande des
systemes ou le logiciel joue un role dominant).

AuteurS CACERES R. G.; WARD j. W.; BERLACK H. R.; TOULOUSE
P.; SUTTON R. W.

Auteur coll. :Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
type do doc. :Publication en Serie
Titre Publi. :Proceedings of the 1981 RTCA Asjembly (US)
no brevet :SBN 0145-9589
Source :NO 1981 (1981). PP. 123-213; nombr. fig. (3e

Session)
CODEN :RTCABR
resume :Cinq memoires : conception du logiciel pour Ia

systome do guidago numerique du DC-9 Super 80;
application des normas do conception du logiciel a
l'equipouent des avions coumerciaux; controle do la
configuration du materiel et du logiciol; 1e
logiciel dans 1'hfoilogation des nouveaux avions
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Civils do transport ouropoens; le logiciel dans
1'homologation des systemes et eluipements de bora.

-30- 74757 C.CEDOCAR
titre ang. : Software standardization and MIL-STD-1750.
Auteurs : HERRELKO 0. A.; DENTON 0.
type do doc. : Publication en Soeri
Titre publi. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Now York, National Aerospace and electronics
conference

Source VOL. 2. NO 1980 (1980). PP. 880-91: 25 ref. (Dayton
(Ohio), 20-22/5/80, A81-30226)

CODEN 1CH024

-31- 74736 C.CEDOCAR
titre ang. Fault tolerance applications to future military

system avionics.
Auteurs : HARRIS R. L.; JONES E. E.
type do docc. Publication en Sere
Titre publi. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

New York, National Aerospace and electronics
conference

Source VOL. 1, NO 1980 (1980). PP. 412-419; 20 ref. (Dayton
(Ohtio), 20-22/5/80, A81-30226)

CODEN ICH024

i'

U
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-1- 618419 C.NTIS
Titre anglals : New Technology Impacts on Future Avionics

Architectures.
Ref. Conference This article is from 'Advanced Computer Aids in the

Planning end Execution of Air Warfare and Ground
Strike Operations: Conference Proceedings, Meeting
of the Avionics Panels of AGARD (51st) Held in
Kongsberg. Norway on 12-16 May 1986,' AD-A182 096,
p1O-1-10-7.

Auteurs MEJZAK R. S.
Organisms auteur: Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 7; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AO; DP. C1986
Resume :This paper provides an interpretation of avionics

architecture with respect to system components.
organization, and design factors. Initially, general
avionics architecture characteristics are addressed
followed by discussions on emerging new technologies
and their impact and advanced systems. Information
handling requirements are projected for future
tactical aircraft. In addition, advanced avionics
architecture design consideration and technical
Issues are addressed relative to achieving improved
performance, reliability, survivability, flexibility
and low life cycle cost. (Author).

-2- 616504 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Impact of Future Avionics Technology on the Conduct

of Air Warfare.
Auteurs : DASARO J. A.
Organism auteur: Army Avionics Research and Development Activity,

Fort Monmouth, NJ.*National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, DC.

Type Document : Report
Source : In AGARD Improvement of Combat Performance for

Existing and Future Aircraft, 9p.; NP. 9; NTIS
Prices: (Order as N87-22663 PC AO7/MF A01); OP. Dec86

Resume : A synopsis is given of the conclusions reached by
the Systems Subpanel of the NATO AGARD workshop on
the potential impact of development in electronic
technology on the future conduct of air warfare.
Avionic system integration technology, system
architecture, data processing, data comunication
paths, computer programs, fault detection andisolation, and system design methodology are among
the topics discussed.

-3- 602192 C.NTIS
Titre anglais Potential Impact of Developments in Electronic

Technology on the Future Conduct of Air Warfare.
Volume 3.

Organism auteur: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Neuilly-sur-Seine (France).

Type Document : Report
RPT.CTR,GRT : RPT AGARD-AR-232-VOL-3
Source : See also Volume 2. AD-C040 122. Presented at AGARD

Avionics Panel Workshop. The Hague, Netherlands,
21-25 Oct 85.; NP. 118; NTIS Prices: PC AO6/MF AOl;
OP. Dec 86

Resume :Today the Warsaw Pact nations enjoy a large
quantitative advantage in equipment that is offset
by superior technology in our weapons systems.
Nevertheless, most agree that con'iinued exploitation
of emerging technologies is needed by NATO to
maintain a qualitative lead, and that continued
progress in microelectronics and information
processing offers opportunities for NATO to maintain
its technical superiority. The development of
electronic technology continues unabated. Advances
In microelectronics are resulting in circuit
densities many orders of magnitude greater than in
current usage, making possible higher speeO
circuitry and greater storage capacity. At the same
time, evolving RG techniques are leading to
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monolithic microwave integrated Circuits and
miCrostrip antennas with corresponding reductions in
size and weight. In ad ition. rapid advances are
taking place in computer architecture and software
that will provide improved information processing
and control. This, Coupled with progress in
artificial intelligence and man-machine Interface.
offers promise of greatly improved battle management
in the Cockpit. The scale of changes is such that
the nature of air warfare should be significantly
affected over the next twenty years. (NATO
furnished).

-4- 595437 C.NTIS
Titre anglais Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS).
Ref. Conference : 13. symposium on Aircraft Integrated Data Systems

(AIDS-13), Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). 17-19 Sep 1985.
Auteurs KALBE H.
Organisme auteur: Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich

(Germany, F.R.). Information und Dokumentation.
Type Document : Conference
RPT.CTRGRT : RPT MOO-UT--67/85-Oe
Source NP. 13; NTIS Prices: PC E07; DP. 1985
Resume : The experiences with the Aircraft Integrated Data

System (AIDS) over several years In the A-310 are
reported. The situation referring to the Customer
requirements, the systems goals and the integration
problems are discussed. The repercussions of these
aspects on the systems architecture and a solution
which covers these problems are presented. (Rig).
(Copyright (C) 1986 by FIZ. Citation no.
86:080824.).

-5- 585327 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Synergistically Integrated Reliability Architecture:

A Reliability Analysis of an Ultra-Reliable Fault
Tolerant Computer Design.

Auteurs : NELSON 0. J.
Organisms auteur: Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, CA.
Type Document :Thesis
Source Master's thesis; NP. 13?; NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF

AOl: DP. 26 Sep 86
Resume :This thesis develops a Semi-Markov reliability model

for the Synergistically Integrated Reliability (SIR)
computer architecture. The SIR architecture is an
advanced hybrid redundancy scheme that combines
several current reliability techniques to achieve
hardware and software reliability. These methods
include hybrid redundancy. N-Version programing and
source Congruent data interchange. The architecture
is designed to support active control systems in the
aircraft industry as well as the bus controller
requirements for the Dispersed Sensor Processor Mesh
(DSPM) system for ultra-reliable computer
comunications. The paper also develops high level
algorithms for fault detection, location, and
configuration management within the SIR system. The
reliability model integrates the hardware design.
the hybrid redundancy philosophy, and the operating
constraints of an active control system into a
single reliability model. Specific models are
developed for the 3. 4, and 5 processor cases of the
SIR architecture and plots of the system reliability
vs mission time are generated using the SURE
Reliability Analysis Program.

-6- 566524 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Investigation of an Advanced Fault Tolerant

Integrated Avionics System.
Auteurs : DUNN W. R.; COTTRELL D.; FLANDERS J.; JAVORNIK A.;

RUSOVICK M.
Organiss auteur: University of Southern Colorado, Pueblo. School of

Applied Science and Engineering Technology.'National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

g7A
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Type Document : Report
RPTCTR.GRT RPT HAS 1.26:176080; CTR NCC2-277
Source Final technical rept. Nov 83-Mar 86.; NP. 76; NTIS

Prices: PC AO6/MF AOl; Monitor NASA-CR-176980; DP.
Mar s

Resume : Presented is an advanced. fault-tolerant
multiprocessor avionics architecture as Could be
employed in an advanced rotorcraft such as LHX. The
processor structure is designed to interface with
existing digital avionics systems and concepts
including the Army Digital Avionics System (ADAS)
cockpit/display system, navaid and communicat ions
suites, integrated sensing suite, and the Advanced
Digital Optical Control System (ADOCS). The report
defines mission, maintenance and safety-of-flight
reliability goals as might be expected for an
operational LHX aircraft. Based on use of a modular.
compact (16-bit) microprocessor card family, results
of a preliminary study examining simplex, dual and
stanaby-sparing architectures is presented. Given
the stated constraints, it is shown that the dual
architecture is best suited to meet reliability
goals with minimum hardware and software overhead.
The report presents hardware and software design
considerations for realizing the architecture
including redundancy management requiremnts and
techniques as well as verification and validation
needs and methods.

-7- 532889 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Reliability Aspects of Software for Digital

Avionics.
Auteurs DEKKER G. J.
Organisme auteur: National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam

(Netherlands).6National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, DC.

Type Document : Report
RPTCTRGRT RPT NLR-TR-82126-U; RPT 08568394; CTR RB-RL-1982-1-

3.3
Source : Revised.; NP. 95; NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF A01; DP.

1985
Resume : Methods to develop reliable software based avionics

system, especially for safety critical functions.
are reviewed. The differences between analog and
digital systems, and the policy of the FAA to
certify software based systems are presented.
Methods to minimize the number of errors during
software development, methods to remove as many
errors as possible via testing, and methods to
minimize the effect of remaining errors during
operational flights are outlined. A safety analysis
regarding common-mode failures Is given. Reliability
related techniques used by avionics manufacturers
are discussed.

-8- 498229 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Development and Evaluation of a Fault-Tolerant

Multiprocessor (FTMP) Computer. Volume 3. FTMP Test
and Evaluation.

Auteurs : LALA J. H.; SMITH T. B.
Organisme auteur: Charles Stark Draper Lab., Inc., Cambridge,

MA.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington. DC.

Type Document : Report
RPT.CTR,GRT : RPT NAS 1.26:166073; RPT CSDL-R-1602-V-3; CTR NASI-

t5336
Source :Final rept.; NP. 115; NTIS Prices: PC AO6/MF A01;

Monitor NASA-CR-166073; DP. May 83Resume : The experimental test and evaluation of the
Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor (FTMP) is described.
Major objectives of this exercise Include expanding
validation envelop, building Confidence in the
system, revealing any weaknesses in the
architectural Concepts and in their execution in
hardware and software, and in general, stressing the
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hardware and software. To this end, Pin-level faults
were injected into one LRU of the FTMP and the FTMP
response was measured in term of fault detection.
isolation. and recovery time. A total of 21,055
stuck-at-O. stuck-at-I and invert-signal faults were
injected in the CPU, memory, bus interface circuits.
Bus Guardian Units. and voters and error latches. Of
these, 17.418 were detected. At least 60 percent of
undetected faults are estimated to be on unused
pins. The multiprocessor Identified all detected
faults correctly and recovered successfully in each
case. Total recovery tims for all faults averaged a
little over one second. This can be reduced to half

a second by including appropriate self-tests.

-9- 496226 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Development and Evaluation of a Fault-Tolerant

Multiprocessor (FTMP) Computer. Volume 2. FTMP
Software.

Auteurs : LALA J. H.; SMITH T. 8.
Organisms auteur: Charles Stark Draper Lab., Inc.. Camridge,

MA.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.

Type Document : Report
RPT,CTRGRT RPT NAS 1.26:166072; RPT CSDL-R-1601-V-2; CTR NASl-

15336
Source :Final rept.; NP. 234; NTIS Prices: PC All/MF AOl;

Monitor NASA-CR-166072; DP. May 83
Resume : The software developed for the Fault-Tolerant

Multiprocessor (FTMP) is described. The FTMP
executive Is a timer-interrupt driven dispatcher
that schedules iterative tasks which run at 3.125,
12.5, and 25 Hz. Mejor tasks which run under the
executive include system configuration control,
flight control, and display. The flight control task
includes autopilot and autoland functions for a jet
transport aircraft. System Displays include status
displays of all hardware elements (processors,
memories. 1/O ports. buses), failure log displays
showing transient and hard faults, and an autopilot
display. All software is in a higher order language
(AED, an ALGOL derivative). The executive is a fully
distributed general purpose executive which
automatically balances the load among available
processor triads. Provisions for graceful
performance degradation under processing overload
are an Integral part of the scheduling algorithm.

-10- 466026 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Navy Should Join the Air Force and Army Program to

Develop an Advanced Integrated Avionics System.
Organism. auteur: General Accounting Office, Washington. DC. National

Security and International Affairs Div.
Type Document : Report
RPT.CTR.GRT : RPT GAO/NSIAD-05-94; RPT B-215379
Source : NP. 17; NTIS Prices: PC AO2/IF AOl; OP. 17 Jun 85
Resume : Modern technology Should soon enable separate

avionics systems In an aircraft to be consolidated
into a single package to conserve space, save
weight, and reduce costs. The report points out the
potential benefits of avionics consolidation and
recmends the Navy join In a demonstration program
now being conducted by the Air Force and Army to
exploit such benefits.

-11- 487455 C.NTIS
Titre anglats : Rotorcraft Digital Advanced Avionics System (RODAAS)

Functional Description.
Auteurs : PETERSON E. M.; BAILEY J.; MCMANUS T. J.
Organisme auteur: Honeywell, Inc.. St. Louis Park, W4. Military

Avionics Div.0National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, DC.

Type Documet :Report
RPTCTR,GRT : RPT NAS 1.26:186611; CTR NAS2-11805
Source : NP. 1N; NTIS Prices: PC AO9/NF AO; Monitor
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NASA-CR-IGNll; DP. Jan 05
Resume : A functional design of a rotorcraft digital advanced

avionics system (ROOAAS) to transfer the technology
developed for general aviation in the Demonstration
Advanced Avionics System (DAAS) program to

rotorcraft operation was undertaken. The objective
was to develop an integrated avionics system design

that enhances rotorcraft single pilot IFR operations
without Increasing the required pilot
training/experience by exploiting advanced
technology In computers, busing, displays and
integrated system design. A key element Of the
avionics system Is the functionally distributed
architecture that has the potential for nigh
reliability with low weight, power and cost. A
functional description of the RODAAS hardware and
software functions is presented.

-12- 46401 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Proceedings of the Technical Forum (3rd) On the F-16

MIL-STD-1750 Microprocessor and the F-16
MIL-STD-15899 Compiler Held at Wright-Patterson AF8,
OH on May 5-6. 1982. Volume 2. Specifications.

Auteurs : PESLER J. L.; SHOULDERS D.
Organism auteur: Aeronautical System Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Type Document Report
RPT.CTR.GRT : RPT ASD-TR-62-SOIl-VOL-2
Source :See also Volume 1, AD-AlSO 583.; NP. 547; NTIS

Prices: PC A23/IF AOl; Or. 6 May 82
Resume Contents: Critical Item Development Specification

for MIL-STD-1750A Microproes sors 16ZElIG
(Preliminary); Avionic Processor Standard
Instruction Set Architecture Requirements 16PP379A;
Interim Processor Design Requirements 16PP456
(Draft); Computer Program Development Specification
for the F-16 Integrated JOVIAL J-73 Support Software
System 16ZE165; Dual EIL-STD-1750A Assembly Syntax
for F-IA & Integrated Support Software System; Dual
Users Manual.

-13- 466400 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Proceedings of the Technical Forum (3rd) on the F-16

WIL-STD-1750A Microprocessor and the F-16
MIL-STD-1589B Compiler Held at Wright-Patterson AFB.

OH on May 5-6, 1982. Volume 1. Papers.
Auteurs : PESLER J. L.; SHOULDERS D.
Organisms auteur: Aeronautical System Div.. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Type Document : Report
RPT.CTRGRT : RPT ASD-TR-82-5011-VOL-1
Source : SO also Volume 2, AD-AI50 584.: NP. 547; NTIS

Prices: PC A23/MF A01; DP. 6 May 82
Resume : Contents: MIL-STD-1750A Microprocessor: Management

Overview; Program Overview; Functional and technical
description; Applications and hardware; Test and
evaluation equipment; Interim processor transition;
F-16 1IL-STD-15898 compiler; Fairchild marketing
approach; Life cycle cost analysis; MIL-STD-1750A;
Managing the standard; Transition plan to upgrade
the digital Integrating subsystem to MIL-STD-1750A
for MRASN; wasp weapon system/digital processing;
Delco electronics MIL-STD-1750A architecture

computer family; A new silicon-o-sapphire
UIL-STD-1750A microprocessor; Texas instruments

VHSIC MIL-STD-1750A microprocessor; Testability
support system for 175OA: Incircuit fault
simulator; Embedded computer standardization program
office (ECSPO); An implementation of a 1750 computer
and Its working environment; Support of software
tools; Use of the 1750A sup por t software on an IBM
3033 under MV/CUS; The AFWAL MIL-STD-IS698 Jovial
compiler.

-14- 412427 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Definition, Analysis and Development of an Optical

Data Distribution Network for Integrated Avionics
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and Control Systems. Part 2: Compwonent Development
and System Integration.

Auteurs : YEN H. W.; MORRISON R. J.
Organisme auteur: Hughes Research Labs.. Malibu. CA.*National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington.
DC.

Type Document : Report
RPT.CTR.GRT : RPT NAS 1.26:172429; CTR NASI-15829
Source :Final Report, 1 May 1979 - 31 Mar. 1984.; NP. 80;

NTIS Prices: PC AO5/MF A01; Monitor NASA-CR-172429;
OP. Jun 84

Resume : Fiber optic transmission is emerging as an
attractive concept in data distribution onboard
civil aircraft. Development of an Optical Data
Distribution Network for Integrated Avionics and
Control Systems for coamercial aircraft will provide
a data distribution network that gives freedom from
EMI-RFI and ground loo problems, eliminates
crosstalk and short circuits, provides protection
and immunity from lightning induced transients and
give a large bandwidth data transmission capability.
In addItion there is a potential for significantly
reducing the weight and increasing the reliability
over conventional data distribution networks.
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a
candidate method for data comnunication between the
various avionic subsystems. With WOS all systems
couid conceptually communicate with each other
without time sharing and requiring complicated
coding schemes for each computer and subsystem to
recognize a message. However, the state of the art
of optical technology limits the application of
fiber optics In advanced integrated avionics and
control systems. Therefore, it is necessary to
address the architecture for a fiber optics data
distribution system for integrated avionics and
control systems as well as develop prototype
components and systems.

-15- 409485 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Software Control and System Configuration

Management: A Systems-Wide Approach.
Ref. Conference : Previously Announced in Ida as A84-26713. Prepared

in Cooperation with NASA. Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif. Presented at IEEE/Aiaa 5TH
Digital Avionics Systems Conf., Seattle, 31 Oct. - 3
Nov. 1983.

Auteurs : PETERSEN K. L.; FLORES C.
Organisme auteur: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Edwards, CA. Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center.
Type Document z Conference
RPT,CTR,GRT : RPT NAS 1.15:85906; RPT H-1256
Source : NP. 21; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl; Monitor

NASA-TM-85908; OP. Aug 84
Resume : A comprehensive software control and system

configuration management process for flight-crucial
digital control systems of advanced aircraft has
been developed and refined to insure efficient
flight system development and safe flight
operations. Because of the highly complex
Interactions among the hardware, software, and
system elements of state-of-the-art digital flight
control system designs, a systems-wide approach to
configuration control and management has been used.
Specific procedures are implemented to govern
discrepancy reporting and reconc0ltation, software
and hardware change control, systems verification
and validation testing, and formal documentation
requirements. An active and knowledgeable
configuration control board reviews and approves all
flight system configuration modifications and
revalidation tests. This flexible process has proved
effective during the development and flight testing
of several research aircraft and remotely piloted
research vehicles with digital flight control

+ _ _
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systems that ranged from relatively simple to highly
complex. integrated mechanizations.

-16- 409482 C.NTIS
Titre anglals : Software Modifications to the Demonstration Advanced

Avionics Systems (DAAS).
Auteurs : NEDELL B.; HARDY G.
Organisme auteur: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Moffett Field, CA. Ames Research Center.
Type Document Report
RPTCTR.GRT RPT NAS 1.15:85942; RPT A-9713

Source : NP. 36; NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl; Monitor
NASA-TM-85942; DP. Aug 84

Resume : Critical information required for the design of
Integrated avionics suitable for generation aviation
is applied towards software modifications for the
Demonstration Advanced Avionics System (DAAS). The
program emphasizes the use of data busing,
distributed microprocessors, shared electronic
displays and data entry devices, and improved
functional capability. A demonstration advanced

avionics system (DAAS) is designed, built, and
flight tested in a Cessna 402, twin engine, general

aviation aircraft. Software modifications are made
to DAAS at Ames concurrent with the flight test
program. The changes are the result of the

experience obtained with the system at Ames, and the
comments of the pilots who evaluated the system.

-17- 401600 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Fault Tolerant Architectures for Integrated Aircraft

Electronics Systems, Task 2.
Auteurs LEVITT K. N.; MELLIAR SMITH P. M.; SCHWARTZ R. L.
Organisme auteur: SRI International, Menlo Park, CA.*National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

Type Document : Report
RPTCTRGRT : RPT NAS 1.26:172282: CTR NAS1-17067
Source Final Report,; NP. 96: NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01;

Monitor NASA~CR-172282; OP. Jun 84
Resume : The architectural basis for an advanced fault

tolerant on-board computer to succeed the current

generation of fault tolerant computers is examined.
The network error tolerant system architecture is
studied with particular attention to intercluster
configurations and communication protocols, and to
refined reliability estimates. The diagnosis of

faults, so that appropriate choices for
reconfiguration can be made is discussed. The

analysis relates particularly to the recognition of
transient faults in a system with tasks at many
levels of priority. The demand driven data-flow
architecture, which appears to have Possible
application in fault tolerant systems is described
and work investigating the feasibility of automatic

generation of aircraft flight control programs from
abstract specifications is reported.

-18- 397875 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Quantum Leap in Avionics.
Ref. Conference :This article is from 'Proceedings Papers of the AFSC

(Air Force Systems Command) Avionics Standardization
Conference (2nd) Held at Dayton, Ohio on 30
November-2 December 1982. Volume 2'. AD-A142 777,
p959-974.

Auteurs CANTRELL W. E.
Organisme auteur: General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX. Fort Worth Div.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 16; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01; OP. Nov 82

Resume : Current standardization levels in such program as
the F-16 are providing benefits of productivity and
growth that have been significant in the success of
that program. The ever-increasing drive to

performance. multi-use system and diverse weapons
has heavily taxed current avionic resources. In
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addition, the data transfer requirement is
complicated by the high speed data flow that modern
computers both feed on an Produce; by multiple
source-multiple destination video distribution
requirement; the need to self-test the System to
lower levels; and the desire to dynamically
reconfigure from a failure. Fortunately, the
technology to achieve solutions to these new
problems is evolving in the VHSIC and fiber otpics
programs, so that it is possible to rearchitecture
the system at the module level as opposed to the LRU
level. Module level standardization around a small
number of types allows a large number of system
level combinations while achieving economies of
scale at the module level. The usual objection to
standardization, that it freezes innovation, is
avoided by technology transparency provisions; while
at the same time the objection that standardization
obsoletes the present is avoided by downward
compatibility provisions. Candidates for
standardization In this approach include bus
interfaces, the system network, modules and racks.
(Author).

-19- 397859 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : PAVE PILLAR: A Maturation Process for an Advanced

Avionics Architecture.
Ref. Conference This article is from 'Proceedings Papers of the AFSC

(Air Force Systems Comand) Avionics Standardization
Conference (2nd) Held at Dayton. Ohio on 30
November-2 December 1982. Volume 2', AD-A142 777.
p675-690.

Auteurs MORGAN D. R.; BELLEM R. D.
Organisme auteur: Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs.,

Wright-Patterson AFS, OH.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 16; NTIS Prices: PC A02/F AO1; OP. Nov 82
Resume : Recent speed and density advancements in

microelectronics will now permit the development of
powerful and affordable avionic architectural
elements - viz. processing, memories and wide band
data buses. An advanced architecture Making use of
these elements and coupled with highly flexible
software, will enhance the capability to fully
exploit Information integration and automation
processes. An abundance of real-time data is
available for Integration from diverse subsystems
aboard advanced military aircraft. Dramatic
improvements in avioniC system availability, crew
workload reduction, weapon system survivability and
Supportability are possible using this approach. The
introduction of these system integration
technologies Into the force structure Is needed at
the earliest opportunity to meet expanding mission
requirements. However, care must be exercised to
ensure that concepts and standards have been matured
through validation testing to avoid potentially
costly mistakes. The Air Force has establishd the
PAVE PILLAR Program to provide the need maturation
of advanced avionic system architectural approaches,
system elements and potential system standards
during advanced development. This Program also
initiates the concept of establishing system
integration technology as a separate discipline
within the Laboratory framework. This paper
describes the PAVE PILLAR Program being Pursued
within the Avionics Laboratory of the Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories. Enhancements to
operational force effectiveness resulting from
system integration will be described, along with
advanced system technology elements and potential
standards which will De developed and demonstrated.
(Author).
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-20- 397857 C.NTIS
Titre anglats : Elements for Successful Implementation of Computing

Standards.
Ref. Conference : This article is from 'Proceedings Papers of the AFSC

(Air Force Systems Comand) Avionics Standardization
Conference (2nd) Held at Dayton, Ohio on 30
November-2 December 1982. Volume 2', AD-A142 777,
P643-653.

Auteurs : ENGLAND G. R.
Organlsme auteur: General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX. Fort Worth Div.
Type Document Conference
Source NP. 11; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01; OP. NOv 82
Resume The F-16 avionics implements what is likely the

broadest application of standards of any USAF weapon
system. Standards available in 1976 were applied
which consisted of the MIL-STD-1553 Multiplex Data
Bus. JOVIAL J38 which was the defacto Software HOL
and precursor to JOVIAL J73 dialect and the
MIL-STD-483/490 software documentation standard.
These standards were instrumental in making the F-16
a very successful program. The F-16 avionic system
is now being greatly expanded to accommodate
advanced sensors and weapons currently in USAF

funded development. Once again the F-16 is at the
forefront in implementing the latest USAF standards.
A key feature of the enhanced avionics is the

application of JOVIAL J73 (MIL-STD-15898) for all
subsystem, the MIL-STD-15538 Multiplex Data Bus, the
MIL-STD-1750A Computer Instruction Set Architecture
and the MIL-STD-1760 Stores Interrface. This paper
describes the implementation of standards in both
the current and the enhanced F-16 avionics.
(Author).

-21- 397837 C.NTIS
Titre anglais Common 15538 1/0 Channel for the F-16.

Ref. Conference :This article is from 'Proceedings Papers of the AFSC
(Air Force Systems Command) Avionics Standardization
Conference (2nd) Held at Dayton, Ohio on 30
November-2 December 1982. Volume 1', AD-A142 776.
P367-382.

Auteurs ALFORD S.

Organisme auteur: General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX. Fort Worth Div.
Type Document : Conference
Source NP. 16; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01; OP. Nov 82
Resume : The 1980's will see Increased standardization in

military avionics. MIL-STD-1553 has proven to be an
effective means of assuring communications among
independently developed avionic subsystems. Future
applications Of the Air Force standard computer
architecture. MIL-STD-1750A, and standard
programming language, MIL-STD-15896, will further
decrease the life cycle costs of many systems
currently under development. While MIL-STD-1750A

defines a specific CPU architecture, and
MIL-STD-1553B defines the method of communication

among subsystems, no Current Air Force standard
defines the I/0 channel that links the 1750
processor to the 1553 bus. In order to reduce both
the cost of software development and maintenance,
General Dynamics has developed a 1553 channel
architecture to be applied to all the subsystems
being programmed in-house for the F-16
Multi-National Staged Improvement Program (MSIP).
(Author).

-22- 397815 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Multiple System OFP Support (MSOS) System, a

Pre-PMRT Capability for Evaluating Tactical
Software.

Ref. Conference :This article is from 'Proceedings Papers of the AFSC
(Air Force Systems Command) Avionics Standardization

Conference (2nd) Held at Dayton, Ohio on 30
November-2 December 1982. Volume 1'. AD-A142 776,
D85-92.
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Auteurs : KIRCHOFF M.; VAJO V.; LOWERY H.
Organisme auteur: Intermetrics. Inc., Huntington Beach. CA.
Type Document Conference
Source : NP. 8; NTIS Prices: PC AO2/MF AOI; DP. Nov 82
Resume : A generic software testing facility is presently

under development at Warner-Robins Air Logistics
Command. The Multiple-System OFP Support System will
allow independent verification and validation of
avionic software for a variety of systems to be
conducted early in the development cycle, reducing
costs to the Air Force. Intermetrics, Inc. Is
linking via hardware and associated software the
Nanodata 0M-1 microprogrammable computer and the
VAX-11/780. The AU-1 hosts emulations of tactical
embedded computers and the VAX hosts simulations of
real environments. Overlaying the
emulation/simulation system In a UNIX-Dased monitor
tailored to provide absolute control and complete
visibility Into the executing target machine
software. A variety of static test tools for
analyzing JOVIAL and, eventually, Ada code is being
hosted on the VAX. A primary function of these tools
will be to verify the conformance of the code to the
specific standards. (Author).

-23- 378338 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Development of a Redundant Computer System for

Flight Augmentation.
Auteurs : HERRSCHER G.; KIRST B.; SCHMIDT D.; SZLACHTA J.
Organisme auteur: Litton Technische Werke, Freiburg im Breisgau

(Germany, F.R.).*National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Washington, DC.

Type Document : Report
RPT.CTR,GRT : RPT BMFT-FB-W-83-027

Source : Final Report, Apr. 1983.; In German; English
Summary. Sponsored by Bundesministerium fuer
Forschung und Technologie.; NP. 130; NTIS Prices: PC
A07/MF AOl; DP. Oct 83

Resume : A fault-tolerant airborne computer system for
time-critical process control applications is
described. It guarantees real-time processing
continuity in the event of hardware failures. The
redundancy Is hierarchically graded. The structure
comprises a bus-coupled homogenous multicomputer
system based on a redundant modular design. Fault
detection techniques, fault diagnosis,
reconfiguration, and development of process control
and communication in a decentrally organized
multiprocessor system are discussed. The design of a
functional model and reliability estimates are
outlined.

-24- 375792 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Development and Analysis of the Software Implemented

Fault-Tolerance (SIFT) Computer.
Auteurs : GOLDBERG J.; KAUTZ W. H.; MELLIAR SMITH P. U.; GREEN

M. W.; LEVITT K. N.
Organisme auteur: SRI International. Menlo Park, CA.*National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

Type Document : Report
RPT,CTR.GRT : RPT NAS 1.26:172146; CTR NASI-15428
Source : inal Report.; NP. 209; NTIS Prices: PC AlO/UF A01;

Monitor NASA-CR-172146; DP. Feb 84
Resume : SIFT (Software Implemented Fault Tolerance) is an

experimental, fault-tolerant computer system
designed to meet the extreme reliability
requirements for safety-critical functions in
advanced aircraft. Errors are masked by performing a
majority voting operation over the results of
identical computations, and faulty processors are

removed from service by reassigning computations to
the nonfaulty processors. This Scheme has been
implemented in a special architecture using a set of
standard Bendix BOX930 processors, augmented by a
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special asynchronous-broadcast cowmunication
interface that provides direct, processor to
procersor communication among all processors. Fault
isolation is accomplished in hardware; all other
fault-tolerance functions, together with scheduling
and synchronization are implemented exclusively by
executive system software. The system reliability is
predicted by a Markov model. Mathematical
consistency of the system software with respect to
the reliability model has been partially verified.
using recently developed tools for machine-aided
proof of program correctness.

-25- 374287 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Integration of ICNIA (Integrated Communications

Navigation and Identification Avionics) into
Advanced High Performance Fighter Aircraft.

Ref. Conference :This article is from 'Advanced Concepts for
Avionics/Weapon System Design, Development and
Integration: Conference Proceedings of the Avionics
Panel Symposium (45th) Held at Ottawa. Canada on
18-22 April 1983,' AD-A138 600, p26-1-26-8.

Auteurs : CONRAD E. R.
Organisme auteur: General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX. Fort Worth Div.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 8; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl; DP. Oct 83
Resume : The use of ICNIA will significantly improve the

avionics suites of military aircraft. Advantages of
ICNIA include: Reduction In space, weight, power and
cooling requirements; Increase In reliability and
maintainability; Decrease in life cycle cost; Ease
of integration into an avionics suite via a
multiplex bus; and Reconfigurability. TO take
advantage of these features, certain design
guidelines should be followed. The basic guideline
is that the airframer should control the integration
of any subsystem into his avionics suite. This
implies that the ICNIA interface software, and
possibly some of the hardware, must be in accordance
with the integration philosophies c, the host
platform. These philosophies will vary from one
accordance with the integration philosophies of the
host platform to the other. General Dynamics has an
integration and partitioning concept which has
functioned exceptionally well on the F-16. Each
subsystem should perform its entire task and the
interfaces between subsystems should be as simple as
possible. This concept has three major advantages:
Changes to one subsystem are transparent to other
subsystems and do not result in changes being
required in other subsystems when one subsystem is

changed; The integration of a new subsystem into the
avionics suite is not difficult since a new system
does not require unique support of other subsystems;
and Fault isolation is simple since each subsystem
performs an entire task.

-26- 374286 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Practical Approach to the Design of a New Avionic

System.
Ref. Conference : This article is from 'Advanced Concepts for

Avionics/Weapon System Design, Development and
Integration: Conference Proceedings of the Avionics
Panel Symposium (45th) Held at Ottawa. Canada on
18-22 April 1983,' AD-A138 600, p25-1-25-I1.

Auteurs ; DUKE P. A.
Organisme au*eur: British Aerospace Public Ltd., Co., Brough

(England). Kingston-Brough Div.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 11; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl; OP. Oct 83
Resume :This paper describes a program to design, construct

and demonstrate an advanced avionic system for the
next generation of tactical Combat aircraft. British
Aerospace is carrying out such a program with the
objective of reducing development risks associated
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with the rapid advance of technology. A number of
factors contribute to this risk, notably the
dramatic increase in system capability made possible
by the general availability of LSX and VLSI
circuitry. This has occurred at a time when the next
aircraft project is likely to have a single seat
cockpit. Traditionally independent systems can now
be linked using a data bus to provide a fully
integrated system with the pilot's needs foremost in
mind. The system is based on a multi bus
architecture recognising the differing integrity
requirements of different parts of the system. A
complete aircraft system is represented, divided
into functional groups, and includes the basic
aircraft systems such as hydraulics and fuel
management and an integral maintenance reporting
system. Mission systems include a wide range of
sensor and weapon types. The practical implications
of Introducing Mil.Std. 1760 or the associated STANAG
3837AA standard store interfaces are being studied.
The avionic systems are linked to an advanced
cockpit, with the objective of reducing pilot
workload. The cockpit makes use Of mL ti-purpose
displays and an integrated approach to s ,s:
control. A display of the out-of-cockpit _.ene Is
provided to allow the 'pilot' to operate the
controls in a realistic manner and so provide
representative input to the avionic system.

-27- 374281 C.NTIS
Titre anglais Network Communications for a Distributed Avionics

System.
Ref. Conference : This article is from 'Advanced Concepts for

Avionics/Weapon System Design, Development and
Integration: Conference Proceedings of the Avionics
Panel Symposium (45th) Held at Ottawa, Canada on
18-22 April 1983.' AD-A138 600, p19-1-19-10.

Auteurs : OSTGAARD J. C.; ZANN D. A.
Organisme auteur: Air Force Avionics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Type Document : Conference
Source NP. 10; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01; DP. Oct 83
Resume : Due to the postulated 1990's threat environment

advanced avionics architectures are experiencing
demands for increased performance which have led, In
part, to increased processing requirements and
system complexity. As more processors are added to
the control environment of sophisticated military
aircraft, the choice of processor interconnection
topology, and methodology assumes greater
importance. This choice profoundly influences
information throughput, reliability, survivability
and integrity throughout the weapon system. The
ability to rapidly exchange/transfer information
among processors and devices is critical if one is
to develop a reliable, effective communication
system. This paper addresses basic coamunication
techniques which could serve as candidates in
satisfying the network communication requirements of
an advanced avionics architecture. Features of each
technique are examined to ascertain the performance
of these multi-access protocols in terms of
developed system-Oriven criteria. (Author).

-28- 374267 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : System Architecture: Key to Future Avionics

Capabilities.
Ref. Conference : This article Is from 'Advanced Concepts for

Avionics/Weapon System Design, Development and
Integration: Conference Proceedings of the Avionics
Panel Symposium (45th) Held at Ottawa, Canada on
18-22 April 1983,' AD-A138 600. p1-1-1-6.

Auteurs : ENGLAND G. R.
Organisme auteur: General Dynamics. Fort Worth. TX, Fort Worth Div.
Type Document : Conference
Source : NP. 6; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl; OP. Oct 83
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Resume :Appropriate architectural approaches in the
Physical. functional, information transfer, and
Control system areas are the key to future avionic
Capabilities. The appropriate architectures will
provide dramatic improvements in system performance
while simultaneously improving system availability.
supportability, and affordability. The software and
hardware technology required to achieve these
architectural Improvements are already here and
simply need to be Improved. properly applied, and
integrated. The resulting weapon system will,
however, have widespread effects in many areas of
operations, logistics, and equipment acquisition.
Changes will be required In the way pilots are
trained and conduct their missions. The proper
pilot/vehicle interface will need to be developed to
fully allow the pilot to act as a system manager. At
the same time data must be provided to assure pilot
confidence that the automated system is
accomplishing properly the detailed operational
tasks which were formerly accomplished manually.
Procurement of avionic systems and spares will
undergo a dramatic change. Commson modules will
likely to be procured directly by the military from
software and hardware module sources and will be
Provided to avionic vendors. Avionic systems
developers will find themselves creating special
sensor and effector modules and function-unique
software to be used with modules commnon to many
other uses. With large numbers of throwaway modules.
depot repair facilities and organizations will
shrink, or the function will revert to the original
manufacturer.

-29- 371079 C.NTIS
Titre anglais Study of Optimal Computer Network Architecture for

Digital Avionics Systems.
Auteurs KRILIC M. F.
Organisme auteur: Air Force Inst. of Tech.. Wright-Patterson APB, OH.

School of Engineering.
Type Document Thesis
RPTCTR.GRT RPT AFIT/GE/EE/83D-36
Source :Master's thesis; NP. 221: NTIS Prices: PC AIO/MF

A0l; DP. Dec 83
Resume :In this paper, current theoretical considerations In

available literature have been used to sort out the
essential figures of merit of computer network
architectures for digital avionic systems. Fourteen
different approaches to the same problem of data
multiplexing in avionics systems are analyzed
according to the key issues. Conclusions drawn are
used to define the optimal computer network
architecture for digital avionics. The Self-Managing
Multiplex System (SMS) is conceptually designed with
respect to the optimal characteristics, along with
the discussions of some trade-offs that had to be
made. The burst errors self-correcting feature of
the broadcast-acknowledgements in the SES concept
seems to deserve some sort of testing in practice.
It Is recommnended that a detailed simulation study
should be performed later and a hot bench built up

-30 36558C.NISusing the latest technologies that exist. (Author).

Titre anglais :Design Implications from Afti/F-.8 Flight Test.
Ref. Conference :Presented at lee/Alas 5TH Digital Avionics Systems

Conf. * Seattle. 31 Oct. - 3 Nov. 1983.
Auteurs :ISHMiAEL S. D.; REGENIE V. A.; MAC'ALL D. A.
Organisme auteur: National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Mokffett Field. CA. Ames Research Center.
Type Document :Conference
RPT.CTR,GRT :RPT NAS 1.15:88026; RPT H-1213
Source :Final Report.; NP. 13; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl;

Monitor NASA-TM-86026; DP. Jan 84
Resume :Advanced fighter technologies are evolving into
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highly complex systems. Flight controls are being
integrated with advanced avionics to achieve a total
system. The advanced fighter technology integration
(AFT!) F-16 aircraft is an example of a highly
complex digital flight control system integrated
with advanced avionics and Cockpit. The architecture
of these new system Involves several general
issues. The use of dissimilar backup modes if the
primary system faills requires the designer to trade
off system simplicity end capability. This tradeoff
is evident in the AFTI/F-16 aircraft with its
limited stability and fly-by-wire digital flight
control systems. In case of a generic software
failure, the backup or normal mode must provide
equivalent envelope protection during the transition
to degraded flight control. The complexity of
systems like the AFTI/F-16 system defines a second
design issue, which can be divided Into two
segments: the effect on testing, and the pilot's
ability to act correctly in the limited time
available for cockpit decisions. The large matrix of
states possible with the AFTI/F-16 flight control
system illustrates the difficulty of both testing

the system and choosing real-time pilot actions.

-31- 350142 C.NTIS"
Titre anglais : Fault Tolerant Architectures for Integrated Aircraft

Electronics Systems.
Auteurs LEVITT K. N.; MELLIAR SMITH P. M.; SCHWARTZ R. L.
Organisme auteur: SRI International, Menlo Park, CA.*National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

Type Document : Report
RPTCTRGRT RPT HAS 1.26:172226; CTR NAS1-17067; CTR SRI PROJ.

4616
Source :Final Report.; NP. 57; NTIS Prices: PC AO4/MF A01;

Monitor NASA-CR-172226; DP. Aug 83
Resume : Work into possible architectures for future flight

control computer systems is described. Ada for
Fault-Tolerant Systems, the NETS Network
Error-Tolerant System architecture, and voting in

asynchronous systems are covered.

-32- 284125 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Advanced Flight Control System Study.
Auteurs : HARTMANN G. L.; WALL J. E. ; RANG E. R.: LEE H. P.;

SCHULTE R. W.
Organisme auteur: Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis,

MN.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.

Type Document : Report
RPTCTR.GRT : RPT NAS 1.26:163117; RPT HONEYELL-82SRCS; CTR NAS4-

2876
Source : Final Report.; Prepared in Cooperation with

Lockheed-California CO., Burbank.; NP. 171; NTIS
Prices: PC AOS/MF AOl; Monitor NASA-CR-163117; DP.
Nov 82

Resume : A fly by wire flight control system architecture
designed for high reliability includes spare sensor
and computer elements to permit safe dispatch with
failed elements, thereby reducing unscheduled
maintenance. A methodology capable of demonstrating
that the architecture does achieve the predicted

performance characteristics consists of a hierarchy
of activities ranging from analytical calculations
of system reliability and formal ethods of software
verification to iron bird teting followed by flight
evaluation. Interfacing this architecture to the
Lockheed S-3A aircraft for flight test is discussed.
This testbed vehicle can be expanded to support
flight experiments in advanced aerodynamics,
electromechanical actuators. secondary power
systems, flight management, new displays, and air
traffic control concepts.
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-33- 273565 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Demonstration Advanced Avionics System (Daas)

Function Description.
Auteurs BAILEY A. J.; BAILEY D. G.; GAABO R. J.; LAHN T. G.

LARSON J. C.
Organisme auteur: Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, MN.'National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

Type Document Report
RPTCTRGRT : RPT NAS 1.26:166282; CTR NAS2-10021
Source :Prepared in Cooperation with King Radio Corp..

Olathe. Kans. ; NP. 204; NTIS Prices: PC AIO/MF A01;
Monitor NASA-CR-166282; OP. Jan 82

Resume The Demonstration Advanced Avionics System, DAAS, is
an integrated avionics system utilizing
microprocessor technologies, data busing, and shared
displays for demonstrating the potential of these
technologies In improving the safety and utility of
general aviation operations in the late 1980's and
beyond. Major hardware elements of the DAAS include
a functionally distributed microcomputer complex, an
integrated data control center, an electronic
horizontal situation indicator, and a radio adaptor

unit. All processing and display resources are
Interconnected by an IEEE-488 bus in order to
enhance the overall system effectiveness.
reliability, modularity and maintainability. A
detail description of the DAAS architecture, the
DAAS hardware, and the DAAS functions is presented.
The system is designed for installation and flight
test in a NASA Cessna 402-B aircraft.

-34- 250705 C.NTIS
Titre anglals : An Assessment of the Real-Time Application

Capabilities of the SIFT Computer System.
Auteurs . BUTLER R. w.
Organisme auteur: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, VA. Langley Research Center.
Type Document : Report
RPT.CTRGRT : RPT NASA-TM-84482; RPT NAS 1.15:84482
Source NP. 17; NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl; OP. Apr 82
Resume : The real-time capabilities of the SIFT computer

system, a highly reliable multicomouter architecture
developed to support the flight controls of a
relaxed static stability aircraft, are discussed.
The SIFT computer system was designed to meet
extremely high reliability requirements and to
facilitate a formal proof of Its correctness.
Although SIFT represents a significant achievement
In fault-tolerant system research it presents an
unusual and restrictive interface to its users. The
characteristics of the user interface and its impact
on application system design are assessed.

-35- 242687 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Guidance and Control Technology for Highly

Integrated Systems.
Organisme auteur: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and

Development, NeuIly-sur-Seine (France).*National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
DC.

Type Document Report
RPTCTRGRT : RPT AGARD-CP-314
Source : In English and French. the 33RD Symp. Held In

Athens. 13-16 Oct. 1981.; NP. 179; NTIS Prices: PC
AO9/MF AOl; OP. Feb 82

Resume : No abstract available.

-36- 223298 C.NTIS
Titre anglais : Survivable Avionics Computer System.
Auteurs : MONSON P. R.; MONSON C. A.; PEASE M. C.; WISCHMEYER

C. E.
Organisme auteur: SRI International. Menlo Park, CA.
Type Document : Report
RPTCTR,GRT : CTR F33615-80-C-1014
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Source Final e'ept.; NP. 241; NTIS Prices: PC AlI/UF A0l;
DID. Nov 80

Resume :This contract has shown by the examples of
navigation and flight control that the CHAMP
approach to architecture design can be appliled to
avionic computational problems. Furthermore, the
simulations have shown that CHAMP can provide a
potentially survivable computer for aircraft use.
CHAMP uses a simple network which can make use of
advanced hardware techniques (Such as those
available through the VHSIC program). It also
simplifies material inventory problem since there
Is only one type of spare (a single PC) which is
contained in a single chip. The PC used in this
study is well within the capability of single-chip
techniques projected for DAIS the 1985 time period.
The avionics functions software used in this study
were created by using DAIS project personnel
structured progralmming techniques which yielded
sub-modules for each function that were small and
tractable and easily managed by microprocessor-based
computers of modest capability. This is especially
significant considering that this can be
accomplished with processors operating at relatively
low-frequency clock rates (1 M1z as opposed to the
10 to 20-&UHZ clock often used in more elaborate
processors). This results in a much more reliable
and easily constructed hardware module for the
computer. Furthermore, this relative simplicity
tends to make the computing modules immsune to noise,
interference, and EMP.

-37- 213697 C.NTIS
Titre anglais :Tactical Airborne Distributed Computing and

Networks.
Ref. Conference :Presented at a Meeting of the Avionics Panel Held in

Roeros. Norway, 22-25 Jun 81.
Organisme auteur: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and

Development. Neuilly-sur-Seine (France).
Type Document :Conference
RPT,CTR.GRT :RPT AGARD-CP-303
Source :Conference proceedings.; NP. 414; NTIS Prices: PC

AIB/MF AOl; DP. Oct 81
Resume :These proceedings consist of the papers and

discussions. The 35 papers were divided as follows.
three on state-of-the-art; five on system
architecture; four on system design approaches; five
on software; five on fault tolerance and
reliability; six on interconnection, bussing and
networking; seven on applications to avionics
systems.

-38- 208935 C.NTIS
Titre anglais :Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS):

Development and Demonstration.
Auteurs :CDOK M. J.; MASON R. C.; STAUTBERG J. L.; SELF L. E.

;ELLISON R. L.
Organisme auteur: TRW Defense and Space Systems GriAup. Redondo Beach,

CA.*Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs..
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.

Type Document :Report
RPT.CTR,GRT :CTR F33615-78-C"1502
Source Final rept. 1 Oct 78-31 Jul 81; NP. 201; Proj. 2052;

Task 05; NTIS Prices: PC A10/MF AOI; Monitor
AFWAL-TR-81-11GS; DP. Sep 81

Resume :The Digital Avionics Informatlon System (DAIS)
represents a significant advance in the technology
of avionics system architecture. DAIS is a total
systems concept, exploiting standardization.
modularity, and application independent executive
software to provide a system architecture adaptable
to many aircraft, missions, and avionics
configurations and fully capable of accommdating
new advances in technology. These fundamental system
characteristics are described in this report; the
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specific syStem features which provide these
characteristics and attributes are Oreoeted
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-1- 836783 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : THE IMPACT OF ADVANCED COMPUTER SYSTEMS ON AVIONICS

RELIABILITY.
Auteurs BORDEN A. G.
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal : DEF. ELECTRON. (USA)
Source VOL.19. NO.5; PP. S7-8. 10, 14, 17-18. 21; REF. 12;

DP MAY 1987
Coden DEELDH
Issn 0194-7885
Resume Integrated avionics systems like pave pillar and

icnia are among the many beneficiaries of advanced
computer architectures and vhsic technology.

-2- 819377 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : ODULAR ICNIA PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY.
Auteurs PORADISH F.
Affiliation TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, UCKINNEY. TX, USA
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal IEEE AEROSP. AND ELECTRON. SYST. MAG. (USA)
Source : VOL.2, NO.6; PP. 20-3; REF. 2; CCCC-

0885-8985/87/0600-0020 DOLLARS 01.00: DP JUNE 1987
Coden IESMEA
Issn: 085-8985
Resume : The author discusses the integrated communication

navigation identification avionics program, which is
achieving significant size, weight. power, and
reliability improvements by the modular integration
of similar functions into a fault-tolerant
reconfigurable architecture. This is being
accomplished with a compination of modular circuit
designs incorporating surface-mount component
technology, and a modular two-level maintenance
Support concept for reduced life cycle cost. The
focus is on the modular packaging technology of the
digital Processor subsystem.

-3- 780686 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : THE APPLICABILITY OF THE EMERGING AMERICAN NATIONAL

STANDARD FIBER DISTRIBUTED DATA INTERFACE (FDDI) FOR
A DISTRIBUTED AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE.

Titre Conference: DIGEST OF PAPERS. COMPCON SPRING '87. THIRTY-SECOND
IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE.
INTELLECTUAL LEVERAGE (CAT, NO.87CH2409-1)

Lieu Conference SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
Date conference 23-27 FEB. 1987
Auteurs COHN M.
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur IEEE COMPUT. SOC. PRESS, WASHINGTON, DC, USA
Source NP. XVI+470; PP. 448-51; REF. 9; SPO. IEEE; CCCC-

CH2409-1/87/0000-0448 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1987
Isbn 0-8186-0764-5
Resume The data comunication network requirements for the

next-generation distributed avionics architecture
are analyzed. The emerging american national
standard fiber distributed data interface (fddi)
local area network (Ian) standard is assessed for
its suitability in meeting those requirements. The
consideration include: communications architecture.
performance, and fault tolerance.

-4- 779435 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : SIMULATION MODEL OF A HIGH-SPEED TOKEN-PASSING BUS

FOR AVIONICS APPLICATIONS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)
Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH, TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs : SPIETH J. E.; SEWARD W. D.
Affiliation : AERONAUT. SYST. DIV., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE

BASE. OH, USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 803; PP. 242-9; REF. 17; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; DP 1986jResume The design of a protocol with performance that can
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meet the requirements for a next-generation aviation
electronics (avionics) data bus is considered. A
Study that aeveloped and validated a model for
simulating bus token-passing protocols for avionics
applications is reported. Two algorithms were
designed that reflected the timing and operation of
a distributed and a centralized control
token-passing protocol. The algorithms were
incorporated in an overall simulation model program
that included control, data collection and analysis
functions. The simulation model program allows
various avionics bus configurations to be defined
and tested. Initial performance tests of a
centralized control token-passing protocol using a
configuration representative of a fighter-type
aircraft bus network are described, and the
performance of the two types of protocols is
compared.

-5- 779420 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : HELICOPTER AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE FOR INTEGRATING

FLIGHT CRITICAL FUNCTIONS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)
Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH, TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs OSDER S. S.
Affiliation : MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HELICOPTER CO., TEMPE, AZ, USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 803: PP. 134-41; REF. 15; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; CCCC.

CH2359-8/86/0000-0134 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1986
Resume : An approach to the mechanization of the traditional

navigation function is described that can provide
the key integration interface between the
flight-critical aircraft fly-by-wire stabilization
and control and the remainder of the mission
avionics. Redundant, integrated navigation and
sensor assemblies Provide all of the aircraft
Position, velocity, acceleration, angular rate,
attitude, heading, and air data states needed for
both the flight control as well as the mission
management functions. The architecture concept uses
functional partitioning with distributed processing
aimed at decoupling software dependencies between
the various 'integrated' avionics system elements.

-6- 779414 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : UNIVERSAL RECEIVER FOR ICNIA.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)
Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH, TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs : SMEAD F. W.
Affiliation : ITT AVIONICS DIV.. NUTLEY, NJ, USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 803; PP. 85-9; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; CCCC-

CH2359-8/86/0000-0085 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1986
Resume : The architecture for the icnia (integrated

communication navigation identification avionics)
system, under development for the us military, is
highly modular. Radio receive and transmit functions
are accomplished through real-time
computer-controlled interconneCtion of appropriate
modules, whose parameters are also changed in real
time, as reauired, for each specific signal and
signal type. With such an architecture, the more
flexible each type of module, the easier and more
efficient it is to implement the wide variety of
signal types which the icnia system must process and
to new signal types in the future. The design of
such a receiver is described.
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-7- 766643 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : FAULT-FREE PERFORMANCE VALIDATION OF AVIONIC

MULTIPROCESSORS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)
Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH. TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs : CZECK E. W.; FEATHER F. E.; GRIZZAFFI A. M.; FINELLI

G. 8.; SEGALL Z. Z.;
Affiliation : CARNEGIE MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH. PA. USA (03);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source NP. 803; PP. 670-7; REF. 10; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; CCCC-

CH2359-8/86/0000-0670 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1986
Resume : The application of a validation methodology to

nasa's fault-tolerant multiprocessor system and the

software implemented fault-tolerance computer system
Is described. The methodology entails a building
block approach, starting with simple baseline
experiments and building to more complex
experiments. The goal methodology is to test and
characterize thoroughly the performance and behavior
of ultrareliable computer systems. The results snow
that the methodology is not machine-specific and can
be used in lieu of life-testing approaches. By
applying a building-block approach at the systemS
level, the machine complexity was Droken down to
manageable levels independent of system
implementation.

-8- 766641 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : CHANNELIZED OR NONCHANNELIZED FAULT-TOLERANT

COMPUTERS: A HARDWARE COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF
FAULT-TOLERANT COMPUTERS FOR FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS.

Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS Of THE ZEEE/AZAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS
SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)

Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH, TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs : SCHIMID H.; LARIMER S.; MADAK T.
Affiliation : GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.. BINGHAMTON, NY. USA (03);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 803; PP. 655-63; REF. 8; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; CCCC-

CH2359-8/86/0000-0655 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1986
Resume : Flight-critiCal control systems for future aircraft,

such as the advanced tactical fighter (atf), demand
higher reliability, greater fault tolerance, and
more computing power as well as easier maintenance
ano reduced life cycle costs. The conventional
approach to implementing these systems has been to
use channelized architectures. Nonchannel ized
reconfigurable multiprocessor systems (rmpss), which

have been in development for the last decade. are
said to provide greater hardware efficiency and
lower recurring costs at the price of higher
software and system complexity, and more difficult

validation and verification processes. The hardware
complexity of the rmps is evaluated by comparing
gate and pin counts of four fault-tolerant computer
architectures. The reliability results are
presented.

-9- 766634 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : A FAULT TOLERANT PROCESSOR TO MEF.T RIGOROUS FAILURE

REQUIREMENTS vAIRBORNE APPLICATIONS!.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 7TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.86CH2359-8)
Lieu Conference : FORT WORTH. TX, USA
Date conference : 13-16 OCT. 1986
Auteurs : LALA J. H. ; ALGER L. S. ; GAUTHIER R. J.; DZWONCZYK

M. J.
Affiliation : CHARLES STARK DRAPER LAB. INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA, USA

(04);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA

... ....
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Source NP. 803; PP. 5S5-62; REF. 8; SPO. IEEE;AIAA; CCCC.
CH2359-8/86/0000-0555 DOLLARS 01.00; DP 1986

Resume There is a need for extremely-high-reliability
airborne computers for applications In advanced
military and civilian aircraft to carry out suchtraditional functions as guidance. navigation. and

f1 ght control as well as tasks associated with moreadvanced functions such as an electronic pilot's

associate and an electronic flight engineer. Afault-tolerant computer architecture has been

designed in conformance with rigorous theory for
such high-reliability applications to tolerate any
arbitrary failure mode of hardware components. The
computer architecture, its hardware implementation,
the operating system and the redundancy management
software and its interfaces to external devices are
described.

-10- 695535 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais SOME VERIFICATION TOOLS AND METHODS FOR AIRBORNE

SAFETY-CRITICAL SOFTWARE.
Auteurs HELPS K. A.
Affiliation SMITHS IND. AEROSPACE AND DEFENCE SYST. LTD..

CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal SOFTWARE ENG. J. (GO)
Source VOL.1, NO.6; PP. 248-53; REF. 6; DP NOV. 1986
Coden SEJOED
Issn 0268-6961
Resume Airborne software, like many other kinds of embedded

software, grows in complexity with each generation
of equipment. Where the software supports
safety-critical functions this can present severe
verification problems. The scale of such software is
often outside the scope of mathematically formal
verification, and dissimilar software redundancy
techniques may be inapplicable for performance
reasons. A practical approach is to meet
safety-critical criteria by proceaurally formal
verification in line with the radio technical
commission for aeronautics and the european
organisation for civil aviation electronics common
revised (1985) guidelines on the software aspects of
certification of airborne systems, using a
comprehensive automated test coverage analysis and
Partition breach analysis system.

-11- 695534 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais THE EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT PROGRAMME SOFTWARE

TOOLSET.
Auteurs CRONSHAW P.
Affiliation SAE PLC., PRESTON, ENGLAND
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal SOFTWARE ENG. J. (GB)
Source VOL.1. NO.6; PP. 236-47; REF. 11; DP NOV. 1986
Coden SEJOED
Issn : 0268-6961
Resume The experimental aircraft programme (eap) is a

technology demonstrator project in advance of the
next generation of fighter aircraft. An integrated
software toolset has been established to support the
development and production of software for the
advanced avionic systems embedded In this aircraft.
This paper Presents the work undertaken and the
experience gained in developing,'using and
supporting the eap software toolset from project
initiation to final delivery of the software for
flight testing. Many of the issues pertaining to the
future requirements of an Integrated project support
environment and the rigours imposed In delivering
reliable and high-quality real-time software for
embedded processors are discussed.
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-12- 677729 C. INSPEC
Titre Anglais : MULTIOBJECTIVE INSENSITIVE COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF

AEROSPACE CONTROL SYSTEMS.
Titre Conference: CONTROL APPLICATIONS OF NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING AND

OPTIMIZATION. PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH IFAC WORKSHOP
Lieu Conference CAPRI. ITALY
Date conference 11-14 JUNE 1985
Auteurs SCHY A. A.; GIESY D. P.; DI PILLO G.
Affiliation NASA LANGLEY RES. CENTER, HAMPTON. VA. USA
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur PERGAMON, OXFORD, ENGLAND
Source : NP. X*209; PP. 177-88; REF, 15; SPO. IFAC;UNIV. ROME

'LA SAPIENZA';UNIV. CALABRIA;ET AL; DP 1986
Resume A multioojective cad method for aircraft control

systems has been developed which can meet
requirements on disparate objectives over a set of
flight conditions, using constrained minimization
algorithms with objective functions In the
constraint vector. This paper summarizes results of
research on four increasingly sophisticated versions
of the method: the basic method; an extension which
finds pareto optimal designs which are well-balanced
in all objectives; an extension which finds
stochastic-insensitive (si) designs to minimize the
sensitivity to uncertain parameters; and a tradeoff
method which designs for a compromise between
decreased sensitivity and improved nominal objective
values.

-13- 629392 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : COMMON SIGNAL PROCESSOR DESIGNED FOR MULTIPLE

APPLICATIONS.
"Auteurs : LEE W. H.; DENNIS C. A.; GILBERT W. L.
Affiliation : DIV. OF FEDERAL SYST., IBM, MANASSAS, VA. USA (03);
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal : DEF. ELECTRON. (USA)
Source : VOL.18, NO.7; PP. 176-179; DP JULY 1986
Coden : DEELDH
Issn : 0194-7885
Resume : Future military electronic systems will incorporate

more and more very large-scale integration (vlsi).
and ibm's federal systems division (fsd) is a major
participant in developing the necessary
technological groundwork. One of the first fruits of
this development effort, a military signal processor
relying almost exclusively on vlsi component
technology, is being developed by fad for the air
force's pave pillar integrated avionics program.
Called the common signal processor (csp), it will
feature an architecture flexible enough to follow
for a variety Of applications and for future growth.
The Csp features advanced complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (cmos) circuitry with resolution of
individual elements down to the i-micron level.

-14- 620647 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : TEXAS INSTRUMENTS VHSIC 1750A COMPUTER.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1986 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, NAECON 1986 (CAT.
NO. 86CH2307-7)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OH, USA
Date conference : 19-23 MAY 1986
Auteurs : NORMAN L. E.
Affiliation : TEXAS INSTRUM. INC., DALLAS, TX. USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source NP. 4 VOL. 1399; PP. 125-30 VOL.1; REF. 4; SPO.

IEEE; CCCC- 0547-3578/86/0000-012501.00; DP 1986
Resume : Future tactical aircraft and vehicles will carry

several different sensors Including advanced flirs,
radars, ev, and (in Some Cases) acoustic systems.
The sensor outputs will need to be integrated and
displayed to the operator in a condensed and
prioritized manner. To fulfil this requirement, a
now generation of programmable mil-std-1750a
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architecture hardware Is needed to produce
state-of-the-art processors with high throughput and
99percent fault coverage at the module level. A
description is given of new vhsic ics being used in
the design of a 1750a architecture computer during
1986. The vhsic 1750a computer will provide high
processing throughput, system reconfigurability and
two-level maintenance, and will lower system power
requirements at significant hardware savings.

-15- 620646 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT IN AIRBORNE PLATFORMS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1986 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, NAECON 1986 (CAT.
NO.86CH2307-7)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OH, USA
Date conference : 19-23 MAY 1986
Auteurs : ELENGICAL G.; LUNDE D.
Affiliation : WESTINGHOUSE ELECTR. CORP., BALTIMORE, MD, USA (02);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 4 VOL. 1399; PP. 119-24 VOL.1; SPO. IEEE; CCCC=

0547-3578/86/0000-0119501.o00; DP 1986
Resume : The multimode weapons systems of the future will be

highly fault-tolerant, possessing the ability to
perform tactical missions with both full or degraded
functional capabilities. The fault-tolerant system
characteristics will allow systems with less than
the fully specified functional capabilities to be
engaging in combat. This design feature will present
the operators of these weapons systems with the
operational challenge of selecting and/or assigning
weapons platforms with degraded capabilities to
carry out tactical missions. An 'in-system'

assessment process is proposed to evaluate the
operability for these weapons platforms based on the
current functional status, the reliability of the
hardware resources within the system's avionics, and
the resources required by the various application
modes to accomplish mission tasks.

-16- 612197 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : AF MULTIPROCESSOR FLIGHT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

DEVELOPMENTS: CRMIFCS AND BEYOND.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1986 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, NAECON 1986 (CAT.
NO. 86CH2307-7)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON. OH, USA
Date conference : 19-23 MAY 1986
Auteurs : THOMPSON 0. B.; BORTNER R. A.
Affiliation : US AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUT. LABS.,

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OH, USA (02);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 4 VOL. 1399; PP. 376-82 VOL.2; REF. 14; SPO.

IEEE; OP 1986
Resume : Since 1978, the air force Wright aeronautical

laboratories flight dynamics laboratory has been
involved in in-house research into fault-tolerant
multiprocessor flight control systems. The emphasis
of these studies has been on applying microprocessor
technology, dynamic sparing, and distributed
parallel processing techniques rather than
conventional triple or quadruple channel computer
structures. The pertinent issues, systems, and
concepts leading to the current work on the advanced
multiprocessor control architecture definition
(amcad) program are discussed.

-17- 612196 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : ADVANCED INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM: STATUS

REPORT.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1986 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, NAECON 1986 (CAT.

NO.86CH2307-7)
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Lieu Conference DAYTON, OH, USA
Date conference 19-23 MAY 1986
Auteurs : BROCK L. D.; LALA J.
Affiliation : CHARLES STARK DRAPER LAB. INC.. CAMBRIDGE, MA, USA

(02);
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 4 VOL. 1399; PP. 368-75 VOL.2; REF. 2; SPO.

IEEE; CCCC- 0547-3578/86/0000-0368$01.00; DP 1986
Resume : The advanced information processing system (alps) Is

designed to provide a fault-tolerant and
damage-tolerant data processing architecture for a
broad range of aerospace vehicles. The alps
architecture also has attributes that enhance system
effectiveness, such as graceful degradation, growth
and change tolerance, and integrability. Two key
building blocks being developed for the alps program
are a fault-and-damage tolerant processor and
communication network. A proof-of-concept system is
now being built and will be tested to demonstrate
the validity and performance of the alps concepts.

-18- 597848 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : POSSIBLE IMPACT OF VHSIC ON MIL-STD-1553B DATA

TRANSMISSION MANAGEMENT.
Titre Conference: IMPACT OF VERY HIGH PERFORMANCE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

ON RADAR, GUIDANCE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS. AVIONICS
PANEL 49TH SYMPOSIUM (AGARD-CP-380)

Lieu Conference : LISBON, PORTUGAL
Date conference : 20-25 MAY 1985
Auteurs : BERARDI L.; MERLANO M.
Affiliation : GRUPPO SISTEMI AVIONICI ED EQUIPAGGIAMENTI.

AERITALIA, TORINO, ITALY (02);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AGARD, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE
Source : NP. XVI+382; PP. 36/1-12; REF. 1; SPO. NATO; DP OCT.

1985
Resume : High performance integrated circuit technologies

allow for dramatic improvement in speed and
reduction in size of the integrated circuits. This
fact results in the Possibility to pack in a denser
way the computing and decision-making functions of
the avionics systems. Nevertheless it is still
necessary to connect together the various system
cOmponents, spread through the airframe, by means of
an interfunction data transmission system. For these
reasons the application of the new technologies to a
mil-std-1553b data transmission system is
considered. In particular the data management task
allocated to the bus controller is described in four
increasing levels of complexity, ranging from the
minimum requirement to an 'expert' function
Including an high degree of configurability. The
performance obtainable by Implementing the functions
in the current or new technologies, and with two
different architectural solutions, are measured or
estimated. The comparison among the obtained results
shows that the new technologies not only improve the
performances of the data transmission system but
also allow to include an higher degree of
intelligence in the function, extending in this way
the application of mil-std-1S53b to future advanced
avionic systems.

-19- 597847 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglals : THE IMPACT OF VERY HIGH PERFORMANCE INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS ON AVIONICS SYSTEM READINESS.
Titre Conference: IMPACT OF VERY HIGH PERFORMANCE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

ON RADAR, GUIDANCE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS. AVIONICS
PANEL 49TH SYMPOSIUM (AGARD-CP-380)

Lieu Conference : LISBON, PORTUGAL
Date conference : 20-25 MAY 1985
Auteurs : STRULL G.
Affiliation : DIV. OF ADV. TECHNOL.. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTR. CORP.,

BALTIMORE, AV, USA
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Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur AGARD, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE
Source NP. XVI+382; PP. 35/1-4; SPO. NATO; DP OCT. 1985
Resume : Vhpic represents a new systems/technology culture.

With a philosophy of top-down design and bottom-up
build, a vehicle is provided to avoid rapid device
obsolescence so prevalent in the fast moving
integrated circuit industry. However, to
successfully and effectively design advanced systems
in this manner, a design methodology is required
that adequately addresses the challenge shown. Since
everything from chip definition through application
analysis is interactive with everything else, the
challenge is to adequately keep track of all the
perimeters and their relationship. The methodology
by which design and analysis are accomplished is
shown. The starting point is the systems

architecture and its application software. From the
architecture and application software the
partitioning of the system into appropriate modules
can be derived. From this an idea of the integrated
circuits needed can be determined. This is the way
the design proceeded on 'day one' of this technology
revolution. However, at this point in time the
author has a library of minicells and logic for

creating macros So that he is well along in the chip
development area. Therefore, he has the basis for
simulation and the design continues in an
interactive manner.

-20- 559521 CINSPEC
Titre Anglais : AVIONICS, SOFTWARE, AND AUTOMATION.
Tlitre Conference: IEEE EASCON'85: 18TH ANNUAL ELECTRONICS AND

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO.85CH2213-7)
Lieu Conference : WASHINGTON. DC, USA
Date conference : 28-30 OCT. 1985
Auteurs : HARRISON J. V. A.; LALA J. H.; BROCK L. D.
Affiliation CHARLES STARK DRAPER LAB. INC., CAMBRIDGE. MA, USA

(03);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 378; PP. 93-109; SPO. IEEE; CCCC-

CH2213-7/85/0000-009301.00; DP 1985
Resume Summary form only given. The avionics functions in a

launch vehicle or an orbital transfer vehicle are
interpreted in a very broad context. They include
all applications of electronics technology to
signal, data, and symbolic processing, all of the
information Processing functions such as guidance,
navigation, and control, propulsion control.
decision support functions such as information
fusion and planning, and D1splays, controls, and
other man-machine interfaces. In the area of
software, numerous opportunities exist to upgrade
the present state of the art. Software complexity
can be reduced by the development of very-high-level
languages and other supporting tools such as
automatic code generators. Software reliability, can
be improved through the development of
fault-tolerant technologies. Automation represents a
significant new opportunity to enhance system
performance while, at the same time, containing
system life-cycle costs.

-21- 515953 C.INSPEC
ittre Anglais : TOWARD AN AVIONICS SUPERSYSTEM.
Type Document : Journal Article
Titre journal : DEF. ELECTRON. (USA)
Source : VOL.17, NO.12; PP. 73-85; DP DEC. 1985
Coden : DEELDH
Issn : 0194-7885
Resume : The long-term goal is to create a single, modular

avionics system for communication, navigation.
targeting, fire control, offensive and defensive ew,
monitoring of systems status, and other functions.
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all controlled by a central computer and connected
by a multiplex bus. One of the leading efforts In
this field is the air force's Pave pillar program,
which is intended to create the architecture for
SuCh a system; its results will be integrated into
army and navy avionics programs. Pave pillar has not
yet reached the hardware stage; it has, however,
produced some definite concepts for a fully
integrated avionics system.

-22- 483169 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : FAULT TOLERANT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR

FLIGHT CRITICAL FUNCTION (AGARD-LS-143).
Titre Conference: FAULT TOLERANT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR

FLIGHT CRITICAL FUNCTION (AGARD-LS-143)

Lieu Conference : EDWARDS, USA
Date conference : 1-2 OCT. 1985
Type Document : Conference Proceedings
Editeur : AGARD, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE
Source : NP. IV+146; SPO. AGARD; DP 1985
Resume : The following topics were dealt with: digital

fly-by-wire experience; redundancy management of
synchronous and asynchronous systems; software fault
tolerance experiments; dependable avionic data
transmission; multicomputer fault-tolerant systems
using ada; design issues in data synchronous
systems; digital fault-tolerant flight actuation
systems; and design validation of fly-by-wire flight
control systems. Abstracts of individual papers can
be found under the relevant classification codes in
this or other Issues.

-23- 461976 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : GENERAL DYNAMICS CONVAIR DIVISION TOTALLY

RECONFIGURABLE EMBEDDED COMPUTER.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO, 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference : BALTIMORE, MD, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs : MARKERT L.; HEDTKE P.; KUSEK J.
Affiliation : GEN. DYNAMICS CORP.. SAN DIEGO, CA, USA (03);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 646-52; REF. 4; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;

DP 1985
Resume : Modern avionics platforms require data processing

systems that are extensible, maintainable, and
affordable. A general-purpose embedded computer
system is being developed for cruise missile and
launch vehicle avionics applications. Major
development objectives include implementation of us
dept. Of defense embedded computer standards, a
functionally flexible and modular design, and a
producible system that is maintainable, reliable,
and cost-effective. The hardware elements are
described along with the details of their functional
interfaces and the overall system architecture. An
integration and maintenance support system is
described. Software support and the implementation
philosophy are also discussed.

-24- 461975 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : MODULAR AVIONICS PACKAGING STANDARDIZATION.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference : BALTIMORE, MD, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs : AUSTIN M.; MCNICHOLS J. K.
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 641-5; SPO. IEEE; AIAA; DP 1985
Resume : Advanced integration technologies such as high speed

data busing, built-in-test (bit), very large scale
integration (vlsi) and very high speed integrated
circuits (vhsic) provide an opportunity to further

L-
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integrate military avionics systems. It is pointed
out, however, that these new technologies can be
severely limited if placed in conventional avionics
system architectures. To fully utilize the benefits
of these technologies, modular packaging
standardization across multiple functions, multiple
systems, and multiple airframes is needed. It is
stressed that new methods of packaging this new
generation of avionics are necessary to capitalize
on benefits such as common Sources, improved
maintainability, increased reliability, and reduced
life cycle costs.

-25- 461963 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : VLSI CHIP SET FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE AVIONIC

COMPUTERS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference BALTIMORE, MD, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs : FORDE S. J.; HILMANTEL M. A.
Affiliation : SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC.. NASHUA, NH, USA (02);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 569-72; REF. 1; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;

DP 1985
Resume : Advanced cmos processing with line widths of two

micrometers makes possible a vlsi implementation of
avionics computers. Using a chip set designed with
6000-gate gate arrays has led to the design of a
very high-performance, yet small, low-power.
cost-effective, and highly flexible avionics
computer. The chip set comprises four chips: the
microsequencer, the arithmetic and logic unit, the
operand generator unit, and the memory controller
unit. The four chips can be configured to implement
the us air force standard instruction set
architecture (mil-std-1750a, notice 1) and emulate
the us navy standard computers (an/uyk-20,
an/ayk-14, and an/uyk-44). An overview of the chip
architectures is presented.

-26- 461938 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : INTEGRATED AVIONICS FOR ADVANCED ARMY ROTORCRAFT.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference : BALTIMORE, MO, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs : EVERSOLE W. L.; KICZUK W. F.; LAMBRECHT J. A.;

RIVARD R. L.; WILLIAMS J. J.;
Affiliation : TEXAS INSTRUM. INC., DALLAS, TX, USA (06);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 352-8; SPO. IEEE; AIAA; DP 1985
Resume : An approach to the development of an advanced

avionics architecture to meet the functional
requirements of the us army's next generation of
rotorcraft (lhx) Is presented. Mission requirements

are briefly discussed to identify the functional
partitioning of the lhx system. This is followed by
a brief overview of each subsystem. The requirements
of the processing algorithms are discussed to
quantitatively identify the performance requirements
of the avionics architecture. Also described is a
multiprocessor, multisensor architecture involving
high bandwidth sensors, low bandwidth sensors, and a
hierarchy or processing structures and
interconnections that provides the flexibility,
reliability, availability, and fault tolerance
within the power, volume, and weight constraints
imposed by lhx.

-27- 461925 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais TEST EXPERIENCE ON AN ULTRARELIABLE COMPUTER

COMMUNICATION NETWORK ¢FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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APPLICATION!.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference BALTIMORE. MD, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 19$4
Auteurs : ABBOTT L. W.
Affiliation : AMES RES. CENTER, NASA, EDWARDS. CA, USA
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source NP. XXXV+668; PP. 233-8: REF. 6; SPO. IEEE; AIAA; DP

1985
Resume The dispersed sensor processing mesh (dspm) is an

experimental. ultrareliable, fault-tolerant computer
communications network that exhibits an organic-like
ability to regenerate itself after suffering damage.
The regeneration is accomplished by two
routines-grow and repair. The author discusses the
dspm concept for achieving fault tolerance and
provides a brief description of the mechanization of
both the experiment and the six-node experimental
network. The main topic is the system performance of
the growth algorithm contained in the growth
routing. The characteristics imbued to dspm by the
growth algorithm are also discussed. Data from an
experimental dspm network and software simulation of
larger dspm-type networks are used to examine the
inherent limitation on growth time by the growth
algorithm and the relationship of growth time to
network size and topology.

-28- 451118 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais . USING ADA FOR A DISTRIBUTED, FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEM

sAVIONICS APPLICATIONS!.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference BALTIMORE, MO. USA
Date conference 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs DEWOLF J. 8.; SODANO N. M.; WHITTREDGE R. S.
Affiliation : CHARLES STARK DRAPER LAB., INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA, USA

(03);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 477-84; REF. 6; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;

DP 1985
Resume : The authors present a snapshot of one project's

concerns and proposed Solutions for using ada to
develop system software for a distributed damage-
and fault-tolerant processing architecture. The
project is the nasa-sponsored advanced information
processing system (aips). The authors also describe
how the alps system software can be written in ada
using a standard uniprocessor runtime support
package. The system software provides certain
co= only used services to the applications
programmer beyond those Inherent in the ada language
definition. In addition, it provides network

transparency for interfunction communication.
Implementing these services in ada raises certain
issues relating to the runtime support package. The

current strategy for responding to these issues is
described and recommendations are made for improving
ada runtime support features.

-29- 451107 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : ULTRARELIABLE FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL SYSTEMS

%AEROSPACE CONTROL!.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE BH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference ; BALTIMORE, MO, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984
AUteurS : WEBSTER L. D.; SLYKHOUSE R. A.; BOOTH L. A. ; CARSON

T. M.; DAVIS G. J.,
Affiliation : AMES RES. CENTER, NASA, MOFFETT FIELD, CA, USA (06);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
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Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 239-46; REF. 9; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;
OP 1985

Resume An ultrarelable fault-tolerant control system
(uftcs) concept is described using a system design
philosophy which allows the development of system
structures containing virtually no common elements.
Common elements limit achievable system reliability
and can cause catastrophic loss of fault-tolerant
system function. The uftcs concept provides the
means for removing common system elements by
permitting the elements of the system to operate as
independent, uncoupled entities, multiple versions
of the application program are run on dissimilar
hardware. Fault tolerance is achieved through the
use of static redundancy management.

-30- 451102 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : DEVELOPMENT TOOLS: CASE STUDY FOR LARGE SYSTEMS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 64CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference BALTIMORE, MD, USA
Date conference 3-6 DEC. 1984
Auteurs : HORNBACH K.
Affiliation INSTRUM. DIV., LEAR SIEGLER. GRAND RAPIDS, MI, USA
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 167-74; REF. 8; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;

OP 1985
Resume : Software development tools can be an important aid

in controlling the complexity of large digital
avionics systems. The author describes the
successful application of modern software tools to
the development of the flight management computer
system for the boeing 737-300 aircraft. Tools were
used to increase productivity and quality during the
entire softre e life cycle. Source code management
tools provided thorough, ongoing configuration
management of code. Static analysis and path
coverage of the source aided in meeting stringent
verification requirements. Fourth-generation
language techniques were used to produce many of the
tools cost-effectively; and text formatting tools
were used to increase documentation productivity.

-31- 451101 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : SOFTWARE TRACEABILITY, REQUIREMENTS TESTABILITY, AND

AUDITING MODEL.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIAA/IEEE 6TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (CAT. NO. 84CH-2132-9)
Lieu Conference BALTIMORE. MD, USA
Date conference : 3-6 DEC. 1984

Auteurs : SCIORTINO J.; DUNNING D.
Affiliation : ARINC RES. CORP., ANNAPOLIS. MD, USA (02);
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : AIAA, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. XXXV+666; PP. 159-66; REF. 3; SPO. IEEE; AIAA;

OP 1985

Resume : Software development for both management information
system (mis) and embedded computer systems (ecs)
has suffered dramatic cost and time overruns, has
resulted in user dissatisfaction, and has often
yielded software that does not work in spite of
extra time and money spent. Arinc research has
developed a software traceability tool for reducing
risks in software development. This software
traceability, requirements testability, and auditing
(strata) model is a microcomputer-based tracking
system developed to support and automate the
top-down structured approach to software
development. A brief description is given of the
environment of embedded system development and of
the advantages of applying a tool like strata to the
software development of digital avionics system.

I.
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-32- 442868 C. INSPEC
Titre Anglais : DIGITAL AVIONICS FOR MODERN AIRCRAFT-A CASE STUDY

INTO THE PROBLEMS AND PROMISE OF AIRCRAFT
ELECTRONICS.

Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1985 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND
ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE NAECON 1985 (CAT. NO.
85C2189-9)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OH. USA
Date conference 20-24 MAY 1965
Auteurs ARCHER H. S.
Affiliation LOCKHEED GEORGIA CO., MARIETTA, GA. USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 2 VOL. 1595; PP. 144-51 VOL.1; REF. 1; SPO.

IEEE; AEROSP. ELECTRON. SYST. SOC; CCCC-
0547-3578/85/00)0-0144$01.00; OP 1985

Resume With decreasing static stability margins and
increasingly rigorous mission requirements, the role
of aircraft electrons has become vital. The author
gives a brief historical perspective of the
evolution of avionics and notes the harsh
environmental constraints under which current
avionics must operate. The case of spatially
redundant integrated racks composed of standardized
modules is made. A state-of-the-art design approach
is then presented, followed by a discussion of an
advanced system that will be typical of aircraft in
the 1990s. The topics discussed include: designing
for thermal management, distributed processing,
built-in-test requirements, and redundant systems
for flight-Critical applications.

-33- 442861 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : DISTRIBUTED NEMORY NETWORK: AN 8 GIGABIT FIBER OPTIC

TIGHTLY COUPLED SYSTEM.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1985 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE NAECON 1985 (CAT. NO.
85CH2189-9)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OH, USA
Date conference 20-24 MAY 1985
Auteurs : FOLMAR R. J.
Affiliation : HARRIS CORP., ELBOURNE. FL, USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE, NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 2 VOL. 1595; PP. 91-4 VOL.1; SPO. IEEE; AEROSP.

ELECTRON. SYST. SOC; CCCC-

0547-3578/85/0000-009101.00; OP 1985
Resume : The distributed memory network (den) described is an

8-gb/s fiber optic, memory connected local area

network. It Is designed for avionic applications and
vhsic signal processor speeds. System operation,
memory connected communication, fiber optic data
link and fault-tolerant features are described. An
engineering development model of this network that
is currently in the fabrication phase is described.

-34- 433231 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : SOFTWARE TOOLS-A WAY TO CONTROL COMPLEXITY ON LARGE

SOFTWARE PROJECTS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1985 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE AECON 1985 (CAT. NO.
85CH2189-9)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OM, USA
Date conference : 20-24 MAY 1985
Auteurs : HORNSACM K.
Affiliation : LEAR SIEGLER, GRAND RAPIDS. MI USA
Type Documpnt : Conference Paper
Editeur : IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 2 VOL. 1595; PP. 813-20 VOL.1; REF. 12; SPO.

IEEE; AEROSP. ELECTRON. SYST. SOC; CCCC-
0547-3578/S5/0000-06I301.00; DP 1985

Resume : The size of avionics software development proJects
has grown dramatically over the last several years.
The complexity Of these projects has increased even

faster. The author analyzes how software development
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tools can be used to control the complexity and

improve productivity during the development of large

avionics systems. Major too] systems examined
include source code configuration management.
problem report database, static analysis of source
code, data dictionaries, regression test managers,
methodology automation, and electronic mail. Online

databases are produced as a side effect of many of
these tools. When enough databases are present, a
'project knowledge base;' emerges, which can be used
and extended to provide additional management and
tracking information. These computer-based tool can
be used to accurately track the tens of thousands of
details related to the project, and to provide
timely progress feedback to management. Examples
from an actual Project are described.

-35- 433224 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglals : A NEW APPROACH TO ENSURING DETERMINISTIC PROCESSING

IN AN INTEGRATED AVIONICS SOFTWARE SYSTEM.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 1985 NATIONAL AEROSPACE AND

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE NAECON 1985 (CAT. NO.
85CH2189-9)

Lieu Conference : DAYTON, OH, USA
Date conference : 20-24 MAY 1985
Auteurs : ELLIS J. R.
Affiliation HARRIS CORP.. MELBOURNE, FL, USA
Type Document : Conference Paper
Editeur - IEEE. NEW YORK, USA
Source : NP. 2 VOL. 1595; PP. 756-63 VOL.1: REF. 4; SPO.

IEEE: AEROSP. ELECTRON. SYST. SOC; CCCC-
0547-3578/85/0000-0756501.00; DP 1985

Resume The traditional approach to avionics software
systems has been to ensure identical time for each
cycle through the code regardless of the path taken.
This cyclic executive approach Is not compatible
with future avionics software with continually
increasing functional integration. The author

describes a software architecture used in an

integrated avionics software system for the agusta
a-129 light attack helicopter. The architecture is

presented as the executive functions required for
integrated deterministic and statistical processing
in a single computer; it supports integrated fault

detection for software and/or hardware failures. The
architecture supports use of high-order programming
languages, potentially shorter system development
times through the introduction of greater
development concurrency, and greater flexibility and
lower costs in software maintenance, without
sacrificing operational reliability.

-36- 359807 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE A129

HELICOPTER.
Auteurs : JOHNSON 8. W.; JULICH P. M.
Affiliation : DEPT. OF ELECTR. ENG., VIRGINIA UNIV.,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA, USA
Type Document : Journal Article
Titre journal : IEEE TRANS. AEROSP. AND ELECTRON. SYST. (USA)

Source : VOL.AES-21, NO.2; PP. 220-9; REF. 5; CCCC-
0018-9251/85/0300-0220S01.00: DP MARCH 1985

Coden : IEARAX
Issn : 0018-9251
Resume : A description of the design and an analysis of the

fault-tolerance characteristics of the a129
integrated multiplex system (tis) are presented. The
a129 Ims is a computer system designed to implement
automatic flight control, navigation, system
monitoring, and other flight-critical and

mission-related tasks. The fault-tolerance design
philosophy has been to implement the majority of the

fault detection and redundancy management features
in software as opposed to hardware. The resulting
system has been shown, via a markov reliability
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analysis, to possess high reliability during a
three-hour mission.

-37- 321795 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : ACHIEVING GREATER PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH SOFTWARE

TOOLS.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COMPUTER USERS

SOCIETY EUROPE 1984
Lieu Conference AMSTERDAM. NETHERLANDS
Date conference : 24-28 SEPT. 1984
Auteurs : HORNBACH K.
Affiliation LEAR SIEGLER INSTRUM. DIV., GRAND RAPIDS. MI, USA
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur : DECUS EUROPE, PETIT-LANCY, SWITZERLAND
Source NP. VI+577; PP. 374-85; REF. 6; DP 1983
Resume While papers abound on the theoretical and prototype

usage of software development tools. tnere have been
very few case studies showing the integrated use of
commercially available tools on large real-world
projects. A new set of problems arise when tools and
techniques developed for small projects are used on
projects an order of magnitude larger. This paper
describes the successful application of modern tools
and methodologies to a very large, real time
avionics system-what worked, what didn't, and what
one would change if one could do It over again. The
biggest paybacks sometimes came from unexpected
areas; as did many of the problems. Dec's vms
software development tools and vax information
architecture provided much of the foundation.
Configuration management, automation of structured
analysis and design, static analysis of source, and
automated documentation are some examples of tool
usage examined.

-38- 307036 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : DOCUMENTATION AND SEPARATE TEST PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR TEST/MAINTENANCE €FLIGHT
SOFTWARE!.

Titre Conference: AGARD CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS NO. 361. DESIGN FOR
TACTICAL AVIONICS MAINTAINABILITY (AGARD-CP-361)

Lieu Conference BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
Date conference 7-10 MAY 1984
Auteurs GUSMANN B.; SANDNER N.
Affiliation LITEF. FREIBURG, GERMANY (02);
Type Document Conference Paper
Editeur : AGARD, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE
Source NP. XI+294; PP. 17/1-10; DP OCT. 1984
Resume At litef, operational flight software is In either

the maintenance or development phase for various
systems for transport aircraft and military
applications. Support software is in the development
and maintenance phase for the new tornado main
computer. Most important for test and maintenance
phases are well defined development phases with
standardized documentations Supported by computer
based tools. The litef software development is based
on a software handbook consisting of software
guidelines, methods/techniques and automated tools.
The authors focus on the documentation throughout
the lifecycle and the importance of independent
testing.

-39- 269712 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais : SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP RE'.ORD (CAT. NO.

83CH1982-8).
Titre Conference: SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP RECORD (CAT. NO.

83CH 1982-8)
Lieu Conference MONTEREY, CA. USA
Date conference : 6-8 DEC. 1983
Auteurs : ARNOLD R. S.
Type Document : Conference Proceedings
Editeur : IEEE COMPUT. SOC. PRESS. SILVER SPRING. MO. USA
Source : NP. XV+302; SPO. IEEE; NS; NAVAL POSTGRADUATESCHOOL; ACM; OP 1984
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Isbn : 0-8186-05I0-3
Resume The following topics were dealt with: approaches for

providing maintainable software: tools for software
maintenance; program evolution: software maintenance
and testing practices; software and maintenance
management; understanding and documenting software;
maintenance in a database environment; software
maintenance in sweden; software maintenance in
Japan; and avionics software maintenance case
studies. 51 papers were presented, of which 45 are
published In full in the present proceedings, and 6
as abstracts only. Twelve papers that were not
presented are also included in these proceedings-
Abstracts of Individual papers can be found under
the relevant classification codes in this or other
issues.

-40- 185722 C.INSPEC
Titre Anglais THE SPACE SHU

T
TLE PRIMARY COMPUTER SYSTEM.

Auteurs SPECTOR A.; GIFFORD D.
Affiliation DEPT. OF COMPUTER SCI., CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV..

PITTSBURGH. PA. USA
Type Document Journal Article
Titre journal COMMUN. ACM (USA)
Source VOL.27. NO.9; PP. 872-900; REF. 5; CCCC=

0001-0782/84/0900-0874/75C; DP SEPT. 1984
Coden CACMA2
Issn 0001-0782
Resume Ibm's federal systems division is responsible for

supplying 'error-free' software for nasa's space
Shuttle program. The shuttle's primary avionics
software system (pass) is the highly fault-tolerant,
on-board software that controls most aspects of
Shuttle operation. The on-board system (called the
dps. for data processing system) utilizes five
computers, which are known as gpcs (general-purpose
computers). The pass resides in a maximum of four of
these at any one time. Since the software needed to
support an entire mission would be too large to
occupy the primary memory, it has been divided into
eight overlays that make up the operational programs
of pass. The software has an operating system
written in assembler and applications written in
hal/s, a high-order language developed by
intermetrics inc. Of cambridge, massachusetts.

-41- 153082 CINSPEC
Titre Anglais : A HIGH-SPEED MIL-STD-1750A CMOS/SOS MICROPROCESSOR

%AVIONICS APPLICATION!.
Titre Conference: PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE/AIAA 5TH DIGITAL AVIONICS

SYSTEMS CONFERENCE
Lieu Conference : SEATTLE, WA. USA
Date conference : 31 OCT.-3 NOV. 1983
Auteurs : RASSET T. L.; HANNA W. A.; WALLACE L. N.
Affiliation : MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON

BEACH. CA, USA
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Resume A high-speed, low-power, hardened mil-std-1750a

(usaf) cmos/sos chip set is discussed. The chip set
contains the following Options: timers a and b;
trigger-go counter; startup ro,,. control; and dma
control. Special elements have been built into the
chip set to aid testing and hardware/software
integration. Both a hardened and a sDace-hardened
version of the chip set have been developed. To
support the chip set, an integrated set of hardware
and software development tools, including a
processor monitor system, has been developed.
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COMPUTING SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR HIGHLY
INTEGRATED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Type Document Conference Proceedings
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Resume The following topics are dealt With: advanced

avionics systems; avionics for v/stol and
rotorcraft; software management; simulation; digital
flight control systems; flight software; integrated
communications. navigation and identification
systems: sensors and signal processing; data buses;
on-board monitoring and support; fault-tolerant
avionics; digital systems; integrated crew stations;
traffic alert and collision avoidance systems;
commercial aircraft systems; and vhsic applications.
142 papers were presented, of whiCh 114 are
published in full In the present proceedings, and 4
as abstracts only. Abstracts of individual papers
can be found under the relevant classification codes
in this or other issues.
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Resume Many significant advances in optimal control theory,

synthesis techniques and design methodology have
taken place since the last symposium held in this
technical area in 1973. The rapidly developing
technologies In computation, data distribution.
computer aided design methods and data basis now
permit application of theories and synthesis methods
heretofore impractical. The increased emphasis on
functional and Performance capability at reduced
cost suggests application of technologies and
methods for more common use of information and
higher levels of integration. The purpose of the
meeting was to review and discuss all aspects of
those emerging technologies ranging from theory
through applications including aircraft, space
vehicles, and unmanned vehicles.
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14. Abstract

Modem military air vehicles have to comply with sophisticated performance requirements. As a
result, full advantage must be taken of the rapid advances in computer hardware/software and
future micro-electronics technologies.

New design and development strategies must be implemented in order to obtain the overall per-
formance benefits offered by advanced integrated systems for guidance and control, avionics,
weapon delivery and tactical performance management.

In a two-day programme this Lecture Series will address some issues which have demonstrated not-
able and outstanding advances in the field of computing system design, design tools and techniques.
computers, data buses, and architectures. In particular, the second day's programme
will show how technological advances have enabled the design of a modem computing system archi-
tecture. Future trends and new directions will be subjects for round table discussions.

This Lecture Series, sponsored by the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD, has been imple-
mented by the Consultant and Exchange Programme of AGARD.
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